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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Grammar, in the West, aims to systematise the rules of a language, analyze 

its structure at the 'levels of sound, word, phrase and sentence, and discriminate the 

correct from the incorrect usage. However, in the Indian tradition, grammar, apart 

from doing these also deals with issues that go beyond the study of any particular 

language. The Indian grammatical texts constitute a philosophical discipline as well. 

The analysis of language in India triggers a number of queries: What is language? 

What is the linguistic denotation? What is the relationship between a word and its 

meaning? Do the words refer to a universal or particular, class or individual, forms or 

substance, etc.? How far meaning is a competent means? What is the relationship 

between (a) meaning and thought, and (b) meaning and reality? And to what extent 

verbal cognition is reliable? Such questions taken up by linguistic philosophers like 

PaQini (fourth century BC), Patanjali (second century BC) and Bhartrhari (fifth 

century AD) form the crux of the Indian philosophy of language. 

Language and philosophy share an intimate connection. Without a 

philosophical examination of the meanings and structure of language, one cannot 

easily learn with certainty the objective truth of the statements, nor can one usefully 

discuss abstract concepts. The philosophy of language seeks to understand the 

concepts expressed by language and to find a system by which it can effectively and 

accurately do so. Thus, it is the philosophical study of the use of language and the 

relations among language, language users, and the world. It also encompasses the 

philosophical study of linguistic meaning and the philosophical reflections on the 

nature and scientific status of linguistic theories. 

The aim of the present work is to trace conditions and contexts of meaning in 

VakyapadTya, i.e. the magnum opus work of Bhartrhari. The search for conditions 

and contexts of meaning runs through the Indian discourse on language. The chief 

purpose of this search is disambiguation of the meaning through the relationship 
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between word and world, i.e. nama and rupa. These are two appearances of the 

ultimate truth variously called Om, Sabdabrahman, or Brahman. For the Indian 

philosophers of language, the entire lingual behaviour should be studied not only 

from the perspective of grammar but also from the philosophical point of view 

because language to them is also a source (prama(la) of knowl~dge.:. The study of 

conditions and contexts of meaning is easy to comprehend on the· ground of the 

philosophy of language. 

In the light of Indian philosophical developments if one considers the Western 

Philosophy, one can compare the formulations of Bhartrhari with the developments 

in the Western linguistic tradition beginning Frege (1848-1925), Russel (1872-1970) 

and Witgenstein (1889-1951 ). Though, in the West, the enquiry into language 

stretches back to the 5th century BC with Socrates (469-399 BC) and Plato (427-347 

BC), Aristotle (384-322 BC) and the Stoics (3rd century BC). Both irJ India and in 

Greece, linguistic speculation comes before the emergence of grammatical traditions 

of systematic description of language, which emerge approximately from the ih 

century BC in India (Yaska) and from the 3rd century BC in Greece (Rhyanus): 

The inquisitiveness about 'language' as a concept is as old as Indian culture 
itself. By saying so, I don't claim that in Western thought the concept of 
language and meaning was not discussed at all prior to the twentieth century 
'linguistic turn'. Plato made significant contributions to the analysis of 
'meaning' through his theory of 'Ideas'. But subsequently it never drew that 
much of attention .. .. !Jgveda, one of the oldest scriptures of India, contains 
innumerable insightful remarks about the nature of language and speech. 
(Patnaik 4) 

The study of grammar and the linguistic philosophy have occupied central 

place in Indian thought from the vedic period (roughly 1500 BC) onwards with the 

worshiping of vak (the essence of speech). What a speaker speaks and a listener 

listens is indeed a manifestation of the essence of speech responsible for all lingual 

behaviour. Whether it is a permanent whole conveying something in a flash or a 

composition of meaningful units each contributing its share to the association which 

is for sentence-meaning has been debated for long in Indian schools of philosophy of 

language. 

After some earlier advancement in the area, Indian linguistic philosophy 

established itself in early medieval period of Indian philosophy (roughly 5th to 1oth 
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centuries AD) with debates among various schools of thought. The "materialist" 

MTmal"flsa School led by Kumarila Bhatta (roughly ih century AD) and Prabhakara 

(ih century AD) claimed a separation of linguistic performance and meaning. The 

sphota (holistic) grammarian school led by Bhartrihari held that word and meaning 

form an indivisible whole. 

Among all the grammarian-philosophers, Bhartrhari is regarded as an 

outstanding figure in the history of Indian thought. His philosophy is unique and 

singular. Barring a few philosophers, like Mandana Mishra (81
h century AD), 

Vacaspati Misra (900-980 AD) or the school of grammar and rhetoric, the philosophy 

of Bhartrhari has few supporters and sympathetic exponents and elaborators in 

branches of Indian philosophy. However, Bhartrhari is a school in himself. He seems 

to have been the most criticized philosopher. In consequence of elaborate criticism 

against him, his fundamental philosophical work VakyapadTya became the most 

extensive work in the medieval period, which represented the most fruitful epoch of 

Indian thought. Bhartrhari's works were so widely known that even the Chinese 

traveller 1-tsing (635-713 AD), in the account of his travel written in 691 AD, mentions 

Bhartrhari as the grammarian-philosopher. As 1-tsing writes, Bhartrhari was a 

Buddhist, wrote VakyapadTya-discourse and Peina, and a commentary on 

Mahabha$}'a of fatanjali, and died forty years before writing his account. We have 

also 1-tsing's evidence to hold the view that Bhartrhari wavered between the ascetic 

life and secular life several times. But 1-tsing's account was found by modern 

researchers to be faulty in certain details, perhaps for being based on oral 

information collected through his personal inquiries. Bhartrhari's works clearly 

establish that he was a follower of Brahmanic tradition and not a Buddhist (1997 9). 

Many stories about the philosopher are now a part of the folklore. According to one 

story, he was a king and brother of Vikramaditya or SOdraka, who renounced the 

worldly life and became a saf!myasin (a forest dweller) towards the end of his life. 

Harihara in his drama Bhart(harinirveda presents him as a disciple of Gorak~anatha 
I 

from whom he learnt yoga and renounced the world. A cave in Ujjain is called 'Cave 

of Bhartrhari' falling in line with this tradition. Unfortunately, we do not know much 

about his personal history and his works do not throw much light on the matter. 

However, much of the evidence regarding Bhartrhari's date comes from Buddhist 
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sources. In his travelogue written in 691 AD, 1-tsing (the Chinese Buddhist) reports 

that Bhartrhari died forty years before writing his travelogue. This would put 

Bhartrhari's death at either 650 AD (if the period of forty years is calculated from 

1-tsing's writing of his travels in India) or 630 AD (if the period of forty years is 

calculated from the beginning of 1-tsing's at Nalanda). 1-tsing also says that 

Bhartrhari was a contemporary of Dharamapala, whose dates are well known as 

530-561 AD. It makes his dating self-contradictory. More reliable evidence has come 

from a series of scholars who have uncovered quotations from Bhartrhari's works in 

Tibetan translations of Buddhist texts such as Dinnaga's Prama(Jasmuccaya. These 

show that Bhartrhari must have either lived before or have been a contemporary of 

Dir'lnaga whose dates are usually taken as 470-550 AD. Further indications from 

these Tibetan translations of Buddhist and from a sixth century Jaina writer, 

SirhhasOrigani, suggest that Bhartrhari studied under the great grammarian of his 

day, Vasurata. It is favoured by Purwaraja: 

evam tavat bhart(haryadidarsanamuktam vasurato bhart(harer upadhya/.7. 
(Puoyaraja on Vakyapad/ya 2.484) 

Vasurata was a Brahmin and a brother-in-law of Baladitya, a pupil of the great 

Buddhist scholar Vasuvandhu (400 AD). In this way it is thought that Bhartrhari 

should be dated 450-500 AD. This date, however, may still be open to further 
I 

change while the sequence of these writers (i.e. Vasuvandhu- Vasurata- Bhartrhari

Dir'lnaga) seems fairly well established. There is difficulty not only in establishing 

Bhartrhari's date but also about the dates of his works or their order of appearances. 

Among the major works attributed to him are his main philosophical treatise 

VakyapadTya (ka(J(ia I, II, and Ill), V(tti (a commentary on the VakyapadTya-ka(J(ia I 

' and II), Mahabha?YatTka and Sabdadhatusamfk$8. One more book Trayasataka-s 

(i.e. Srngara, Vairagya and NJti-Sataka-s) is attributed to him. But there is a question 

' whether Bhartrhari, the author of Srngara, Vairagya and NJti-Sataka-s, is the same 

person, who is the author of VakyapadTya. The difference in the ~tyle would appear 

to disprove any identification, although there is nothing to suggest that a poet may 

not write a treatise on grammar in one style and compose a work like Srngarasataka 
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in a different style (Pillai xiii). However, it is not our main concern in this work 

whether the book Trayasataka-s is composed by Bhartrhari or not. 

Sabdadhatusamlk~a is an extinct work known to have been composed by 

Bhartrhari as mentioned by Somananda in his Sivadr.sp and Utpalacarya in his 

commentary thereon. For Bhartrhari, sabdadhatu-samlk~a means an inquiry into the 

root cause ( dhatu) of sabda, i.e. Sabdabrahman, the Ultimate Reality, corresponding 

to what was expounded in Brahma-ka(lr;/a of Vakyapadijla. 

Another work Mahabhawatlka is a commentary in the form of observations 

and comments only on the points of interest. It is fragmentary extending up to the 

rule 1.1 .53 of PaQini. Bhartrhari also wrote a commentary called V(tti. It is available 

for the first two ka(lr;/a-s - for the first ka(lr;/a in complete while the second is in 

fragments. In this commentary, he is called Harivr~abha (Murti 13-14). 

As stated our chief concern is Vakyapadijla. We shall discuss Vakyapadijla 

and his philosophy of language. Bhartrhari's primary philosophical position is that 

' language is intimately connected with the Ultimate Reality, i.e. Sabdabrahman. 

Vakyapadijla is, without any doubt, one of the most significant works in the Indian 

grammatical and philosophical tradition. It is the single most important work after the 

works of the three munis: PaQini, Katyayana (3rd century BC) and Patanjali. It is the 

certainly most widely cited early treatise concerning what scholars generally refer to 

as Indian "philosophy of grammar", not only among subsequent scholars in India in 

various schools of thought but also among modern scholars. It is divided into three 

books Brahma-ka(lr;/a, (or Agama-samuccaya i.e. "aggregation of doctrines"), Vakya

ka(lr;/a, and Pada-ka(lr;/a (or PrakTr(laka(lr;/a, i.e. "miscellaneous"). The work is 

composed in anu~tup metre called karika-s. According to 1-tsing, Bhartrhari had 

written a work, which the former calls Vakya-discourse which contained 700 sloka-s, 

and another called Peina (in 3000 s/oka-s). Actually, 1-tsing is referring to 

Vakyapadijla which becomes Vakya-discourse and Peina in his description. Hsing's 

Vakya-discourse refers to the first two ka(lr;/a-s (i.e. Brahma-ka(lr;/a and Vakya

ka(lr;/a) and his Peina is the third ka(lr;/a in its Prakr:t form Pai(l(la, i.e. PrakT(la. He 

treats it as a separate work, as some ancient Indian writers also do. Vardhamana, for 
I 
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example, refers to Bhart~hari as the author of VakyapadTya and PrakT(Ja in his 

Ga(Jaratnamahodadhi (1140 AD): 

bhart{harirvakyapadTyaprakir(lakayo(l karta mah8bh8$Yatripadya vyakhyata 
ca (2) 

Helaraja (1oth century AD), in his commentary on the third ka(J(ia of 

VakyapadTya, sometimes refers to his commentary on the first two ka(J(ia-s as a 

commentary on VakyapadTya. But he was also aware that PrakJ(Jaka(J(ia was a 

continuation of the two ka(J(ia-s of VakyapadTya. Bhartrhari himself, in karika 485 of 

the second ka(J(ia, says that the grammatical traditions would- be fully discussed in 

the third ka(J(ia, making it quite clear that the third ka(J(ia is an integral part of 

VakyapadTya: 

vartmanam atra ke-?am cid vastumatram udah(tam 1 

ka(lr;/e trtfye nyak-?ena bhavi$}/ati vicara(la II 

The first two books of VakyapadTya discuss the nature of creation, the 
I 

relationship of Brahman, world, language, the individual soul UTva), and the 

manifestation and comprehension of the meanings of words and sentences. The 

third book, i.e. Pada-ka(J(ia, deals with word-meanings viz. universal, particular 

property, etc. and space, time, act, case, person, gender, number, voice, faculties of 

import and word integration with meaning. This Pada-ka(J(ia, as available now, 

contains fourteen samuddesa-s (chapters). The names of the fourteen samuddesa-s 

are as follows: 1. Jatisamuddesa, 2. Dravyasamuddesa, 3. Saf!Jbandhasamuddesa, 

4. BhDyodravyasamuddesa, 5. Gunasamuddesa, 6. Diksamuddesa, 7. 

Sadhanasamuddesa, 8. Kriyasamuddesa, 9. Kalasamuddesa, 1 o, 
Puru$asamuddesa, 11. Saf!Jkhyasamuddesa, 12. Upagrahasamuddesa, 13. 

Li(Jgasamuddesas, and 14. Vrttisamuddesa. 

The number of karika-s, 700, of the first two ka(J(ia-s as mentioned by 1-tsing 

is very close to the number of verses, 635, as available in the printed editions. But 

there is a discrepancy about the number of karika-s mentioned by 1-tsing and found 

in the printed texts of Pada-ka(J(ia. If 1-tsing's number is correct we are compelled to 
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believe that the third ka(lifa as available to us is incomplete and should have many 

more samuddesa-s to raise the number from 1300 to 3000 karika-s. In support of our 

belief Pur:tyaraja attests the existence of three more samuddesa-s called Lak?a(la, 

Badha and Upama. Bhartrhari himself refers in his V(tti on VakyapadTya 2.76 to 

Lak?a(lasamuddesa wherein the arguments for and against the principles of 

interpretation are discussed. Pur:tyaraja was quite aware of Badha and Upama 

samuddesa-s as he mentions them in VakyapadTya 2.76-77. For us these two 

sections are also lost. If 1-tsing's statement is correct we have to presume that at 

least half of Pada-ka(lifa or PrakTr(la-ka(lifa is lost to us. 

The title VakyapadTya is very suggestive. The elucidation on the problems of 

sentences (vakya) and word (pada) and the meaning revealed non-differently by 

them in the work justifies the title VakyapadTya. The discussion on the concepts of 

vakya and pada, and their meaning is given in a way that provides a clear exposition 

of communication on the basis of how it is revealed in the mind by language. In 

VakyapadTya, sabda (language) is accepted as discriminating awareness, or as a 

unit of distinct and self-determinate cognition. There are karika-s in which Bhartrhari 

himself offers about the scope of the subject-matter of his treatise. In karika-s 24, 25 

and 26 (of first ka(lifa), Bhartrhari specifies eight topics coming within the fold of his 

study. These are: "two kinds of meaning (artha): that which is obtained by analysis 

and that which is of a fixed character (sthita/ak?a(la), two kinds of word (sabda): that 

which is to be grammatically explained and that which is a means of explaining it 

(pratipadaka), two kinds of relation: causality and fitness to express the meaning and 

two kinds of result or purpose: spiritual merit (dharma) and the understanding of 

meaning" (Matilal 57). These are the eight subjects which are the whole content of 

VakyapadTya. But these subjects are not taken in that order in which they are 
' 

enumerated in karika-s 24, 25 and 26 of first ka(lifa: 

apoddharapadartha(l ye ye cartha(l sthitalak?a!Jaf:J I 
anvakhyeyas ca ye sabda ye capi pratipadakaf:J 11 
karyakara!Jabhavena yogyabhavena ca sthita(l 1 
dharme ye pratyaye cariga!J1 58f!1bandhaf:J sadhvasadhU?U II 
te lirigais ca svasabdais ca sastre 'sminn upavartJita(l 1 
sm(tyartham anugamyante ke cid eva yathagamam II 
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As it is above mentioned that Bhartrhari himself wrote a commentary (called 

V(fft) of the first two kii(l{ia-s, there are some other commentators who also wrote 

commentaries in order to explain and clarify the text which is in the form of 

mnemonic verses and full of various doctrinal principles and concepts. These 

commentators are Vr$abhadeva, Purwaraja and Helaraja. Vr$abhadeva's 

commentary is called Paddhati which is the only ancient commentary on the kiirika-s 

and V(ffi together. But now, it is available only in an incomplete form. Fortunately, 

Purwaraja's commentary on the second kii(l{ia is available to us in full. Purwaraja 

was acquainted with the V(tti and looked upon it as Bhartrhari's own commentary. 

Next commentator is Helaraja. He was a senior contemporary of Kaiyata. He wrote 

his commentaries on all three kii(l{ia-s. His commentary on the first two kii(J{ia-s is 

' known as Sabdaprabhii and on the third kii(J{ia is called Prakasa. But not only 

' Sabdaprabhii but also some portions of Prakiisa were lost. Helaraja's commentary 

was taken as an authority and quoted by Madhavacarya (14th century AD), Bhattoji 

Dik$ita (1 ih century AD) and Nagesabhatta (18th century AD). Thus, we find that the 

text of Vakyapadlya is not intelligible without these learned commentaries of 

Bhartrhari, Vr$abhadeva, PuQyaraja and Helaraja. 

There is no doubt that a work on Bhartrhari's philosophy may prove 

rewarding. Within the limited scope of my work many important issues regarding 

Bhartrhari's philosophy have been left out. It is above mentioned that the issue of 

conditions and contexts of meaning as discussed in Bhartrhari's Viikyapadlya is the 

chief concern of this work. This issue is taken on the ground of 'Indian philosophy of 

language because a query regarding meaning comes under the study of semantics 

and semantics is fundamental to linguistic philosophy. Therefore, the second chapter 

examines in two sections the basic principles of Indian philosophy of language (and 

locus of meaning) and the contribution of Bhartrhari's ViikyapadTya to Indian 

philosophy of language (and meaning). 

In the third chapter, an elaborated account of the theory of sphota is given in 

the background of Bhartrhari's views on sphota. As an indispensable condition of 

meaning, Bhartrhari's (theory of) sphota is taken up in this chapt~r. So as to make 

this take more comprehensible, his views on the nature of sphota are projected 
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under the sections of sphota: the sabda-dispositionality of mind (.Sabda-bhavana); 
I 

sphota: sentence or word; kinds of sphota; nature of sphota; sphota and dhvani; 

Bhartrhari's views on the process of revelation of sphota; sphota and meaning 

bearing aspect of the word; .Sabda as a two sided entity; word as an entity without 

differentiation; Bhartrhari's view on the nature of .Sabda; and sphota as a symbol. 

In the fourth chapter other conditions and contexts of meaning are discussed. 

These are taken as tools of disambiguation through the interpretation of relationship 

between the expresser and the expressed. This chapter is divided in the four 

sections. In the first section, the meaning of meaning as it appears in VakyapadJya is 

discussed. It is important to note here that the text not only deals with Bhartrhari's 

points of view on meaning but also other theories of meaning popular during his time 

that the philosopher refers in order to clarify his position on sentential meaning, i.e. 

pratibha-vakyartha. Pratibha-vakyartha ('the expressed' meaning) is presented as 

the most important factor after the sphota (which is discussed in the previous 

chapter as 'the expresser') in the process of communication. In the second section, 

the plurality of meaning which is one of the main problems in interpreting 

communication and what the causes behind it is taken up. The third section is based 

on the conditions and contexts which are for determination of primary, 

secondary/intended and non-intended meanings. In the last section of this chapter, 

there is an attempt to interpret and reread The Waste Land (1922) of Thomas 

Stearns Eliot (1888-1965), the most representative poem of the modern European 

literature, within the framework of Bhartrhari's theory of the conditions and contexts 

of meaning. 

It is a fact that Bhartrhari represents the rich tradition of Indian philosophy of 

language in his work VakyapadJya very well. This richness of Indian tradition 

particularly in the field of linguistic philosophy is recognised not only by the Indian 

scholars but also by the Western scholars. Here, as a Western scholar M. B. 

Emeneau is quote worthy who recommends to the western linguists to learn a lot 

from the rich tradition of Indian philosophy of language: 

Certainly in one other slowly awakening department of Linguistics that is 
concerned with meaning the west still has to learn from India. Their 
grammarians, literary theoreticians and philosophers were all concerned with 
problems of meaning, and much was thought and written on the subject. Of 
this the West is for all practical linguistic purposes innocent. The Hindu 
treatises are in a difficult style and only a few in the west will be qualified to 
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deal with them, as Sanskritists, philosophers and linguistic scholars. Yet, the 
results are likely to be worth the efforts: It is the subject that can be 
recommended to aspirants. (151) 
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Chapter 2 

Meaning in Indian Philosophy of Language 

I 

We are not aware of the beginning and the end of the world. 

Hence, the first and the last page of the manuscript have been lost. 

(Kashani in Hadi 265) 

Kalim Kashani, a Persian poet and poet-laureate at the court of Emperor 

Shahjahan, has presented an appropriate and beautiful simile when he compared 

this world with a manuscript which has lost its first and last page. This philosophical 

assumption requires us to find out the two lost pages in order to understand the 

phenomenology of existence. If the two pages are found out, many valuable pieces 

' of information regarding the author of the manuscript, when it was written, what it 

was written for and so on could be traced easily. However, the facts vis-a-vis the 

untraced parts of the manuscript remain unanswered till these two pages are found 

out. The afore-mentioned parts can be located in the processes of association and 

disassociation of various phenomenologies regarding the ontological realities of 

creation. For this, one has to infer, one has to postulate the beginning and the end of 

the manuscript on the basis of whatever is available in the visible remaining parts. 

This attempt can be called philosophy. 

It is noticeable that whatever questions disturb a philosopher regarding the 

world around us', the same questions he faces regarding the 'Language 

phenomenon' also. Language is intertwined to the reality it represents and the 

fundamental question is how the word represents the world. The linguist has been 

struggling with such issues since time immemorial, at least in the Indian context. 

What is language? What is the denotation of a word, what constitutes a meaning and 

what is the relation between the two? Was language created, if so, who created it 

and when? How does language function? What is the truth about language? Is there 

any end to this? How is the rapport between the speaker and the listener 
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established? In general, an attempt to answer these questions is 'Philosophy of 

Language'. 

The present chapter examines in two sections the basic principles of Indian 

philosophy of language (and locus of meaning) and the contribution of Bhartrhari's 

VakyapadJya to Indian philosophy of language (and meaning). 

1. 

Language is believed, in general, to be a multi-dimensional subject of inquiry. 

Various disciplines have developed to study the different aspects of language from 

different perspectives. Many scholars have tried to look at the central issues of 

language within the framework of philosophy, and in the study of philosophy itself 

language finds great relevance. The semantic concern or concern with meaning is at 

the heart of the philosophy of language. 

A philosopher's concern with language can be distinguished from the concern 

which a philosopher of language feels. A philosopher who does philosophy of 

language views language more as a medium of thought and concentrates more on 

the theory of reference. But for one who is at first and foremost a philosopher of 

language, the use of language as a vehicle of communication is less important than 

language as a theory of meaning. A philosopher or more particularly an ontologist 

cannot but emphasize the question of language in the facts of experience. This 

anchorage occurs purely through reference. So, from this point of view, the division 

of language into referring and non-referring parts (or expressions and a theory of 

reference) receive at least greater attention. While 'referring' involves use of names 

and name-associated expressions, sentences cannot be counted among referring 
I 

expressions. It is also noticeable that communication is carried on almost entirely 

through sentences. For communicative performance (i.e. a concrete linguistic act), 

analysis of a sentence into words or still smaller parts seems to be unnecessary. It is 

from the point of view of communication that sentence and its meaning receive 

greater attention or emphasis. If still the reference theorists or philosophers studying 

language are found to emphasize or study with equal importance the aspect of 

sentences and give primacy to them, it is perhaps due to their interests in truth. We 

cannot communicate by using sentences that are contradictory, but it does not seem 
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to be necessary that a sentence must be true or must be known to be so if we are to 

communicate anything through it. It is also believed that one's ontology is fixed not 

by names one may list but by the names occurring in true assertions. In fact, there is 

hardly any means of finding names in actual use except in the context of sentences. 

Thus, it is evident that "language is anchored to reality or world through the referring 

expressions occurring in the true sentences of it" (Mukhopadhyay 3). Hence, while a 

body of true sentences connected properly constitutes a theory, viz., theory of 

meaning or interpretation, the totality of things, correspondent to the referring 

expressions occurring in these sentences constitutes the ontology relative to that 

theory. Philosophers of language may and also draw on the results of the 

grammarians and the structural linguists' study of language towards confirmation of 

the truth or falsity of a sentence-communication. But, they are mostly interested in 

the phenomenon of communicative part only, i.e., the content of intentional states of 

belief, desire, hope, etc. Therefore, information in the context of communication is 

sometimes more than what can be captured by the notion of truth or truth-condition. 

Now, those who have special motivation of fixing ontology through the device of 

language may be called linguistic philosopher in a stronger sense; others are 

regarded just as philosophers studying language (Palit xiv-xv). 

Philosophy (i.e. darsana) as understood in India comprises both a theory of 

being or ontological types and a theory of knowing including the means of knowledge 

(epistemology). All the aspects of philosophical inquiry, somehow, fall in between 

these two major theoretical enterprises. Theory of language, accordingly, stands 

either as ontology of language or logic that is an epistemology of it. Indian 

philosophers are involved in discussing whether language is a thing belonging to the 

category of quality (gu(la), action (kriya), substance (dravya) or universal Uat1); they 

are also involved in discussing what a sentence means or what should be the 

analysis of sentences in the imperative mood. So far as the ontology of language is 

concerned, questions, in general, regarding sabdanityata or vedanityata have been 

raised and dealt with thoroughly. The related logico-epistemological questions which 

also attracted their thoughts were like sabda-pratyak?atva, sabdanumeyatva, etc. 

The modern interpreters of Indian philosophy of language have nurtured the 

common idea that these questions presuppose the structure of language, and do not 

concern themselves with the structural and grammatical analysis of language. They 
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are more concerned with the functional and communicative aspect of language 

where meaning or interpretation plays a central role. Among the things discussed by 

the Indian philosophers of language are words, knowledge of words, word-meaning, 

knowledge of word-meaning, sentence, sentence-meaning, knowledge of sentence 
I 

and knowledge of sentence-meaning. 

Indian linguistic philosophers have been dealing with above mentioned topics 

for not less than 2000 years. In other words, we may say that the curiosity about 

'language' as a concept is as old as Indian civilization itself. 8gveda, one of the 

oldest texts of the world, contains innumerable insightful remarks about the nature of 

language (sabda) and Speech (vak). It does not mean that the concept of language 

and meaning was not discussed in Western thought. Plato made significant 

contributions to the analysis of 'meaning' through his theory of 'Ideas'. But afterward 

it never drew that much of attention. It is realized that 'Philosophy of Language' has 
I 

been a point of discussion in Western tradition after Fregs, Russel and Witgenstein 

i.e. for last 100-125 years or so. 

There is no doubt that Indian grammarians, literary theoreticians and 

philosophers were all concerned with problems of meaning, and much was thought 

and written on the subject of language and meaning. Perhaps it causes the 

delineation of the subject and specification of the range or scope of its concept so 

comprehensive in the Indian thought. Not only grammarians like Bhart~hari, but 

logicians like Vatsyayana, MTmamsaka-s like Kumarila and Prabhakara, and literary 

theorists like Anandavardhana and Abhinavagupta, and Buddh1sts like Dirinaga have 

offered their own explanations, widely differing from one another. Thinkers belonging 

to different philosophical schools propound various definitions of ideas related to 

linguistic philosophy in accordance with their objectives to explore and to establish 

basic theories they hold. But most of them assemble on the single platform accepting 

that the study of language, which forms a part of philosophy in general, is so far a 

study of language as means of communication or source of information. 

Undoubtedly, language as an accredited source of knowledge yields correct 

information for the hearer; and the hearer's knowledge in this case consists in his 

understanding the sentence or sentences uttered by a genuine speaker. Philosophy 

as darsana is taken to be the study of those special kinds of object, the knowledge of 

which is needed if one is to know the true nature of one's own self. Thus, it is evident 
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that language is studied in philosophy under either of its two aspects of being a 

means of knowledge or being a kind of knowable thing or ontological category. 

Grammar and lingui,stics as also philosophy of grammar study language primarily in 

its aspect of being language. Grammar is a system of rules that governs 

expressions. Contemporary philosophers are of the opinion that grammar 

concentrates more on the question of grammaticality of words or padasadhutva 

rather than the syntactic or semantic well-formedness of sentences prevalent mostly 

in Nyaya and MTmarnsa Sastra-s. 

The philosophical systems of India take up the problem of language as a part 

of their epistemological concern known as prama(Ja sastra. The word prama(Ja is 

derived from the word prama or pra+~awhich is used in philosophical parlance in the 
I 

sense of proper knowledge or true knowledge. They draw a clear line of distinction 

between jnana (cognition) and prama (valid cognition). In Sanskrit, the word jnana 

stands for all kinds of cognition, irrespective of the questions of truth or falsehood. 

Prama is used to designate only a true cognition (yatharthajnana) as distinct from a 

false one (mithyajnana). A prama(Ja is unique cause or the instrument of a prama 

(valid cognition). While analyzing the concept of prama they categorize different 

methods or means of knowledge (prama(Ja). However, there is no unanimity of views 

regarding the number of such valid methods of knowledge. Different philosophical 

systems conceive different number of sources of knowledge, which range from one 

to eight. The Ca!Vaka-s accepted only one prama(Ja, i.e., pratyak-?a (perception). 

The Vaisesika-s and the Buddhists posited two, pratyak-?a and anumana (inference). 

The Sarflkhya philosophers added sabda (verbal testimony) and, in this way, 

accepted three pramana-s (pratyak-?a, anumana and sabda). The Naiyayika-s 

accepted four pramana-s, pratyak-?a, anumana, sabda and upamana, i.e. 

comparison. The Prabhakara-s added arthapatti (postulation) to this list and made it 

five. The Bhatta School accepted six by adding anupalabadhi or abhavaprama(Ja 

(non-apprehension). The paura(Jika tradition accepted eight by adding two more to 

the above list, namely, aitihya (narration) and sambhava (possibility of inclusion). 

The Nyaya-Vaise$ika argues that only first four prama(Jas are necessary to be 

accepted, and the remaining four could be included in those four only. Thus, 

pratyak$a (perception), anumana (inference), upamana (comparison), and sabda 

(verbal testimony) are accepted as the sources of valid knowledge, and arthapatti 
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can be included in anumana, anupalabdhi is only an auxiliarY" cause for generating 

the knowledge of absence, and aitihya and sambhava can be included in sabda and 

anumana respectively. So, it is obvious that all the schools of thought do not accord 

independent status to sabda as a prama(Ja. Nyaya, MTmarhsa, Vedanta and 

Sarikhya are such systems which admit the validity of sabda prama(Ja and carry on 

elaborate discussions on the nature of language and its functions. In this connection, 

it is remarkable to note that though Buddhism does not offer the status of 

independent prama(Ja to sabda, a very powerful analysis of the concept of language 

and meaning is found in Buddhist literature (the apoha theory of meaning, advocated 

by Buddhist logicians DiQQaga and DharmakTrti). Sabda prama(Ja means the true and 

justified knowledge derived from sabda, referring to both words and sentences and 

justifications of accepting sabda or those words and sentences as prama(Ja, i.e., 

means towards justified true knowledge. It is distinctively different from the other 

methods of knowing. Unlike, the methods of perception, inference, etc., facts and 

sense-objects do not form the basis of such knowledge. As a linguistic means of 

knowledge its object is language itself. However, the traditional interpretation on the 

subject leaves us with the impression that it means nothing more than knowledge 

based on some form of 'authority'. Now, here it is a very important question whether 

sabda only means scriptural authority or more than. To answer this, a very brief 

discussion on the views of the different schools of Indian philosophy expressed 

about sabda prama(Ja is given below. 

Gautama, the founder of the Nyaya School, recorded the four prama(Ja-s or 

accredited sources of knowledge. These are pratyak,?a, anumana, upmana, 

arthapatt, anupalabadhi and sabda. Thus, according to Naiyayika-s, sabda is the last 

' of the four accredited sources of knowledge (prama(Ja). Sabda has been defined 

differently in classical Nyaya, as we find it in Gautama's Nyayasutra, Vatsyayana's 

Bh8.$Ya, etc. and modern Nyaya, as we find it in standard texts of Navyanyaya as 

Bha,?apariccheda, Siddhantamuktava!T, Tattvacintama(Ji, etc. But Garigesa, known 
I 

as the father of Navya-nyaya, did not deviate from the tenets of classical Nyaya in 

substantive matter and followed Gautama in defining sabda as "aptopadesal) 

sabdalj' (1.1.7). It means 'the assertion or instruction of a trustworthy person is 

sabda'. The word apta may be applied to both, 'a reliable' human being and the God. 

Nyaya believes that the God is the creator of the Veda-s (the highest form of 
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scripture). Regarding the questions of a human apta, Vatsyayana specifies the 

following qualities: "He (who) has realized or perceived the dharma, he is engaged in 

making a statement in order to communicate objects or facts as he has perceived 

them" (Matilal 6). However, Nyaya offers higher status to the instructions and 

assertions to the Vedas, for they are unquestionably and unconditionally true. Such 

words concerning dharma (moral conduct) are the words of the God, hence 

authentic and uncontradictable. Even regarding the nature of human apta, J. V. 

Bhattacharya argues that by apta Vatsyayana means not an ordinary person but a 

seer-teacher ((?I), hence, his assertions are beyond doubt. Like Nyaya, Mfmarilsa 

talks of two types of linguistic sources - laukika (human) and vaidika (vedic or 

scriptural). But Kumarila, one of its exponents holds a different view. He accords the 

status of sabda prama(la only to the Vedic instructions. Even Prabhakara, another 

important mTmarflsaka, who initially accepts apta vakya as authentic, later on 

reduces it to anumana (inference) for the validity of such assertions are inferred from 

the trustworthiness of the speaker. One noteworthy feature of MTmarilsa view of 

sabda is that it accords a special status to the karmaka(l(/a portion of the Vedas 

which is full of injunctive statements about sacrifices, rites and moral behaviour of 

man. For them Vedic statements are injunctive, not informative in nature. Sarilkhya 

philosophers, on the other hand, hold a slightly different view about sabda prama(la. 

For them Vedic statements are the only statements which are free from all sorts of 

doubt, hence, self-valid. But their self-validity is due to the non-personal authorship 

of the Vedas. The Vedic words have a natural power to denote worldly objects and 

that power is communicated by apta-s. "Hence, the self-validity of the Vedas is 

tested and lived by the apta-s" (Radhakrishnan 301 ). Advaita Vedanta offers primacy 
I 

to sabda as a prama(la because it is a means of acquiring philosophical knowledge 

(paramarthika tattvabhedakata) and not empirical knowledge (vyavaharika) which is 

acquired by means of perception, inference, etc. It also offers higher status to veda

vakya-s. But here veda-vakya-s do not refer to what is contained in karmaka(l(/a, but 

only the vedanta portions, which contain statements about the nature of the highest 

' Reality. Sankara (under Brahma Sutra) while emphasizing the importance of 

scriptural assertions says that what can be known neither by perception nor by 

inference comes to be known through scriptures. And this constitutes the 

scripture-hood ofr the scriptures: 
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pratyak?enanumitya va yastopayo no budhyate 

enam vidhanti vedana tasmad vedasya vedata II (2.1.1) 

Here by Sruti or the Vedas he specifically refers to mahavakya-s (great 

assertions) like tat tvam asi ('that thou art'), etc. They lead us to the ultimate form of 

knowledge that frees us from worldly expectations and desires, and forms the basis 

of our knowledge of the ultimate Reality (Brahma-jfiana). 
I 

In the Indian tradition, we find no clear indication about 'authority' as a source 

of knowledge in the sense the term is understood by medieval Western 

philosophers. Rather the Veda is called apauru$eya (non-personal and authorless). 

Therefore, there is plenty of scope for ambivalence if the terms sabda prama(Ja and 

agama are translated as 'verbal authority' and 'authority of the tradition' at all. 

' T. Patnaik, in her book Sabda, takes this issue of 'scriptural authority'. She 

quotes Dayakrishna who remarks, "The notion of Vedic authority is ... a myth" (9). 

She adds that a large number of thinkers do not want the 'myth' to be explored. If it 

means the unquestioning acceptance of Vedic assertions (without any scope for 
I 

analysis and interpretation of their true meaning) then the traditionalists have 

wrongly assessed the Indian tradition. Interpretability is very much a part of it. So, 

within ancient texts and commentaries we notice varied and sometimes contrary 

interpretations of the same Vedic stanzas and lines. Bhartrhari, in his VakyapadTya, 

offers us the finest examples of such variations in interpretation of meanings. He 

says that conflicting views, based on explanatory comments and similar passages, 

have been set forth by the exponents of Monism and Dualism: 

tasyarthavadar0pa(7i nisrita{l svavikalpaja{l 1 

ekatvinafJ7 dvaitinafJ7 ca pravada bahudhamata{lll ~1.8) 

In his commentary following the verse, he goes on to elaborate the point 

further that due to the diversity of human intellect, diversity of speculations takes 

place. He cites several examples to illustrate his point. There is one such example to 

prove his point. In a famous upani$adic verse (Svetasvatara upani$ad 4.6) it is said 

that two birds, companions united together, occupy the same tree. Of the two, one 

eats the tasty fruit, while the other does not eat, only shines: 
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dva supar(1a sayuja sakh8.ya samanam v(k~am pari~asvajate I 
tayoranyal; pippa/am svadvattyanasnannanyo'bhicakasili II 
( isadya~tottarasatopani~adal; 124) 

It has been interpreted in different manners. To the Monist, "By two 'birds' the 

senses and the inner controller, the intelligence or the soul is meant." And the 

Dualists interpret 'two birds' as "the differentiated consciousness full of seeds and 

the undifferentiated consciousness." In fact, the idea of interpretability is as old as 

Indian culture it9elf. Yaska, one of the ancient etymologists, highlights this aspect 

when he says that without the interpretation of meaning Vedic statements are like 

"barren cow and mere illusion (adhenumaya)". The importance of interpretation in 

Indian tradition is evident from the fact that innumerable philosophical views 

flourished here, in spite of each claiming of following the Vedic lineage. Their views 

varied widely because they offered different interpretations of the Vedic passages or 

most often focused attention on this or that aspect of the Vedas which suited their 

own metaphysical model. 

If we come to the specific texts the line of argument may become clearer. 

Brahma SDtra is regarded as a text of Vedanta explaining content of the Upani!?ad-s. 
I I 

But Sarikara and Ramanuja offer quite different versions of the same text. If Vedic 

statements had been considered as the embodiment of final truth, this freedom of 

interpretation would not have been there. These facts justify that the choice of the 

term 'authority' is a wrong one or else a myth that the traditionalists want to 

perpetuate at any cost. 

The next question about the identification of sabda-prama(la with 'verbal 

authority is that if sabda-prama(la means acquisition of knowledge by blindly 

accepting what the scriptures say, then why do Indian philosophers waste so much 

of time and energy in analyzing different dimensions of the concept of 'language'? 

Indian philosophical literature is full of very rich and penetrating discussion about the 

nature of language, meaning, word-world relationship, speaker-hearer relationship 

and many more language-related issues. Many logical issues are raised within the 

scope of such discussions. These philosophers, who exhibit rare analytical keenness 

of judgment in their treatment of the concept of language, could not have been so 

dumb as to advocate dogmatic acceptance of the 'authority' of scriptures. The 

traditionalists may put some quotations in support of their stand. But this does not 
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provide much strength to their argument. There are plenty of statements and 

definitions found within the same texts, which are enough to challenge their 

viewpoint. It may be illustrated with some statements and definitions found in 

different texts about the nature of sabda prama(la and sruti. Sarilkhya defines sruti 
I 

as "knowledge obtained by analysis of meaning ( vakya janitam vakyartha jfianam 
• 

srut1)". Similarly SaQkara puts emphasis on the analysis of meaning (vakyartha 

vicara(la) even in case of the highest form of knowledge (Brahmajnana). He says 

that comprehension of Brahman is affected by the ascertainment of the meaning of 

Vedanta statement. This, to a large extent, disproves the traditionalists' argument 

that Brahmajnana is a matter of mystical experience only, and has nothing to do with 

language analysis. 

Similarly, according to Samkhya, Vedic statements are not anybody's 

assertions, but have a natural power to denote, and are communicated to common 

man by apta-s only. So, apta-s become the medium for the acquisition of scriptural 

knowledge. But any and every interpretation offered by apta-s is not to be accepted 

dogmatically. In this context Aniruddha in his v(fti on Vacaspati's Tattva Kaumudi 

says that huge giants do not drop from heaven simply because an apta, or 

competent person says so and only sayings which are supported by reason should 

be accepted by him and others like you. Bhartrhari very rightly points out that there is 

always the possibility of doubt in case of verbal authority because the intended 

meaning may not be correctly grasped by the hearer. There are many such 

instances where the emphasis is put on understanding of the correct meaning by 

language analysis and the application of reason. The traditionalists only present one 

side of the story without giving the other side any chance. 

Still, the upholders of 'authority' of scriptures may be left with some more 

arguments in their favour. It may be argued that the scriptural assertions imply 

unquestioning acceptance because they are supposed to be uncontradictable and 

incorrigible. This type of knowledge is only assured by sabda prama(la. This is 

admitted by most of the schools of classical Indian systems. But such 

characterizations should not be understood at the surface level only. They have 

deeper significance. The non-contradictability and incorrigibility of scriptural 

assertions are due to the nature of these statements. According to the 
' 

MTmamsaka-s, the Vedic statements are injunctive in nature and they do not inform 
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us about facts. They are commands (vidht) and prohibitions (nisedha). Such 

statements cannot be challenged, because such prescriptive rules cannot be 

negated, once accepted. Similarly, according to Nyaya Vedic statements are about 

dharma (which in broader Indian context means moral principles). Moral principles 

too are prescriptive by nature, hence, uncontradictable. On the other hand, for the 

Vedantins (especially Advaitins) scriptural statements are non-empirical and 

philosophical by nature (paramarthika tattva), so they cannot be contradicted by 

factual knowledge. They make a clear distinction between factual (vyavaharika) and 

philosophical (paramarthika) statements. Factual statement can contradict a factual 

statement, not a non-factual statement. That is why Vacaspati says that even a 

thousand scriptures cannot turn the knowledge of pot into the knowledge of cloth. In 

other words, the ways and means of acquiring factual knowledge are different from 

the knowledge acquired through linguistic means and scriptures. Scriptural 

statements have nothing to do with facts. Factual knowledge cannot contradict or 

correct the non-factual knowledge. So, it seems that there is no mystery surrounding 

the scriptural knowledge. It cannot at the same time be denied that there are many 

such verses and statements in philosophical texts of different systems which openly 

declare loyalty to Vedic words. But beyond this apparent dogmatism there lies 

means of ideas which are highly logical and analytical in nature. We cannot afford to 

neglect them while understanding the concept of sabda prama(la. 

Against the view that where human convention is not acceptable, the divine 
I 

convention may be invoked (as is done by Nyaya), VyakaraQa (in agreement with the 

MTmarhsa) affirms that the relation between words and meaning is eternal, underived 

and impersonal. T. R. V. Murti favours it. According to him there is no record of any 

such convention (human or divine), but the very idea of 'convention' itself 

presupposes language (321 ). Among the grammarians, Bhartrhari is chiefly 

concerned with establishing the authority of grammar. But it can be authority only if it 

gives valid knowledge about something. Therefore, Bhartrhari is led to make some 

observations on valid knowledge and how it arises. These things will be discussed 

later in this chapfer. PaQini and Patafijali, the early grammarians, use sabda primarily 

in terms of spoken word. In the beginning of his Mahabha~a, Patafijali defines 

sabda. According to him sabda means those sounds, which when uttered to give rise 

Tt-1-- l604o 
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to a complete awareness of an object with all its effects. Therefore, he actually takes 

up meaningful 'sounds' to be sabda: 

yenoccaritena sasnalarigO/akakudakhuravi~a(Jinaf!l sampratyayo bhavati sa 
5f1bdatJ. athava pratltapadarthako Joke dhvanib sabda ityucyate tadyatha. 
Sabdaf!l kuru . ... tasmad dhvanib sabdatJ. (176) 

He also quotes some instances in his favour, such as sabda!J7 kuru, ma 

sabdafJ7 kar$1/J, sabdakaryayam maoavaka(J, etc., and he notes that in all those 

applications the term sabda definitely means 'sounds'. These sounds are of 

generative type and with six types of transformation ($a(ivikara) as it is natural with 

all existents generated and diminished after certain span of time. Keeping in mind 

this factor (transformative nature of sabda), grammarians ha've administered the 

process of lopa, vikara, viparioama, etc., known as VyakaraQa. Vedic utterances too 

happen to be subject to human endeavour at the time of viniyoga and thereby need 

thorough follow up of VyakaraQa principles. The Vedas themselves originally stand 

as apaur$eya neither subject to human utterances nor looking up to VyakaraQa for 

their proper applications. Hence, the very core of VyakaraQa texts is found to be 

diversified as empirical and non-empirical. Non-empirical pursuit of sabda has been 

illustrated in later VyakaraQa texts as 'Brahman' that reveals as beginningless 

(anad1), endless (ananta), non-transformational (avikar~. one, self-evident (advitTya), 

root-cause of this empirical world and the only 'Reality' (parama). The empirical 

aspect of sabda is generated by some physical endeavours known as 

ka(Jfhatalvadyabhighata, i.e., drumming up of air inside one's body through the vocal 

channel existing from throat to palate. This sabda finds its real state in the highest 

Reality, Sabdabrahma, the non-empirical sabda. Existence of empirical sabda 

accrues the status of vivarta or non-real. Peculiarity of these vivarta- sabda-s or non

reals lies in the fact that they can activate Word-Meaning-Relation perfectly as the 

real one do. 

In Mahabh8.$Ya. VyakaraQa has been declared as pradhanaiJga or the prime 
I 

' text among the six attributive Vedic texts known as Vedar'lga (Sik$8., Kalpa, 

VyakaraQa, Nirukta, Chanda!) and Jyoti$a). Supremacy of VyakaraQa has been 

claimed since knowledge of this gives rise to ni$k8.ra(7a dharma or dharma of non

generated nature and thereby helps one achieving abhyudaya (the highest goal of 
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human life). The great grammarian intends to say: apasabda-s are found to be more 

in number, while number of sadhu sabda-s is less to make proper application 

(yathavihita prayoga) and, thus, attain abhyudaya. Uddyotakara elaborates this 

position and commits that basic purpose of sabdaprayoga lies in specific 

understanding by the hearer; naturally, proper application of sada by the speaker, 

generating proper understanding in the hearer, must be well-devised following 

grammatical principles regarding prak(ti, pratyaya, etc. Sounds failing to keep up 

with grammaticality would never be regarded as source of proper understanding, and 

hence would be known as apasabda. Grammaticality or padasadhutva is exclusively 

maintained by VyakaraQa by formulations and restricted applications. Therefore, 

VyakaraQa should be regarded as pradhana-dharmasadhana, the chief condition 

towards achievement of abhyudaya, and retains its glorious position as an attributive 

text to the Veda. Grammatically correct words may contribute to proper 

understanding, but it is also a fact that grammatically incorrect words or improper 
t 

utterances may decipher proper understanding without caring least about knowledge 

of grammar; moreover, grammatically correct words are those which retain proper 

'word-meaning' relationship; therefore, grammatical connotations are relevant only in 

the cases of established or well-informed 'word-meaning' relationship; and this 

relationship, however, may not primarily depend on grammar. This very relationship 

or sambandha is coined as siddha or eternal and truthful along with sabda and artha. 

Following sabdadvaita, all this Word-Meaning-Relation may gain some sort of 

identical reality with the ultimate one, but, in the non-empirical stage only. Being 

vivarta, empirical Word-Meaning-Relation holds a reality comparable and rationally 

defensible from the ultimate one, whereby 'word' or sabda is derived as vyanjaka, 

'meaning' or artha as vyangya, 'relation' or sambandha as vyangya-vyanjaka

sambandha and the knowledge or understanding derived out of it as abhivyakti. 

These characteristics, noted above, are found in Bhartrhari's VakyapadTya: 

graha(lagrahyayol} siddhii yogyata niyata yathii 
vyariga-vyafijakabhiivena tathaiva spho(anadayol}ll (1. 97) 

Though grammatically correct words may contribute to proper understanding, 

it is remarkable that a meaningful sentence is not possible without vyapek$8. (a kind 

of samarthya). Actually, meaningfulness of a sentence entirely depends upon a 

relationship between the parts of it, i.e. the words. The relationship is determined by 
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s8marthya or propriety of the related parts. This propriety is often called vyapek$8. 

While words become subject to 8k8nk$8 (expectancy), sannidhi (proximity) and 

yogyat8 (compatibility), there develops perpetual relationship or propriety towards 

construction of a meaningful sentence. Expectancy is defined as a particular 

sequence of pada-s without which the pada-s are not capable of generating the 

verbal understanding. For example, there is a sentence: ghatam 8naya ('Bring the 

pot'). This sentence consists these pada-s: ghata, the accusative suffix am, 8+vhi 

and the personal suffix. Here, we understand the meaning because these pada-s are 

arranged in a particular sequence. If this arrangement is changed or disturbed, there 

will arise no understanding. For example, if ghata and the accusative suffix am are 

written or pronounced as am ghata, nothing could be understood. Therefore, 

8k8nk$8 (a particular sequence of pada-s) is required for understanding the meaning 

of the expression. 

Compatibility or yogyat8 is defined as the feasibility of relation of one word

meaning to another. For example, in the sentence ja/ena sificati ('He irrigates with 

water'), there is a feasibility of the relation of the meaning of the word jala with the 

meaning of the instrumental case-suffix namely, kara(Jatva, because irrigating a plant 

with water is quite feasible. But it is not true in the sentence vahnin8 sificati ('He 

waters with fire'), because the fire cannot be the instrument of watering the plant. 

Hence, since there is no feasibility, there is no yogyat8. 

Proximity is defined as uttering an expression without introducing time gap 

more than necessary. Thus, if someone utters the word Devadattal; today and the 

word gacchati tomorrow then no one will have verbal understanding that devadattal; 

gacchati ('Devadatta goes'). Thus, the units of the sentence should be uttered at an 

admissible interval of time. This is what is known as sannidhi. 

In addition to these three requisites some logicians add the fourth t8tparya 

(intention) as an essential factor in the meaning of a sentence. For example, the 

sentence saindhavam 8naya can mean either 'Bring salt' or 'Bring a horse', and it is 

the speaker's intention that enables one to choose the appropriate sense under the 

given circumstances. 

Throughout the preceding discussion, we find that to have 'an ultimate 

meaning' is the chief purpose of the Indian linguistic philosophers through some 

conditions and contexts. As noted above, the situation with regard to the production 
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of 'an ultimate meaning' is simple. There is a knower and a knowable, i.e. an object 

to be known. The knower gets the knowledge of that object, and he knows it through 

some means. Thus, the knower is the pramata, the knowable the prameya, the 

knowledge the pramiti, and means of such knowledge the prama(Ja. There is no 

difference of opinion with regard to this situation. The disagreement may be noticed 

only with regard to the concept of these elements. But, we focused only on prama(Ja 

element and especially on the nature of sabda prama(Ja. Sabda prama(Ja has some 

conditions for being an accredited source of valid knowledge. These are the speaker, 

a speaker of facts, i.e. an apta; and the listener, one who knows Word-Meaning

Relation towards construction of a meaningful sentence. And construction of a 

meaningful sentence is not possible without the four conditions, i.e. akank~a 

(expectancy), sannidhi (proximity), yogyata (compatibility) and tatparya (intention). 

2. 

na so'sti pratyayo toke yal; sabdanugamadrte I 
anuviddhamiva jiianam sarvam sabdena bhasate II (Bhartrhari1.123) 

The primacy of language as the object of philosophical reflections has been 
' 

accepted by Bhartrhari in VakyapadJya because cognition is confined. only to 

language. According to Bhartrhari, the language we speak is the medium of the self

expression of the ultimate Reality communicated through all meaning-bearing words. 

It leads us across the external appearance to the core of reality which is the source 

of the underlying unity beneath everything. This approach depends for its validity 

upon the pre-supposition that the real is a luminous Truth which needs to be 

discovered by every speaker and every speech. The real breaks-forth (sphutJ 

through the medium of speech (sabda). This sabda is not merely a means to a truth 

or reality but it is the Truth and Reality. The awareness of this fact leads one to the 

realization of the meaningfulness of Being. 

Bhartrhari begins his philosophical exploration with the identification of sabda 

(word) with Brahman. Whatever is associated with our understanding of the empirical 

world shows the elements of plurality. Yet all these are word-generated. Therefore, 

they are equipped with a cover or binding of a common essence. In Bhartrhari's 

vision this essence is sabdatattva. It is the ultimate principle of unity, hence the 
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ultimate Reality, the Brahman. In Bhart(hari, K. A. S. lyer, referring to v(tti, explains 

the reason why Brahman is considered to be the sabdatattva: 

... the universe is really Brahman who creates all objects and phenomena in 
the form of words. Just because all that Brahman creates has the form of 
word, therefore Brahman itself must be of the nature of word. The fact that 
Brahman is called ak$ara, phoneme is also an indication of its being the 
world-principle. As everything else, the phoneme also emerges out of 
Brahman. They exist potentially within the individual, as one with the self, 
without any sequence .... they are uttered. Brahman is called sabdatattva 
because all phenomena assume the form of the word and also because it 
manifests itself as the uttered phonemes for the purpose of communication. 
(1 01) 

It is noticeable that Bhartrhari gives great value to the concept of 'unity' in his 

' metaphysical system. Therefore, Sabdabrahman signifies supreme unity rather than 

supreme existence. All along his attempt has been to show how the pluralities of the 

phenomenal world direct us towards an ultimate form of unity. And this ultimate form 

of unity is the basis of Bhartrhari's metaphysics of language. Bhartrhari expounds 

this view in the first five karikas of Vakyapadiya. In the very firs~ karika of first ka(7da 

he says: 

anadi nidhanaf!l brahma sabdatattvaf!l yadak$aram I 
vivartate'rthabhavena prakriya jagato yatal; II (1.1) 
(''The Brahman is without beginning and end, whose essence is the Word, 
who is the cause of the manifested phonemes, who appears as the objects, 
from whom the creation of the world proceeds. [K. A. S. lyer, VakyapadTya 
1]") 

This very first karika means that the whole phenomenon of material existence 

is only an appearance ( vivarta) of the speech principle which is identical with the 

Ultimate Reality (Brahman). Conception of Brahman as the word principle or the 

identification of Brahman with the sabdatattva forms the central theme of 
I 

VakyapadTya which gives a kind of unity to the whole text. V(tti clarifies Bhartrhari's 

point saying that the Word~Absolute has the dual aspects of unity and diversity, but, 

of these the former alone is real, while the later is merely apparent. The second 

karika also develops the same vision. He adds in the first karika that Brahman 

though described in the Vedas as one is divided on the basis of its powers, and 

although it is not different from its powers appears to be different: 

ekam eva yadamnatam bhinnam saktivyapasrayat I 
ap(thaktve'pi saktibhyal; p(thaktveneva vartate II (1.2) 
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Hence, the karika makes it clear that the speech essence which is the 

Ultimate Reality has neither beginning nor end and is unchanging, but on the basis 

of its various powers such as time, which (though in essence indifferent with it) 

seems to be different , the phenomenal world appears as evolutionary and pluralistic. 

It manifests it without loosing its oneness. The opening verses of VakyapadTya 

present the transcendent Reality which is beyond all limitations of time and space. 

This Reality is labeled significantly as Brahman as well as sabdatattva. It is both 

anadi (beginningless) and anidhana (endless). It is ak?ara (imperishable). Ak?ara 

also signifies phonemes, indicating that the very essence of Brahman itself is the 

Word-Principle. While it refers to the imminent nature of sabdatattva, anadinidhanam 

refers to the transc~ndent aspect of the Sabdabrahman. 

In the third karika of the first ka(lda, Bhartrhari says that time is the most 

important and an inherent power of the Absolute. It is One, but divisions are super 

imposed on it. All the different kinds of changes which bring .about multiplicity in 

Being depend on it: 

adhyahitakaltif!l yasya kalasaktim upasrita(ll 
janmadayo vikara(l ?at;/ bhavabhedasya yonaya(lll (1.3) 

But it does not mean that the sabdatattva is limited by time, but the eternal 

timeless appears as changing owing to the working of time factor. As stated in the 

fourth karika Brahman is the non-dual source of all multiplicity that comes into 

existence. In other words the underlying attribute of the manifolds, Brahman includes 

all multiplicity. "It manifests itself as the experiencer, the experienced and the 

experience itself" (K. A. S. lyer 99): 

ekasya sarvabijasya yasya ceyam anekadha I 

bhokt(bhoktavyarupe(la bhogarupe(la ca sthiti/:111 (1.4) 

Thus, the sabdatattva is the root of worldly manifestations. As it is non-spatial, 

it is also indivisible. It is eternal in the sense that it is the timeless reality of all that 

exists in time. This undifferentiated and unchanging Reality, beyond determinations 

of thought and words is non-relational as there is no other entity with which it could 

be related or associated. It is immutable as it transcends space, time and causality. It 

has neither a beginning nor an end. Bhartrhari also refers to that aspect of the 
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eternal reality which transforms itself into speech as words and their meanings and 

into matter as the different subjective and objective elements of the phenomenal 

world. Nevertheless, these transformations do not affect the true e~sence of Reality. 

Bhartrhari also establishes sabdatattva on the basis of tradition (agama), 

inference (anumana) and perception (pratyak-?a). Agama is the most authoritative of 

all means of knowledge according to Bhartrhari. He presents many passages from 

ancient texts which proclaim sabda as the principle from which everything originates 

in which it exists and into which it merges on destruction. Brahman is the essence of 

sabda. It creates the universe through sabda. Universe and Brahman, which are 

identical ultimately, are manifested by sabda. Bhartrhari also finds support from the 

knowers of the tradition who hold that everything is a modification of sabda and that 

the universe is the first transformed from the sabda: 

sabdasyapari(lamo 'yam ity amnayavido vidu/; I 

chandobhya eva prathamam etad visva!J7 vyavartata II (1.120) 

Bhartrhari says that just as thinkers of other schools, while explaining 

causality, saw that properties of cause continue in the effects; and have declared it 

as the source of everything, either the mass of atom or primordial Matter, or the 

collection of powers rooted in nescience or something which has no birth and no 

change but merely substratum of appearance, in the same way in the scriptures 

also, the word in which the power of Enjoyer and Enjoyed are submerged has been 

declared to be the cause of the world in many ways. In other words, the attributes 

and qualities of cause or manifester persist through its effects or manifestations. On 

the basis of observation of the nature of effects we can infer the nature of cause. For 

example, the curd as the effect of milk retains some of the qualities of milk. On the 

basis of the observation of 'ward-loaded' nature of phenomenal concepts, we can 

infer that the cause of the world is of the nature of the word. 

Bhartrhari argues that the cause of the universe must be of the nature of 

sabda because all objects are known through their words and because all cognitions 

are invariably intermixed with sabda. That all objects of knowledge are of the nature 

of sabda is evident from the fact that the knowledge of the word is indispensable for 

knowing the object. Unless the word is known, the object cannot be comprehended. 
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Also, when the name is known, the object is held to be known irrespective of its 

existence or non-existence in the external world. Since the object that shapes the 

cognition is of the nature of sabda, cognition is also of the same nature. Bhartrhari 

declares that there does not arise any cognition which is not fused with sabda: 

na so'sti pratyayo Joke ya(l sabdanugamadrte I 

anuviddhamiva jfianam sarvam sabdena bhasate II (1.23) 

Bhartrhari gives an elaborate account of the all-pervasive role of sabda in the 

universe. He says that 'it is the word which sees the object, it is the word which 

speaks, it is the word which reveals the object which was lying hidden and it is on the 

word that the multiple worlds rests.' ( VakyapadTya, v(tti under 1.118, trans. by K. A. 

S. lyer 1 06) All differentiation of the world depends on sabda because it 

distinguishes and interprets that which would otherwise be a mere undifferentiated 

mass of existence. ,Qbjects are recognized and given name through sabda which 

also gives form to cognitions. In other words, the power which is based on words 

controls this universe. This universe which has a single Intelligence as its soul is 

perceived as manifold through the word as the eye: 

sabde$'1 evasrita saktir visvasyasya nibandhanTI 

yannetral; pratibhatmayaf!l bhedarupa(l pratTyate II (Bhartrhari 1.118) 

All cognitions are intertwined with sabda. Even the vague perception of 

objects whose specific features are not noticed is known by pronouns like 'this' or 
I 

'that'. In other words, the world of the knower exists only as presented by sabda or 

as the meaning of sabda. Consequently, even conventionally unreal things like a fire

circle (alatacakra), celestial-city (gandharvanagara) and such others are cognized 

when presented by sabda: 

atyantamatathabhute nimitte srutyapasrayat I 

d(Syate 'latacakradau vastvakaranirupa(la II (Bhartrhari 1.130) 

This karika offers us sufficient hints about Bhartrhari's way of looking as the 

word-world relationship. The function of the word is to convey the meaning. But to 
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'mean' is not to refer to existent objects. According to Bhartrhari the words do not 

directly refer to the objects but to the idea or concept of the object. 

Regarding this peculiar stand about the word-object relationship, he offers 

further justifications. He argues that 'objects' become distinct and identifiable entities 

once they are subsumed under a word or name. Otherwise the world of objects is 

indistinguishable and an unidentifiable 'something'. In other words, distinction is 

made between one object and another on the basis of 'words' or names assigned to 

them. Bhartrhari further adds that verbalization is not an invariable condition of our 

knowledge of the external world. In support of this connection he offers the example 

of a mute's or a child's perception. In such cases there is a scope for cognition and 

perception but not for verbalization. The cognitions of babies are also fused with 

sabda. Babies are able to understand and react to other's speech because they are 

born with sabdabhavana or linguistic predispositions: 

adya(J kara(7avinyasa(J pra(7asyordhva!J7 samira(7am 1 

sthiinanam abhighiitas ca na vina sabdabhiivanam II (Bhartrhari 1.122) 

Bhartrhari takes the concept of sabdatattva as basic and primary. With the 
I , 

help of this he develops a non-dualistic (advaita) and holistic world-view. Sabda in 

Bhartrhari's view pervades not only all perceptual knowledge but also inferential 

judgments. The intellectual powers which human beings possess are ultimately the 

functions of sabda. The ability to reason with others or transmit thoughts is based on 

the power of sabda. Whatever may be the metaphysical presupposition, its 

establishment and comprehension is based on sabda: 

svamatra paramatra va srutya prakramyate yatha 1 

tathaiva riJ(jhatam eti taya hy artho vidhTyate II (Bhartrhari 1.129) 

It is a central point for Bhartrhari how one reality transforms itself into the 

phenomenal level of plurality and the nature of change that characterizes the world 

of particularities. To discuss this issue, the theory of causation may be taken. As per 

this theory, the transformation of the transcendental to the phenomenal is possible. 

As Bhartrhari himself says in the first verse of Vakyapadiya that "from the 

Sabdabrahman the creation proceeds". In the Indian philosophical tradition, those 
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who subscribe to the view that "effect is the cause transformed" are called 

satkaryavadin-s. Hence, Bhartrhari's view comes under the fold of the above theory. 

But, again the theory has been interpreted in two ways. Those who believe that the 

effect is the real transformation of the cause are called parinamavadin-s. According 

to them the cause changes its nature to become the effect, whereas the 

vivartavadin-s are of opinion th.at the transformations from the cause to the effect are 

apparent. The nature of the cause remains unchanged, and cause is non-different 
I I 

from the effect. The Advaitins, especially Sarikara, is the chief protagonist of the 

latter theory. There is no unanimity of opinion amongst modern scholars as to the 

real nature of Bhartrhari's theory of causation. Bhartrhari's use of the term vivartate 

in the introductory verse seems to settle the issue. Bhartrhari in the v(tti-s of 

VakyapadTaya offers a vivartavadin interpretation of the nature of transformation. 

There is another meaning of change, i.e., the change at the empirical level. 

We find that Bhartrhari has tried to explain the plurality by having recourse of the 

concept of sakti (power) inherent in the word-principle. Thus, in the very second 

karika of VakyapadTya, he presents the One as having no second. It manifests itself 

as distinct and manifold, having an independent status as it were, through the 

working of various powers. These powers are of diverse sorts, some of which are 

direct and others indirect, and though they are identical with sabdattava, they seem 

to be different from it. To the relation of these powers with the source, the 

sabdatattva, Bhartrhari declares that all the powers are identical with sabdatattva. In 

'Jiitisamuddesa', first section of third ka(Jda, Bhartrhari confirms it and says: 

sarvasaktyatmabhutatvaf77 ekasyaiveti nir(7aye I 

bhavanam atmabhedasya kalpana syad anarthika II (3, 1.22) 

Bhartrhari treats the kalasakti (time power) as the supreme of all the powers 

of the Absolute because it controls all other powers of sabdatattva by presenting 

them in a particular temporal order. 

The creation of the objects of the universe occurs in the first instance through 

the creative power. Kala is not different from Brahman but is that aspect of Brahman 

which brings manifested objects to being in a sequence. When such time-sequences 

appear as differentiated objects then time as a power seems to be different from 
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Brahman, but really it is not. Through time things come to be and through time things 

pass away. Time is the efficient cause by which Brahman controls the cycles of the 

universe. In a separate section on time called 'Kalasamuddesa', Bhartrhari illustrates 

the creative process of time like that of a wire-puller in a puppet-play: 

tam asya lokayantrasya sutradh8.ra!J7 pracak-?ate I 

pratibandh8.bhyanujfiabhy8.!J7 tena visva!J7 vibhajyate II (3, 9.4) 

Just as the wire-puller is in complete control of the puppet play so kala has full 

control over the running of the world. Ordinary cause and effect processes cannot 

operate unless time-power infuses them with life-force. 

Again in the third verse of the 'Kalasamuddesa' time is said to be the cause of 

activities like creation, existence and destruction of beings: 

utpattau ca sthitau caiva vinase capi tadvatam I 

nimittafJ7 kalam evahur vibhaktenatmana sthitam II (3, 9.3) 

Time permits (abhyanujna) some things to appear at a particular time and 

prevents (pratibandha) others from appearing. On the one hand by its permissive 

function, time allows things to be born and to continue in existence and on the other 

hand, it obstructs the inherent capacities of objects with its preventive function and 

jara (old age) is then experienced: 

jarakhya ka/asaktir ya saktyantaravirodhinTI 

sa saktTI; pratibadhnati jayante ca virodhinal; II (3, 9.24) 

Time, which is one due to its activity of growth and decay, attains the states of 

past, present, and future. Thus, when an action ceases, time, conditioned by that 

action is called past. When something is about to happen, time, conditioned by that 

event is called future. When action has been initiated but is not yet completed, time 

is then called present: 

kriyopadhis ca san bhuta- bhavi?Yadvartamanatal; I 

ekadasabhir akarair vibhaktal; pratipadyate II (3, 9.37) 
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In this way time is experienced into past, present, and future. The appearance 

of the universe, which is really without sequence (3, 3.81 ), as something with 

sequence is because of time: 

nirbhasopagamo yo 'ya1J7 kramavan iva d(Syate I 

akramasyapi visvasya tat kalasya vice~fitam II (3, 9.46) 

Innumerable problems may arise in connection with the use of tense forms. 

For example, one problem discussed in the Mahabhawa is - how can the present 

tense be used in regard to eternal things? Another question that comes up is with 

regard to the use of two words expressive of two different tenses in the same 
I 

sentence. These tense forms cannot be understood without reference to Time. 

Besides, all our linguistic expressions refer either to the past or to the present or to 

the future. They present the arrangement of events in Time. Therefore, Bhartrhari 

conceives time as the effective cause of the phenomenal world. 

It is also noteworthy that he is concerned with the explanation of the nature of 

Time as far as it comes within the purview of the linguistic representation of the 

Reality. For him, Brahman, as the Word-Principle, is an intrinsically dynamic reality 

and the universe as a whole is to be understood as its manifestation under the form 

of temporal becoming. In this way, Bhartrhari presents a consistent account of the 

relation between the one and the many; the unity and the multiplicity. 

Thus, Bhartrhari, the propounder of sabdadvaitavada, develops the 

metaphysical significance of VyakaraQa, in consonance with the epistemological 

part. For him, Sabda being the only reality is svata(l-prama(7a, self-expressive and 

self-evident. Vyavaharikasabda-s, too, gain self-evidence without holding any 

independent existence. As Bhartrhari says: 

satya1J7 vastu tadakarair asatyair avadharyate I 

asatyopadhibhi/:1 sabdai/:1 satyam evabhidhJYate II (3, 2.2) 

In accordance with his theory, he classifies sabda into four classes, viz., 

para, pasyantT, madhyama, and vaikharT. Sabda or vac, that figures as abhidhana 

and abhidheya, is called vaikharr, madhyama vac is referred to as a cognitive state 

of sabda, being the cause of vaikharT or figurative one; pasyantT is regarded as 
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mO/aprak(fi or the original sabda lying at the core of all sabda, madhyama and 

vaikharf; and para vac is of transcendental nature, anirvacanTya or indescribable, the 

ultimate reality behind the whole scheme of vac: 

vaikharya madhyamayas ca pasyantyas caitad adbhutam 1 

anekatrrthabhedayas trayya vaca(l paraf77 padam II (1.143) 

Both Eastern and Western philosophers, who take the speech element to be 

verbal-utterances, which for Bhart~hari are an articulatory form of language, i.e., 

vaikharT, consider their nature and function to be the sole content of philosophical 

investigation. Communication for VaiyakaraQa-s is awareness revealed by language 

(sabda) in the mind of the audience, and they contend that language infuses 

cognition. Articulate utterances are a very significant level of language, because the 

idea of correctness ( sadhuta) and non-correctness ( asadhuta) of the forms of the 

words are decided on the basis of it. Ordinary persons cannot acquire any cognition 

without the help of it, and we are so accustomed in our usual communication that we 

identify it with language and confine language to it. However, there are instances of 

yogin-s and other gifted persons who get knowledge even without hearing the 

utterances. Such instances cannot be explained if we limit sabda to vaikharT. 

Madhyama is inner-sabda, the being (thought) revealed in the mind when 

manifested by articulated utterances. It figures in or is revealed in the mind of the 

hearer after hearing the verbal-utterances and in the mind of the speakers when they 

intend to speak. Sabda in the mind of speakers may be in sequence or without 

sequence. When it assumes sequence after being revealed in the mind, it is 

madhyama-sabda. It is subtler than vaikharland is inaudible to the audience, unless 

manifested through articulated utterances. Bhart~hari has given utmost importance to 

madhyama-sabda and has called it sphota. Verbal noises ( dhvaniyan) are only tools 

in revealing the sphota, and the meaning, in Bhartrhari's philosophy, is revealed only 

by sphota. 

PasyantJ is the subtlest of the three forms of speech. As it is subtle, there is 

no occasion for any distinction of language and meaning at the pasyantJ level of 

speech. It is sequenceless and is manifested (when one intends to speak) at the 

level of madhyama first and then is articulated at the level of vaikharT. Pasyantlis the 
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pure consciousness level of speech and is known by implication as the foundation of 

other levels of speech. 

There is a controversy among the interpreters of Bhartrhari on the issue of 

para-vak as one of' the levels of speech. According to the philosophers of Tantra and 

Vedanta, para-vak is the subtlest form of speech, subtler than pasyant[ The 

commentator, Helaraja has not distinguished para from pasyantl According to him, 

pasyantT, being one and undivided consciousness, is called para. It is interesting that 

Bhartrhari who is well-versed in the vedic and tantrika tradition has not enumerated 

para as one of the levels of speech. Thereby, Bhartrhari illustrates sabda as 

upadana or material cause, and upadeya or effect emerges out of that upadana. This 

upadana may be taken as vaikharT, the speech sound or an articulate form of 

language: 

dvavupadana5abde$U 5abdau sabdavido vidu/; I 

eko nimifta!J7 sabdanam aparo 'rthe prayujyate II ( 1.44) 

Bhartrhari maintains the theory denoted by the varttika - siddhe sabdartha

sambandhe. It means that words, meanings and their relations are described as 

timeless (siddhe) by the sages, who are the authors of the sutra-s, the varttika-s and 

the bhawa-s: 

nityab 5abdarthasa!J7bandhas tatramnata mahar?ibhi/J I 

sutra(1a!J7 sanutantra(1a!J7 bha$Y8(1a!J7 ca pra(let(bhib II (1.23) 

And at the same time, he records two variations of sabda, two of artha, two of 

sambandha and two of phala (results incurred by sabdartha-sambandha known as 

siddha). As named one by one in VakyapadTya, first ka(lda, they are: 

Artha: (i) apoddhara; (ii) sthitalak$a(la. 

Sabda: (i) anvakhyeya; (ii) pratipadaka. 

Sambandha: (i) karyakara(labhava; (ii) yogyabhava. 

Phala: (i) dharma; (ii) jnana. 



apoddM.rapadartM.(l ye ye carthfl(l sthitalak$a(la(ll 

anvakhyeyas ca ye sabda ye capi pratipadaka(lll 

karyakara(labhflvena yogyabhavena ca sthita(ll 

dharme ye pratyaye carigaf!l Saf!lbandha(l sadhvasadhU$U II 

te lirigais ca svasabdais ca sastre 'sminn upavar(lita(ll 

sm(tyartham anugamyante ke cid eva yathflgamam II (24-26) 
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The commentator says that these are the eight subjects which are the whole 

content of the Vaky8p8dTy8 and the science of grammar. In a vef¥ brief manner, we 

will try to discuss these eight subjects. 

Bhartrhari has mentioned two sorts of word-meaning (p8darth8). 

Sthit818k$81J8 p8darth8 is sentential-meaning and some word-meanings which are 

fixed in character, because its nature does not change with the different analytic 

derivations. Some word-meanings are such words that reveal a complete sentential

meaning. For example, the meaning 'Deties make it rain' of the word 'v8r$8tl is fixed. 

Apoddhar8p8darthaf:7 is that word-meaning which is not fixed in character. It is 

known through the process of dividing and deriving the word differently into different 
I 

roots/stems and suffixes. Vr$abha, a commentator of Vaky8p8dTy8, has defined the 

term 8poddhar8p8darthab through four different derivations. In all the four 

derivations 8poddhar8p8darthab is concerned with the meaning of words acquired 

by grammatical analysis of individual sentential-meanings. The word-meaning, if 

conveyed by the word as a whole, is called sthit818k$8(78 p8darth8 but if the word

meaning is derived on the basis of the grammatically-analyzed parts then the 

meaning is called 8poddhar8p8darth8. Apoddhar8p8darth8 is concerned with the 

explanation of meaning of a word through the theories or rules of grammar, and that 

is the reason as sentence-holist like Bhartrhari, accepts it as a device for helping 

beginners to understand the indivisible whole. 

There are two classes of s8bd8: 8nvakhyey8 s8bd8 and pr8tipad8k8 s8bda. 

Anvakhyey8 s8bda is that which is to be grammatically explained. This explanation 

includes analysis by separating the base from prefix or suffix. This base may be 

nominal base or verb-root. But this explanation is not possible for every word. There 

are also such words which cannot be analyzed in above mentioned way or such type 

of analysis of those words is the least acceptable. Such words are included in the 
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second category, i.e., pratipadaka sabda. Pratipadaka sabda conveys the meaning 

in a direct way and does not expect the grammatical analysis of base from prefix or 

suffix. For example, there is a word (iittha which means a wooden elephant. It falls 

into the category of pratipadaka sabda because it does not expect any grammatical 

analysis to convey its meaning. But the word kart(, meaning 'doer', falls into the 

category of anvakhyeya sabda because it expects the grammatical analysis to 

convey its meaning. 

There are two kinds of relation between word and meaning (sambandha), 

which are causality (karyakara(labhava) and capability to express the meaning 

(yogyabhava). In karyakara(labhava sambandha the word is the cause of the 

meaning and the meaning is the effect of the word. In yogyabhava sambandha the 

word has the capability to express the meaning itself. It is from the time immemorial. 

The results or purposes, i.e., phala, are the spiritual merit (dharma) and the 

understanding of meaning Unana). In language we find correct words as well as 

incorrect words. Bhartrhari says that results of correct words are the spiritual merit 
I 

(dharma) and the understanding of meaning Unana), both, while incorrect words are 

only for understanding of meaning. 

Accordingly, he suggests two types of nityata in 5abda as: (i) kiJtasthanityata 

and (ii) vyavaharanityata. Bhartrhari says that whether words are eternal or 

otherwise, their beginning is not known. As in the case of living beings, there is 

continuity and their point of beginning cannot be determined: 

nityatve k(takatve va te$am adir na vidyate I 

pra(linam iva sa cai$8 vyavasthanityatocyate II (1.28) 

Vr$abha comments that two views are expressed in regard to words in this 

verse: (i) they are eternal and, therefore, already existent and manifested at the time 

of use, and (ii) they are produced at the time of use and disappear again. Finally, he 

commits that upadanasbda-s are of two types, viz., (i) 5abdanimitta and (i) 

arthanimitta; first one has been referred as dhvani and the second one as sphota. 

In the wake of this discussion, it can be said that to favour any system by 

arguments and reasoning or to reject it, is not the proper field of philosophy. The 
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function of philosophy is not confined to logical justification or a logically consistent 

explanation. It deals with the clear exposition of the concept or cognition, as revealed 

in usual communication. It relies upon the cognitive bases rather than the logical 

bases. It is called VyakaraQa because it explains the cognition revealed in 

communication, through the use of analytic devices. It is analysis through which 
I 

indivisible cognition is divided, and the discriminative knowledge of the concept free 

from religious, allegiances, confusions, etc., is accomplished through the process. All 

concepts are indivisible. Even the concept of divisibility is indivisible in its character, 

and the indivisible cannot be interpreted without its analysis. In the present 

discussion, our debate here is that Bhartrhari provides a philosophy free from 

metaphysical allegiances without feeling any philosophical requirement for a 

rejection of metaphysics. The aim of his philosophy is to explain communication 

(vyavahara) as it is revealed in the mind by language. It considers 'communication' in 

terms of the knowledge revealed by language in the 11;1ind of the hearers. 

Accordingly, we view his sabdadvaita as sentence/cognitive-holism, a philosophy 

that emphasizes reflection on the problems of communication; a philosophy for 

which language is an inner, indivisibly and universally given being, and which 

explains meaning as a being non-differently revealed in the mind by language; a 

philosophy which is based on a holistic idea of non-difference between the being of 

language and that of meaning, and between language and cognition. It is a sort of 

holism for which philosophical reflections are not only concerned with, but also 

confined to the language and the meaning it reveals. It is a kind of philosophy that 

considers language and meaning as philosophical beings or beings of awareness. 

The basic idea of Bhartthari's holism is that all knowledge is possible by 

language, and that the knowledge isolated from language ceases to be knowledge. It 

takes up sentence as sphota, the real unit of language. It foregrounds sentence

holism, as it considers words, roots/stems, suffixes, etc., as outcomes of 

grammatical analysis of the indivisible sentence, useful for the understanding of 

ignorant and children who can only understand in a piecemeal manner. The 

indivisible language and the meaning it reveals are the only realities to which 

cognition and philosophical reflections are associated. 
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Chapter 3 

Theory of Sphofa and the Condition of Meaning 

ekasya sarvabijasya yasya ceyam anekadha I 

bhokt(bhoktavyar0pe(1a bhogarupe(1a ca sthiti/J II (Bhartrhari 1.4) 

It has been discussed in the last chapter that the sabdatattva contains within 

itself the seeds of the whole cosmos which originates from it, and manifests itself as 

the experiencer, the object experienced and the experience itself. Thus, the 

sabdatattva is the root of worldly manifestations, and whatever originates from it 

become actualities and present themselves as different not only from the One but 

also from one another. In the same way, communication is full of verbal utterances 

(a collection of disyrete phonemes uttered in sequences) different from one another 

which signify all the objects of the universe (sarvarh sabdena bhasate - Bhartrhari 

1.123). Now, the problem is: how the collection of discrete phonemes uttered in 

sequences manifest knowledge or meaning? So as to resolve the problem 

Bhartrhari, in the light of ekasya sarvabijasya yasya ceyam anekadha, answers 

sphota, i.e. an inner unit of cognition. Without sphota no lingual behaviour is 

possible. There are some other conditions (discussed in the next chapter) which are 

necessary in order to acquire meaning or knowledge but not indispensable as 

sphota. It is sphota because of which meaning or knowledge of any verbal utterance 

is possible. Thus, sphota should be taken up as the universal condition of meaning. 

In order to establish the importance of sphota, Bhartrhari gives instances based on 

time-honoured experiences of seers and sages (agama). For example, the fire, at 

first in the form of seed and unmanifested within the pieces of woods, is produced 

when the pieces are kindled to produce fire that burns, similarly, by the expectancy 

for speaking, the inner, sequenceless sphota is manifested through the organs of 

speech in the form of verbal utterances (dhvaniyan): 

aral}isthaf!l yatha jyoti/J praka5antarakara(1am I 

tadvac chabdo 'pi buddhisthal} 5rutTnaf!7 kara(1af!7 p(fhak II (1.46) 
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The sequences involved in uttering and hearing of articulate utterances are 

imposed on the sequenceless sphofa; just as the different parts of a peacock are 

sequencelessly potent in its egg and is manifested in a sequence when the egg is 

hatched, sphota is manifested through articulated utterances produced in a 

sequence by speaker's effort, when he intends to communicate: 
I 

a(Jf/abhavam ivapanno ya(l kratu(l sabdasa!J7jfiaka(11 

v(ttis tasya kriyarOpa bhagaso bhajate kramam II (1.51) 

Manifested in this way, sphota reveals itself as well as its meaning non

differently. Showing how dhvani is manifested by the sequenceless sphota, 

Bhartrhari says that just as different parts of statue are perceived in a sequence first 

and, then, the unitary cognition of a single statue is cognized, similarly, different 

phonemes, when heard in a sequence, manifest sequenceless unitary sphota in the 

mind of the hearers and, then, manifested so, it reveals itself in the mind: 

yathaikabuddhiVi$aya mOrtir akriyate pate I 

mOrtyantarasya tritayam eva!J7 sabde 'pi d(Syate II (1.52) 

Verbal utterances spoken to convey meaning are produced by the efforts of 

the vocal-organ of the speaker and, a child, born in a society, observes the modes, 

tones, length (short, long, prolonged) and contents, etc., of the verbal utterances 

used by the elders of that society and, then, follows them in the manner when he 

intends to communicate. There are three factors involved in communication in the 

way a child learns it: (1) the observation of gestures, tones, etc., occurred in verbal

noises made by the elders when they communicate meaning; (2) things external or 

internal for which the verbal-noises, by proxy, are made by elders; and (3) posed 

relation between the verbal-noises and the things on account of which the word, by 

proxy, is taken to stand for them. But for a philosopher, investigating into the 

cognition revealed by language, there are two other utmost impotent elements 

involved in communication. They are (1) sphota, the inner, meaning-revealing unit, 

and (2) the meaning revealed, non-differently by it, in the mind. These two are 

foundational elements of communications. According to Bhartrhari, they, in fact, are 

not two but non-different. In Bhartrhari's philosophy, meaning is not a separate 

being, but that which is non-differently revealed by the expresser. Thus, Bhartrhari, 
I 
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by accepting the expresser (sphota) as the being that non-differently reveals 

meaning, explains sphota mayam visvam (the world of communication is the world of 

sphota). 

The main problem in defining language (sabda) is basically concerned with 

the explanation of cognition as revealed in day-to-day communication. Bhartrhari has 

explained the problem of cognition by accepting sphota as an inner meaning

revealing unit which is awareness in character. In other words we may say that his 

philosophy of language is philosophy of sphota. His philosophy cannot be 

understood by one who does not understand his concept of revealing unit as an 

philosophical being because he has observed all the contents of VakyapadTya from 

the point of view of cognition as figured out in the mind and, hence, sphota as a 

cognitive-being is a being of awareness in character. K. A. Subramania lyer, in his 

Bhart(hari, says: 

. . . the sphofa doctrine arose as a solution to the problem of the 
understanding of meaning. The problem was how to explain the 
understanding of meaning from the sounds which are uttered in a temporal 
sequence. As they are not simultaneous and cannot co-exist, they cannot co
operate in order to convey the meaning. The doctrine of sphofa is the 
grammarian's solution of the problem. (160) 

According to the Indian grammarians the manifest language, which is discreet 

and sequential, is only a realization in heard sound of the essential language, which 

is non-discrete (akhar9a) and universally unchanging (nitya) in a speech community. 

It is this sabda-tattva, sphota, non-partitive and invariant, which makes successful 

linguistic communication possible in spite of infinite phonetic variation, transitoriness 

of sounds (spoken words) and the mismatch between the spoken language's 

segmented and sequential organisation of meaning and the integral wholistic 

meaning in reality (Kapoor 183). 

Now, the doctrine o'f sphota has not been an illusory abstract idea in Sanskrit 

grammatical philosophy. It is true that the very doctrine is a highly important concept 
I 

in Sanskrit grammatical philosophy. Matilal points out that 'the Indian grammarians' 

theory of sphota has been acclaimed as one of the most important contributions to 

central problem of general linguistics as well as philosophy of language' (77). This 

sphota theory was fully developed and systematized by the great grammarian

philosopher Bhartrhari in his VakyapadTya; but some of the ideas underlying this 
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theory can be found even in earlier grammatical and philosophical literature. It shows 

that the concept of sphota is not originally offered by Bhartrhari. But it was he who 

used it as the fundamental concept for the study of language. Later grammarians 

have successfully developed the theory further and it is done so only on the basis of 

the ground work provided by Bhartrhari. 

Things will be easier if we try to explain sphota etymologically. The word 

sphota is derived from the bhvadi root sphut, which means manifested, burst-forth, 

opened, displayed, expanded, expressed, etc. In different derivations it is taken for 

different meanings. In the interpretation of 'sphutati yasmadartha(l sa(l sphota(l,' it is 

that by which meaning is revealed (in this interpretation sphota is a meaning

revealing sabda). According to the interpretation of 'sphutati sphufibhavati,' it is that 

which is revealed when manifested by verbal utterances. In Sarvadarsanasarhgraha, 

Madhavacarya takes the word in two ways. Firstly, sphota is 'that which expresses a 

meaning' (sphufibhavaty asmad artha iti sphota arthapratyayaka(l). Secondly, 

sphota is 'that which is manifested by letters' (sphutyate vyajyate var(Jair iti sphoto 

var(Jabhivyangya(l). Kaunc;la Bhatt;a, in his Vyakara(Jabhu~a(Jasara, has interpreted it 

as 'sphufatyarrtho yasmaf, according to which it is the unit from which meaning is 

revealed. Bhartrhari, in his VakyapadTya, defines sphota as 

'anekavyaktyabhivyangya jati(l sphota!j (1.93), according to which it is the universal 

revealed by itself when manifested by several individual sounds ( dhvaniyan). In this 

way, we can say that, on the one hand, it is related to the sound aspect of speech 

and, on the other hand, it is also related to the meaning aspect of speech. PuQyaraja 

comments on the meaning of sphota under a karika of VakyapadTya that, from the 

point of view of communication, it is a sentence explained as manifested by a set of 

language-token and, from the point of view of learning language, it is the letter or 

word-sphota to be manifested by several occurrences and instances involved in 

articulations and, hence, universal in all cases: 

eka eva nityal; pada'bhivyarigyo'khan(fo vyakti-sphoto jatishotova 
vacako'rigikarya iti siddhantal; (2.29) 
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In order to accommodate the theories developed later, the modern scholars 

interpret and translate the term sphota into English, variously, in their own ways as 

the 'real-word', 'logos', 'real Language', the 'bearer of meaning' etc. 
I 

The first propounder of sphota is Sphotayana. PaQini has mentioned 

Sphotayana in his treatise A~tadhyayT (ava~ sphotayanasya - 6.1.123). There is no 

evidence, however, to show that PaQini knew anything similar to the sphota theory, 

in spite of the fact that Haradatta, in Padamanjarr under PaQini's sOtra 6.1.123 

(sphotayana(l sphotapratipadanaparo vaiyakara~acarya(l), and Nagesa Bhatta, in 

Sphotavada, refer to the tradition ascribing this theory to Sphotayana. But the 

indirect reference to the theory of sphota can be traced in the view of 

AudumbarayaQa as mentioned in Yaska's Nirukta. Yaska has quoted 

AudumbarayaQa as an opponent to the eternity of speech and has given his own 
' 

view on speech while classifying words into four categories (nama, akhyata, 

upasarga and nipata) which are different from the sound units of words. According to 

AudumbarayaQa, speech remains in the auditory organ of the speaker as well as the 

listener: 

indriyanityam vacanam audumbaraya(la/; (6) 

But Yaska disagrees with this view. According to him, speech is all pervasive: 

vyaptimatvat tu sabdasya (7) 

The meaning of the speech is comprehended from the utterance because of 

its all pervasiveness. John Brough interprets this line of Yaska with the help of 

karika-s (342-43) of second ka~da of Bhartrhari's VakyapadTya. According to 

Brough, in this aphorism, Yaska wants to suggest that a sentence is a fundamental 

linguistic unit bereft of any obstruction (1952 74-76). In contrast to the interpretation 

offered by Brough, Nils Simonsson suggests that in the present context, Yaska 

refers to the two dimensions of sound occurring in the speech unit. The sound may 

be utterly small (a~Tyas) or 'transcendental' (vyaptimat). The first attribute represents 

the pure phonetic aspect in its individual capacity whereas the second one brings the 

meaning into account and therefore represents the semantic aspect of speech (1962 

27). 
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I 
Durgacarya, the commentator of the Nirukta, is more influenced by the post-

Bhartrhari grammarians while interpreting Yaska. According to him, speech grasped 

through the intellect remains indivisible in form. It is manifested by the efforts of the 

speaker and enters into the ear of the listener. When it is translated into thought it 

reveals its meaning (7). As to how meaning comes from the sound, it is thought that 

sphota, auditory grasped, conveys meaning. According to this view, Yaska considers 

sphota as meaning conveying unit of speech. Simonsson interprets the term 

'vyaptimaf in the sense of all pervasive meaningful segment of the speech and 

connects it with sphota which represents the significative level of language. 

A. N. Hota remarks that in the evolution of sphota before Patafijali it is difficult 

to come to the conclusion that sphota represents the meaning conveying word, 

because Yaska did not use the term sphota and seemed to have known little about 

it. Audumbarayaoa also does not mention the term sphota directly. His awareness of 

sphota is speculated on the basis of the sphota concept of Bhartrhari. Brough goes 

to the extent to state that Audumbarayaoa is the founder of sphota theory and 

Vartak$a knew it ( VakyapadTya II. 342-343). Some other scholars like Paoini and 

Nagesa Bhatta, however, attribute the origin of sphota to Sphotayana. It means that 

sphota has a remote descent (2006 3). 

The great grammarian Vya<;li is mentioned by Katyayana (under Paoini's 

sDtra 1.2.64), Pataiijali and later grammarians. Some of the verses in VakyapadTya 

are supposed to be quotations from Vya<;Ji's work Sa!J7graha. This might have 

contained some discussions about the sphota theory; but the work is irretrievably 

lost to us, and nothing can be said definitely about it. 

With the help of the preceded elaboration it can be concluded that pre

Pataiijalian concept of sphota is a bit incomprehensible in nature. It is associated to 

the two sided entity of speech which is popular among grammarians before. Nothing 

constructive can be speculated on the nature of sphota in pre-PaQinian age because 

it is difficult to find even the word sphota in pre-Paoinian literature representing 

something similar to the sphota doctrine developed later. 

In the reference of above mentioned remarks, this question is obvious as to 

why the later grammarians introduced the theory of sphota in grammar. The 
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grammarians hold that sabda is eternal. Each sabda is a chain of different sound 

units. The word gau comprises two different sound units, i.e. g and au. When g 

sound is uttered, the au sound does not exist. When the sound au is uttered, the g 

sound vanishes. Thus, the combination of sounds is not possible itself. We cannot 

account for the simultaneity of sounds, and explain the units of word or sentence. To 

solve this difficulty, the grammarians devised the theory of sphota. They state that 

the sphota as a single meaningful entity is over and above the disjoined elements of 

different sound units which constitute complete utterance. Sphota as an indivisible 

unit is suggested in Patanjali's Mahabhawa. According to him, sphota signifies 

speech/language and the audible sound (dhvam) as its quality. The audible sounds 

may be variable depending on the speaker's mode of utterance, whereas sphota as 

the unit of speech is not subject to such variations. It is important here to note that 

vaiyakara(la-s have paid much regard to Mahabha$Ya's definition of sphota and 

have explained their philosophy of language on that basis. It is, therefore, necessary 

to give an account of Mahabhawakara's definition in the light of Bhartrhari's view 

and that of his commentators. Bhartrhari develops the idea of sphota on the basis of 

agama, i.e. sastra-s like Mahabha$}'a. But it is noticeable that he is not only a linguist 

but also a linguistic philosopher. Therefore, for him sphota is neither a meaning

bearing unit nor a linguistic sign. But from the linguistic philosopher's point of view it 

is something more than that. The true implications of Bhartrhari's version of sphota 

theory will be clearer as we proceed in our discussion. 

It is in Mahabhawa of Patanjali that the first mention of the sphota (as real 

language) occurs. Patanjali, while explaining PaQini's sutra, i.e. taparas tatkalasya 

(1.1.70) in his MC(-habha$}'a, has used the word sphota for real language (madhyama 

sabda) and in another passage he has mentioned dhvani aspect of sabda. Thus, 

there are two aspects of sabda, i.e. sphota and dhvani. The sphota is a permanent 

element of sabda whereas dhvani represents its non-permanent aspect. The sphota 

is not audible like dhvani: 

dhvani/:1 sphotas ca 5abdanafJ1 dhvanis tu khalu lak~ate 

alpo mah8.fJ15 ca ke?arhcid ubhayarh tat svabhB.vata(l. (Patafijali on 1.1.69) 
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The sphota is manifested by articulated sounds. The dhvani elements of 

speech may differ in phonetic value with reference to the variation in the utterance of 

different speakers. Difference in speed of utterance and time distinctions are 

attributes of the dhvani which can not affect the nature of sphota revealed by sound. 

When a sound passes from the speaker's lips, sphota is revealed instantaneously. 

But before the listener comprehends anything, the dhvani elements manifest the 

permanent element of the sabda. So, sphota comes first and the manifesting dhvani 

also continues to exist after the revelation of sphota. That is why Patanjali remarks 

that dhvani-s are the attributes of sphota: 

evarh tarhi sphotaf:J sabdal; dhvani sabdagu(la/;. (Pataiijali on 1.1.69) 

Patanjali points out that the sphota which is revealed by the articulated 

sounds can be presented through phonemes only. A phoneme which represents 

sphota remains the same in three different modes of utterance whereas dhvani-s 

(articulated sounds) differs in different utterances. It is just lik~ the distance which 

remains the same even if it is covered by various means which travel slow, fast and 

faster. Patanjali gives the analogy of a drumbeat to explain the unaffected nature of 

sphota. When a drum is struck it produces a chain of various sounds whose pitch 

can be observed by the distance it covers. The generated sounds may be of different 

sonorousness and durations. Hearing the sound of drumbeat one may travel twenty 

feet, another thirty feet and still another travel forty feet and so on. Though the 

sounds produced by beating of the drum differ, the drumbeat remains the same. 

Likewise the variations of sounds do not affect sphota: 

berTm ahatya kascid VifJ1Satipadani gacchati, ~ascit tri!J7Sat kascic 
catvari1J7sat. sphotas ca tavan eva bhavati, dhvanikrta v(ddhi/:1. (Patanjali on 
1.1.69) 

Thus, the term sphota may stand for a single phoneme (according to 

Patanjali). It represents the phonetic species of phonetically different sounds. While 

interpreting Panini's sutra, i.e. k(po ro Ia!) (8. 2.18), Patanjali states that I (with all its 

phonetic species) is substituted for r (i.e. to all its phonetic species). The consonantal 

I and vocalic 1 come under fsphota, and consonantal rand vocalic r come under r
sphota. Though, phonetically I and /, and rand rare different, fsphota includes all 
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varieties of /-sounds and all varieties of r-sounds belong to the single r-sphofa. This r 

sound which is replaced by /-sound (kalpita) also means that the vocalic r is also 

replaced by vocalic f (kjpta). Thus, according to Patarijali, the single class of various 

articulated sounds which may not be comprehended by the listener is called sphota. 

But articulated sounds as members of the single class-phoneme which may differ in 

phonetic values (like tempos and various modes of utterances) are known as 

dhvani-s. Here, sphota stands for the phonematic pattern of the word (Raja 102-

108): 

athavobhayatal} sphotamatrarh nirdisyate, rasruter lasrutir bhavati. (Patanjali 
I On SiV85Uff8 3.4) 

Thus, according to Patarijali, sphota is a conceptual entity or generic feature 

of articulated sounds, either in the form of isolated phonemes or a series of 

phonemes. It is a permanent element of physical sounds which are transitory in 

nature, and which vary in length, tempo and pitch of the speaker. It is an actualised 

replica of ephemeral sounds, to which S. D. Joshi says as "auditory image of varied 

articulated sounds or sounds-image auditorily perceived" (1 0-11 ). 

There is a belief that sphota theory is adhered to by the grammarians to 

explain how meaning is understood from the sound. According to the later 

grammarians, there are two aspects of the word, i.e. the sound aspect and the 

meaning aspect. When the sound is uttered sphota word is cognised through which 

the meaning is conveyed. But this proposition is not accepted by Patarijali. He does 

not state that sphota word conveys meaning. The sphota concept is restricted to the 

distinctive level or phonemic level of language. It is an auditory impression of the 

uttered sounds which stand for a class sound. It does not necessarily represent the 

significative or semantic level of language. 

According to Patarijali, if a particular word is an instrument of a particular 

sense, then the sense conveyed by a word is the meaning of the said word. In the 

pratyahara(Jika of Mahabha~a. sivasOtra 5 (ha, ya, va, ratJ, Patarijali stated his view 

on identification of phonemes. According to him, the phonemes may be meaningful 

or may not be meaningful under different conditions. A single phoneme in the form of 

roots (ex. vfi, eti, adheti, adhTte etc.) noun bases or declinables (ex. a in abhyam, 
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ebhi/J, e$u), affixes (ex. a in aupagava/J, kapatavaf:J etc), nipata-s (ex. a in apeli, i in 

indrarh pasya and u in utti$tha) are meaningful. Again the meaningfulness of the 

phoneme is confirmed from the fact that if a phoneme disappears the sense of the 

word is lost: 

dh8.tava ekavar(78. arthavanto d(Syante var(7avyatyaye 
carth8.ntaragamanan manyamahe' rthavanto var(7a iti .... var(7anupalabdhau 
canarthagater manymahe' rthavanto var(7a iti. (Patafijali on sivasutra 5) 

But a single phoneme is meaningless if it is separated from the word. 

Sometimes the transposition, disappearance, addition and mutilation of phonemes 

cannot change the sense of the word. Therefore, a single phoneme belonging to a 

word which consists of many phonemes is not considered to be a meaning-bearing

unit: 

na hi prativar(7am arth8. upalabhyante. var(7avyatyayapayopajana 
vikare?Varthadarsanan manyamahe' narthaka var(7a iti (Patafijali on 
sivasOtra 5) 

According to Patanjali, the concept of sarhghata (as a single entity) is an 

essential feature of meaningfulness. Sometimes, while phonemes belonging to a 

single phoneme word in their individual capacity convey meaning. But in most cases 

the phonemes which make up a word and when they are not isolated from a word 

convey meaning. This is to say that sarhghata as a whole conveys meaning. It is an 

entity which blends isolated phonemes into a single structure to convey meaning. 

Therefore, by virtue of sarhghata isolated phonemes grouped together can only be 

meaningful. 

Logically it may be argued that if the whole (sarhghata) is meaningful the parts 

(isolated phonemes) may be also meaningful. For instance, if one having eyes can 

see, a group of persons having eyes can also see. If sesame seed yields oil, a 

collection of sesame seeds can also yield oil. If one blind person cannot see, a group 

of blind persons cannot see either. This would mean that if the whole is meaningful 

its parts (phonemes) are also meaningful. But this logic does not hold well in case of 

sarhghata which is a structured force of the phonemes. Here, the whole is to be 

regarded as a different unit from a mere collection of parts. 
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To explain the concept of sarflghata, Patafijali gives the analogy of a chariot. 

A chariot is capable of moving when its parts are put together. If the parts are 

disconnected the chariot cannot move. So also the phonemes separated from the 

whole (sarflghata) do not convey any meaning. Thus, sarflghata is a unitary 

sequenceless entity which conveys meaning. Regarding the role of unity (sarflghata), 

Patafijali, further, remarks that when a word is uttered, different sounds of individual 

phonemes do not remain together. They remain in the mind of the speaker and 

listener in a particular order, as they have been uttered. It is the simultaneous 

cognition of phonemes explaining the unitary notion of the word which conveys 

meaning (Tripathy 81-82). 

It is, generally, held that Patafijali has used the term sabda in the sense of 

meaning bearing element which represents the chief character of sphota. But in 

Mahabha$)1a, it is found that Patafijali has used the term sabda in the three different 

contexts (first, arthasarflpratyayakaf:J sabdaf:J, second, dhvani sabdaf:J and third, 

sphota sabdaf:J). In one context, he says that if an utterance brings about cognition of 

an object having dewlap, tail, hump, hooves, horn, etc. then it is known as a word, a 

cow. In this definition two terms, i.e. uccarita (uttered) and sarflpratyaya (cognition) 

are important. The definition indicates that a word has a two sided identity. One side 

represents the sound and the other meaning. Thus, according to this definition, when 

the sabda is uttered, it brings the idea of the thing meant. Here, he defines word as a 

meaningful soufld. The second definition ( dhvani sabdaf:J) lays emphasis on the 

phonetic character of a word. Patafijali makes another important statement about the 

nature of a word. According to this statement, sabda represents the auditory image 

of the sound revealed by the articulatory movements. Therefore, here, sabda stands 

for auditory sound. According to the third definition, the term sphota is used to 

perceive sound which remains the same in all different modes of utterances, 

whereas the term dhvani stands for the speech-sound which is associated with 

individual peculiarities. Thus, it appears that Patafijali does not identify sphota with 

the meaning bearing aspect of the sabda. K. K. Raja explains: 

, Pataniijali's conception of the sphota was entirely different from that of the 
later grammarians. To him, the sphota is not a single indivisible considered 
as the meaning-bearer, but only the unchanging sound unit, or a time-series 
pattern of such units. (103) 
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While S. D. Joshi thinks that sphota of Patanjali is an auditory image of the 

sound (9-32), K. K. Raja believes it to be a unit of sound as either an isolated 

phoneme or series of phonemes which can be examined as a succession of sound

units (1 03). 

In this way, we can conclude that Patanjali has not used the term sphota 

while discussing meaning. Kaiyyata and other later grammarians try to read into 

Patanjali's statement the theories later. According to them, Patanjali's first definition 

(arthasampratyayakal} sabdal}) refers to a single indivisible meaning-bearing-unit 

called sphota. 

But in fact this sphota of Patanjali is an intermediary between sound and 

sense. The sound elements, which are uttered, have a united image of their own 

before their actual manifestation. This unified image or conceptual entity of the 

sounds uttered is sphota. It can be heard by the auditory organs, but can be grasped 

by the intellect. Though in existence, sphota precedes the sounds revealed to the 

listener's ear in manifestation it follows the sounds. It works as a channel between 

thought and sound (dhvam). But it is more akin to the sound and hence its nature is 

phonetic and not semantic. 

This sphota is fixed in nature in contrast to the sounds which are associated 

with individual peculiarities. It stands for a class of sounds of particular phoneme 

(phonetic pattern). As it is bereft of sequence (sariJghata), it cannot be associated 

with meaning. It is the conceptual form of the physical sound which operates in 

phonetic level of language. Patanjali's concept of sphota is altogether different from 

those of later grammarians who consider sphota as meaning-conveying word (Hota 

10-11). 

K. K. Raja says that 'very little is known about the linguistic discussions in 

India during the period after Patanjali and before Bhartrhari. From the many 

references to the various theories on many a linguistic problem mentioned in the 

VakyapadTya it is certain that the period was one of active speculation. The sphota 

theory of Bhartrhari is the culmination of many such attempts in the solution of the 

linguistic problems that were worrying scholars in the various philosophical schools' 

(1 09). By all means, Bhartrhari discussed the concept of sphota in an exhaustive 

manner. In his VakyapadTya, he has stated his own view along with the views of 
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others without mentioning their names. It is difficult to demarcate the actual nature of 

sphota without the proper understanding of Bhartrhari's linguistic philosophy of 

meaning which has been taken in the last chapter. In his Bhart(hari, K. A. S. lyer 

says that "Bhartrhari does use other words also in the course of his exposition of the 

subject" (156). The use of the term sabda in different senses namely pada, vakya, 

sphota, dhvani, n~da, prak[tadhvani and vaik[tadhvani pose certain difficulties to 

determine the actual nature of sphota. K. A. S. lyer, further, says "to note two of 

them particularly, namely, dhvani and sphota, ~ecause they are the special names of 

the two aspects of the expressive word mentioned in VakyapadTya 1.44" (157). 

Bhartrhari says that in the words, which are expressive, the learned scholars discern 

two elements. These are sphota and dhvani. Sphota is the cause of the real word 

which is used to convey the meaning and the other is dhvani: 

dvau upadanasabde~u sabdau sabdavido vidu/J 1 

eko nimittam sabdanam aparo' rthe prayujyate ~ (1. 44) 

Although, they (sphota and dhvam) may appear to be essentially different, 

they are really identical. According to lyer, they are differentiated in the mind and yet 

integrated like two sides of the same coin which constitute the sphota. What 

Bhratrhari emphasizes is the meaning bearing or revelatory function of the sphota, 

which is eternal. The apparent difference is seen due to the various external 

manifestations of the single internal sphota. 

The term sphota occurs nine times in the first ka(J(ia of VakyapadTya (karikas 

49, 75, 77, 81, 83, 97, 102, 103, 106). Out of nine times, only once (VakyapadTya 

1.49) it is used in relation to the term sabda (word). However, in the first ka(Jr;/a of 

VakyapadTya (karikas 47), the term sabda is identified with sphota. Both, ancient and 

modern scholars have identified the meaningful sabda with sphota. But Bhartrhari 

has interpreted sphota contrary to the tradition handed down by Patanjali. He seems 

to borrow it from the lost work of Vya<;li. However, Bhartrhari develops it in greater 

detail. The actual nature of sphota of Bhartrhari can be determined by carefully 

studying his statements in VakyapadTya. An elaborated account of his view on the 

nature of sphota is discussed under the following sections: 1 . Sphota: the sabda

dispositionality of mind (sabda-bhavana). 2. Sphota: sentence or word? 3. Kinds of 
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sphota. 4. Nature of sphota. 5. Sphota and dhvani. 6. Bhartrhari's views on the 

process of revelation of sphota 7. Sphota and the meaning bearing aspect of the 

word. 8. Sabda as a two sided entity. 9. Word as an entity without differentiation. 1 0. 

Bhartrharils view on the nature of sabda. 11. Sphota as a symbol. 12. Conclusion. 

1. 

itikartavyata Joke sarva sabdavyapasraya I 

yaf!7 ptJrvahitasaf!7skaro balo 'pi pratipadyate II (Bhart~hari 1 .121) 

Bhartrhari says, "sarvarh sabdena bhasate" (1.123). Whatever in the form of 

knowledge exists in this universe is due to sabda. If someone takes this term sabda 

as a language in a general sense, it will be difficult to explain how a child's cognition 

is possible because language is not accepted as given to it since birth. Bhartrhari 

does not talk about language in a general sense but for him language (sabda) is 

chabdo 'pi buddhisthaiJ (sabda which is in mind- 1.46) and purvahitasaf!lskaro (the 
I 

accumulated experience of the past - 1.121 ). Thus, the explanation of a baby's 

cognition, whose auditory and vocal senses are not yet matured to an extent of 

hearing and speaking, cannot be given without accepting the innate position of 

language. As such, it, for Bhartrhari, is universally given in the mind as a potency on 

account of which the mind comprehends its pain and pleasure. It has also been 

proved by the modern science that a newly born child comprehends the feelings of 

its pain and pleasure. Not only that, its efforts to communicate its pains and 

pleasures can well be observed in its act of crying, smiling, etc. It knows, though it 

cannot speak, because its organs of speech are not matured to that extent. That a 

child cries to communicate its feeling cannot be explained if speech dispositionality 

(sabda-bhavana) of the mind is not accepted: 

adyaf:J kara(Javinyasaf:J pra(Jasyordhvaf!7 samTra(Jam I 

sthananam abhighatas ca na vina sabdabhavanam II (Bhartrhari 1 .122) 

Sabdabhavana is present in the child, and is cultivated progressively by the 

observation of the use of words by elders of the society in which it is born. Speech 

dispositionality, being a cultural sphere of consciousness, is renderable in different 
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language-tokens of one's own touch without a change in its awareness of character. 

It is not justified to accept that utterances are momentary, instantaneous and 

individuals differing in different communities. Rendering of utterances implies a 

constant content and that constant universal is given ubiquitously. According to 

Bhartrhari, sphota is the constant content which when manifested by different tones 

and speeches of the same sense of different language, reveals itself first and then 

meaning is revealed non-differently by it. Tokens like gaul} in Sanskrit, gaya in Hindi, 

'cow' in English, as Bhartrhari would say, manifest the same sphota on account of 

which the same meaning (cow) is cognized by the persons having the observation of 

the uses of those tokens. This shows that the same content is manifested through 

different tokens of different language communities and, manifested by them, it 

reveals itself as the expresser from which its expressed is revealed non-differently. 

2. 

The question on the take of sphota as a sentence or as a word exists due to 

the problem of translation to the some extent. The Sanskrit word sabda is generally 
I 

translated into English as 'word' and, as such, one may ask: whether sphota is a 

word or a sentence? The second ka(Jda of VakyapadTya deals with the question 

whether it is the sentence ( vakya) or the word (pada) that constitute the primary unit 

of language. Bhartrhari calls the upholders of the sentence vakyavadin-s, i.e. the 

Grammarians, and the upholders of the word as padadarsins, i.e. the MTmarnsaka-s: 

abhedapurvakabheda(l kalpita vakyavadibhi/J 1 

bhedapurvan abhed81J7s tu manyante padadarsina(l II (2.57) 

In contrast to the MTmarnsaka-s who conceive the sentence-meaning or the 

complete thought as resulting from the summation of the individual meanings, 

Bhartrhari understands sphota primarily as an indivisible sentence which is 

expressive of sense. For Bhartrhari, sphota being a complete meaning-revealing unit 

is a sentence. It is added that it is difficult for ignorant and children to understand the 

sentence and in order to make it understandable to them, it is divided, artificially, into 
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different components of it by the process of grammatical analysis, i.e. apoddhara. 

The divisions of the indivisible sentence, acquired through grammatical analysis, are 

conventionally taken as real components of the indivisible sentence. Children and 

ignorant understand the indivisible through the divisions conventionally taken as real 

and, thus, the indivisible sentence is explained as a get-together of such 

components. 

Thus, Bhartrhari has the word sabda for an indivisible unit, which from the 

point of view of accomplishment of communication, is sentence and from the point of 

view of explaining the structure of language to ignorant and children is 'word'. In the 

philosophy of Bhartrhari, the word sabda and sphota are synonymously used for a 

complete expresser, that is sentence, and the word pada for words. However, if 

there is a use of the word sabda for word (pada) or for suffixes, etc., it is only with a 

sense that they are parts of the sabda, i.e. sentence or language, and that they are 

also language (sabda) if a complete meaning is revealed by them. This fact can be 

distinguished from Bhartrhari's observation on indivisible sentence which is 

awareness in character, the grammatical analysis of it in words, and words into roots 

and suffixes. Explaining cognition by words in usual communication, he strongly 

states that a word, or even a letter, functions as sentence, if they successfully 

perform communication. An isolated word cannot be expressive of a specific or 

complete meaning and if only a single word causes cognition of a complete meaning 

that meaning cannot be the meaning of an isolated word but of a sentence. In these 

cases the words are used either as compound which are explained as integrated 

sentence (vigraha vakya) or as single-word expressions, by which the complete unit 

is revealed. Thus, it is clear that when the word sabda is used for a unit conveying a 

complete meaning (a specified universal), it, for Bhartrhari, functions either as a 

sentence or as a compound, conveying integration of meaning, but when it is taken 

as a discrete word, its independent meaning is decided as universal in a very 

general sense. In cases of the former, expectancy for the completion of a unitary 

meaning is satisfied, but in the case of the latter, the expectancy for the completion 

persists. Only in this way, the differences betweenthe terms (sabda and pada) and 

their meanings can be distinguished in the philosophy of Bhartrhari. 
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3. 

In his VakyqpadTya, Bhartrhari does not mention the kinds of sphota directly. 

It is only in his v[fti that three kinds of it are clearly mentioned. These are 

var(Ja-sphota, pada-sphota and vakya-sphota: 

var(lapadavakyavi?aya(lprayatnavise?asadhya dhvanayo var(la pada 
vakyakhyan sphotan puna(lpunaravirbhavayanto buddhi?Vadhyaropayanti 
( v(tti on Vakyapadiya 1.82) 

All sphota-s are based on two principles. These are ideas or concepts (which 

are indivisible) given in the mind and the universals in their kinds. It is according to 

their association with different sets of token that they are classified in different kinds. 

A var(Ja-sphota is accepted as the cause of identical cognition of a letter ( var(Ja) as 

letter ( var(Ja) in all its occurrences and instances. Similar is the reason behind pada

sphota and vakya-sphota: 

anekavyaktyabhivyafigya jati/:1 sphota iti sm(ta ( v(tti on Vakyapadiya 1.93) 

When we take the point of the kinds of sphota, it is noticeable that division of 

an indivisible is impossible. So as to help the beginner's understanding of the 

indivisible, these divisions of the sphota are analyzed artificially. However, Bhartrhari 

has mentioned only three of its kinds as mentioned earlier. It is with Nagesh, the 

author of Sphotavada, Bhattoji DTk~ta, the author of Sabdakaustubha, and 

Kr$Qamacarya, Nagesh's commentator (in his SubodhinT TTka), that we find the 

mention of eight and more than eight, approximately twelve kinds of sphota with two 

primary, namely (1) vyakti, and (2) jati. Vyakti-sphota is divided in two: (1) sakhan(ia, 

and (2) akhan(ia. Sakhancja-sphota is divided in three: (1) var(Ja-sphota, (2) pada

sphota, and (3) vakya-sphota and akhancja-sphota is divided in two: (1) pada

sphota, and (2) vakya-sphota. Similarly, jati-sphota is divided in three: (1) var(Ja

sphota, (2) pada-sphota, and (3) vakya-sphota. 
' 

The basic logic behind these divisions of sphota is based on the view that 

vyakti (individual) like jati (universal) is accepted as eternal and, thus, var(Ja, pada 
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and vakya in the theory of individualists are eternal archetypes of the fleeting atoms 
I 

of sound. Again the pada and vakya, in the system of Vyakaral)a, are taken as 

indivisible unit having no sequence and units constructed out of association of letters 

and words respectively. From the constructionist's point of view these units are 

depths of language tokens on the basis of which identical cognition of them in their 

several occurrences and instances is accomplished. 

4. 

I 

For Bhartrhari, sphota is the inner, indivisible, universally and eternally given 

being (which is awareness in nature). Without it no type of lingual behaviour is 

possible. Without it not only a grammarian cannot create a word for us as we intend 

to speak, but also our very intention to speak would be possible. Articulate 

utterances, for Bhartrhari, are only instrumental in manifesting sphofa. The 

expression of meaning, as such, cannot be explained only on the basis of fleeting 

verbal utterances. Expression implies an expresser and, therefore, the sphota (an 

inner language) as a given expresser is accepted by Bhartrhari. The cognition, 

recognition and memory in order to be recalled, known and interpreted also require 

the given position of language. If otherwise, no cognition, no memory or recognition 

will be possible as language is awareness and awareness cannot be divided; it is 

indivisible. 

Though, uttering and hearing, both are inevitably involved in the act of 

communication, the accomplishment of cognition by the process of uttering and 

hearing is dependent on the manifestation of the meaning-revealing unit that is 

sphofa. Meaning, as we have seen, is not an external entity but a being revealed 

non-differently by sphota in the mind. Thus, our communication is confined to the 

beings which are revealed non-differently by the sphofa. Sphota in the role of the 

expresser expresses the meaning of verbal utterances. 

According to Bhartrhari, sphota is a universal being. Bhartrhari has defined 

universality of sphofa. The universal, according to him, is that which is manifested by 
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many individuals falling under it. In this way, sphota is a universal because it is 

manifested by the many individuals which are words and letters: 

anekavyaktyabhivyangya jatil; spho(:a iti smrta I 

kais cit vyaktaya evasya dhvanitvena prakalpital; II (1.93) 

According to this definition, a sentence is the universal of words, words 

universal of letters, and letters are the universal of articulated phonemes. In another 

way Bhartrhari interprets the universality of sphota. This interpretation is that on 

account of which identical cognition in its several instances and occurrences are 

revealed. This interpretation of universality is wide in its range and is applicable not 

only to sentence-sphota but to word and letter also. The logic behind accepting 

sphota as universal is very plain. The same word 'cup' is used for a number of 

individual cups (long, sort, etc.). It is used even for individuals, past or destroyed, 

and also for those yet to be produced. This fact cannot be explained if sphota as 

universal is not accepted. The cognition of word as word and identical conception 

revealed by the word in all its occurrences and instances can also not be explained 

without admitting it as universal. 

Bhartrhari designates sphota as Sabdabrahman. The logic behind designating 

sphota as Brahman is that it, like the Advaitin's Brahman, is self-luminous and 

illuminates itself and its meaning and hence, is the foundational Reality of the world 

of cognition and communication. As Brahman for the Advaita philosophers is the 

ultimate Reality of the universe, language (sabda), for Bhartrhari is the ultimate 
I 

principle of the world of communication and of the metaphysical world as well. 

5. 

Sphota and dhvani, tor grammarians, are involved as soul and body in the 

accomplishment of communication. However, their status is different. Sphota, for 

grammarians, is a meaning-revealing-inner unit that is the expresser. It is the cause 

of cognition of meaning while dhvani is only a tool in the manifestation of sphota. 
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The indivisible sequenceless sphota is revealed when manifested by dhva.ni that is 

articulated in a sequence. Dhvani represents the uttered sound units. In simple terms 

dhvani-s are the individual letter sounds which suggest something. This something 

which is indicated by the dhvani, according to Bhartrhari, is the sabda (sphota, the 

real word). Sphota, according to him, is always intimately related to sound (dhvam). 

We cannot have sphota without dhvani (sound). The sounds which are produced at 

the contact of articulatory organs manifest sphota. As soon as the sounds are 

produced the sphota is cognised instantly. Since the sounds reveal sphota, they are 

manifesters and sphota is manifested - "vyangyavyafljakabhave 'pi tatha.iva 

sphotanada.yo/j' (Bhartrhari 1.97). In the v(fti on karika 76 of the first ka(7da of 

Vakya.padTya, Bhartrhari discusses an inner distinction within the dhvani-s. Dhvani-s 

in their first moment (that is at the time of the manifestation of sphota) are 

prak(tadhvani-s (primary sounds). Prak(fadhvani-s are those sounds without which 

the form of the sphota would remain unmanifested and, therefore, unperceived. As 

for Bhartrhari the primary sounds can be short, long or prolonged in duration (i.e. 

hrasva, dTrgha and pluta). Sequence and durability are properties of dhvani which 

are wrongly known by imposition as the property of the indivisible sphota also. 

Bhartrhari says that just as a reflection formed in water appears (due to the activities 

of the water) to partake of the movements of the water, similar is the relationship 

between the sphota and the sound (of speech): 

pratibimbaf!l yathanyatra sthitaf!l toyakriyavasat I 

tatprav(ftim ivanveti sa dharma/J spho(:anadayo/J II (1.49) 

R. C. Pandeya finds the spoken language and other means of expressions as 
I 

shadows of the real mental language. Therefore, in his Problem of Meaning, he 

says: 

Our spoken language, which is regarded by the people as the only language, 
is only shadow language having no existence of its own .... It is affective and 
communicative only because it is an expression of the real language. People 
mistake our spoken language to be the real language because they fail to 
recognise the reality behind it. The verbal form of language is not real 
language. It is only an expression (dhvam) of the language par excellence. 
(80-81) 
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The initial movements of articulatory organs produce primary sounds which in 

turn reveal sphota. But when vibrations stop, the production of sounds does not 

cease. At this stage, a series of sounds which come out from the initial sounds are 

identified as vaik(tadhvani-s (secondary sounds). The secondary sounds do not in 

any way affect the quality of the sphota already manifested by the primary sounds. 

Hence, they are external to the sphofa. In VakyapadTya, Bhartrhari says that after 

the manifestation of the sphofa, the secondary sounds cause difference in speed of 

utterance, but the intrinsic nature of the sphota is not affected by them: 

sabdasyordhvamabhivyakter v(ttibhedaf!l tu vaik(ta/;1 

dhvanayal) samupohante spho(atma tair na bhidyate II (1.77) 

These secondary sounds help in the continued perception of sphota. It is 

explained by the analogy of a flame. As one flame lights another flame and that 

flame still another and the process goes on, similarly one sound which manifests 

sphota produces another sound and that sound produces still another sound. Each 

subsequent stage in the chain of sounds continues to reveal the same sphota: 

anavasthitakampe'pi kara(le dhvanayo'pare I 

sphotad evopajayante jvata jvatantarad iva II (1.1 06) 

The idea is that when the speaker engages in the phonetic act s/he produces 

some sounds. The sounds belonging to the first moment are primary sounds. As 

soon as the listener hears the primary sound s/he perceives the sphofa. But the 

perception does not stop abruptly. It lasts for a short time in quick speech, a little 

longer in speech of medium speed, and still longer in slow speech. The sounds in 

the succeeding moments ( vaik(tadhvam) which have the same duration of the 
I 

sounds of first moment continue to reveal sphota. The duration of perception of 

sphota through secondary sounds depends upon the difference in the speed of 

utterance. The continued perception of sphota through the secondary sounds cannot 

be explained unless we assume that the manifesting sounds also continue in the 

succeeding moments. But, the difference in speed (slow, medium, and rapid) 

associated with the secondary sounds is not attributed to the sphota. 
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Sometimes it appears that sphota has temporal distinctions (kalabheda). But 

this is not correct. The sound varies. Its utterance may take either less or a little 

more or still more time on the basis of which it can be short, long or prolonged 

respectively. In reality the temporal distinction belongs to the sound. But as sounds 
I 

and sphota are perceived simultaneously, the difference is not conspicuous. 

Therefore, the property of sound (such as length, pitch, etc.) is wrongly felt to be 

associated with the manifested sphota which is in reality free from such distinction. 

As Bhart~hari says: 

sphotasyabhinnakalasya dhvanikalanupatina(l I 

graha(lopadhibhedena v(ttibheda!J7 pracak.?ate II (1.75) 

Besides the prakrta-vaik(ta distinctions, Bhart~hari also speaks of another 

distinction, i.e. the distinction between dhvani and nada. In the wtti on karika 47 of 

the first ka(Jda of VakyapadTya, nada is looked upon as a gross form of dhvani-s: 

tacca s0k$me vyapm1 dhvanau kara(lavyapare(la pracTyamane 
sthO/enabhrasarighatavadupalavhyena nadatmana praptavivartena. 

6. 

On the process of revelation of sphota Bhart~hari says that just as the fire 

which is within the churn sticks is the cause of the other fi~e, similarly, the word 

which is in the mind of the speaker becomes the cause of the different expressive 

words: 

ara(1istha!J7 yatha jyoti(l prakasantarakara(lam I 

tadvac chabdo 'pi buddhistha/:1 8rutTn8.1J7 kara(1a!J7 p[thak II (1.46) 

The sources remain in the intellect before their production. As soon as the 

sounds are produced by the articulatory organs, the sphota is revealed. But the 

listener cannot understand sphota immediately. Each individual sound unit 

contributes something to the total perception of sphota. The first sound unit reveals 

sphota vaguely, next unit a little more clearly, still next more clearly. This process 
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continues till the last sound perceives sphota absolutely. Thus, sphota is 

progressively revealed by each successive sound. Bhartrhari expresses it in this 

way: 

yathiinuviikal; sloko vii soflhatvam upagacchate I 

iiv(ttyii na tu sa granthal; pratyiiv(tti nirupyate II 

niidair iihitabTjiiyiim antyena dhvaninii saha I 

iiv(ttaparipiikiiyiif'J1 buddhau sabdo 'vadhiiryate II (1. 82, 84) 

The process of comprehension of sphota has been compared to a student's 

attempt to memorise a Vedic verse by heart. His first recitation provides a vague 

impression of the verse and the subsequent recitation gives a clearer impression. 
I 

The last recitation fixes the verse fully in memory. Similarly, the perception of each 

sound unit progressively reveals sphota. When the final sound is uttered it leads to 

the cognition of the sphota: 

yathiinuviikal; sloko vii sodhatvam upagacchate I 

iiv(ttyii na tu sa granthal; pratyiiv(tti nirupyate II (1.82) 

7. 

There are two groups of scholars holding different views on the sphota as the 

meaningful aspect of the word. Some scholars are prominent among those who 

believe that the sphota represents a meaningful aspect of the language. According 

to these scholars, it stands for the meaning-bearing value attached to the speech 

units. But some scholars hold an opposite view. Especially, S. D. Joshi says that the 

sphota concept of Bhartrhari represents the auditory level of language (1967 15-51 ). 

The sphota stands for auditorily grasped speech units which may not be 

semantically understood. 

In fact, Bhartrhari nowhere relates sphota with the meaning. He never uses 

the meaningful sabda (word) as a synonym of sphota. Sastri (1959), lyer (1969) and 

Raja (2000) etc. identify sabda with sphota. It has generated much controversy. 

They depend on the commentaries of Kaiyyata, Nagesa Bhat1;a, Harivr~abha and 
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MaQQana Misra etc. for their interpretation. These commentators are greatly 
I 

influenced by the interpretations of sphota later developed by the MTmarhsaka-s 

headed by Kumarila Bhatta and the Neo-Naiyayika-s. The followers of both these 

systems explain the sphota concept of Bhartrhari in the light of meaning conveying 

speech unit. 

It is very difficult to say why these great traditional commentators jumbled up 

the meaningful sabda with sphofa. Probably the confusion has arisen in the mind of 

the later scholars because they identify Bhartrharils concept of sphota with 

meaningful sabda. 

The most important issue for the school of grammar is "what constitute the 

meaning-unit of language?" In criticising the Mimarhsa, Vedanta and Nyaya view that 

the individual letters or words of a sentence generate the meaning (Bhartrhari 2.15-

17), the grammarians point out that the letters of a word or the words in a sentence 

die away as soon as they are pronounced. So that when be arrive at the last letter of 

a word or the last word of a sentence, the previous elements have all vanished. How 

then can the meaning of the whole word or sentence be cognized? It is replied that 

memory holds the trace or hint of the letters and word and this still does not help 

since as only one thing can be cognized at a time in our mind. The traces (in 

memory) will only replay the serial presentation of the original parts and no whole 

meaning will be generated. Therefore, grammarian says that since meaning is a 

single or unitary whole so also its generating condition must likewise be a whole. On 

this assumption the sphota-theory is advanced. The separate utterances of a word 

or words of the sentence merely manifest the sphota or the meaning-whole. 

Thus, the sphota which is manifested through the articulate sounds, according 

to Bhartrhari, has undergone different interpretations in the works of the opponents. 

The statements having phonetic or distinctive level of language in Bhartrhari's work 

are metamorphosed into semantic level in their works. This metamorphosis is due to 

the varying nature of the term sabda. Therefore, there is I a . need to discuss 

Bhartrhari's views on sabda, that is in the next section. 
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8. 

The term sabda is used in different contexts in order to represent different 

aspects of a word. But sabda is essentially a two sided entity. It is related to the 

sound aspect and the meaning aspect. One side of it represents 'sound' and the 

other, the content of speech unit. It is indicated by Bhartrhari. When he says that 'just 

as a reflection formed elsewhere (i.e., in water) appears, due to the activities of the 

water, to partake of the movements of the water, similar is the relationship between 

the Word and the speech-sound (1.49). The sounds which the speaker utters 

manifest meaning conveyer speech unit. It is indivisible and sequencesless. It also 

absorbs the reflection of the object. 

When a word is used to refer to a thing meant, the word reveals the thing 

meant and at the same time reveals its own form. For instance, when the word 'agnl 

is uttered it refers to the thing meant fire as well as the phonetic form a-g-n-i after 

which the suffix (fhak has been prescribed (PaQini 4.2.33). Similarly, the term v(Cidhi, 

when uttered, conveys its own form, and also stands for grammatical technical 

meaning, namely at and aic etc. So when the words 'agnl and v(ddhi stand for their 

own form, they are known as sarfljfia and when both the terms stand for the thing 

meant they are known as sarfljfiTn the object to which the designation is given. 

The two sidedness of the word is analysed from the linguistic point of view. 

Every linguistic expression has two levels, i.e. phonetic and semantic. This phonetic 

level is the external aspect of the word. This is produced by the vocal organs in the 

form of sound-pattern known as prak(fadhvani (primary sound). This prak(fadhvani 

has time sequence. ,Raja thinks that the sound-pattern is one side of the word whose 

other side is sphota. Here, Raja identifies dhvani (prak(fa) with the sound pattern 

which manifests sphota (2000 116-117). But, according to Joshi, the sound-pattern 

is different from the phonemic-pattern of the sound which remains the same in all 

different modes of utterances, that is identical with sphota (1967 20). 

The internal sabda which is the mental equivalent of an articulate sound 

conveys meaning and it is called sphofa. It is an internal linguistic symbol. Both lyer 

and Raja hold the same view with regard to the twin aspect of sabda (word). What K. 

A. S. lyer refers by 'sound', Raja explains it as sound-pattern. But both believe that 
I 

the meaningful aspect of the word is sphota. 
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9. 

The twin aspects of the word remain in the intellect in an undifferentiated 

state. Bhartrhari discusses this proposition in karika-s (45-47, 53, 84 and 90) of first 

ka(lda of VakyapadJya. Just as a full grown peacock remains in the egg in potential 

stage contracting its peculiarities, similarly the twin manifestation of the word is 

essentially one in unmanifested form. The unified word is revealed through a series 

of sounds. The process of emergence of the word has been compared with the 

painter's vision before he paints a picture. At first he has a vague idea of the picture. 

In this stage, parts of the picture are differentiated. Then he has a mental vision of 

the whole picture. After that he paints it part by part. Similarly, the hearer perceives 

the word differentiated when the last sound in the series is heard. The sphota is 

cognised progressively by the perception of each sound. The cognition of series of 

sounds finally leads to the full perception of the word: 

yathaikabuddhiVi$aya mOrtir akriyate pate I 

murtyantarasya tritayam evafJ1 sabde 'pi d(Syate II (Bhartrhari 1.52) 
I 

K. A. S. lyer thinks that sphota is identical with the word in its meaning 

bearing capacity which is taken as a unity (1969 157). Kaiyyata interprets Patafijali's 

definition of sabda in the light of the doctrine of sphota. He holds that sphota is 

sometimes known by the term sabda (Bhartrhari 1.77), pada and vakya. All of them 

stand for meaning bearing unit (Bhartrhari 1 .88). The v(tti possesses the same view: 

var(1apadavakyavi$aya(l prayatnavise-?adhya dhvanayo 
var(lapadavakyakhyan sphotan puna(l punar avirbhavayanto 
buddhisvadhyaropayanti. (vrtti on VakyapadTya 1.8;2) 

The concept of sphota emerges as a solution to the problem as to how 

meaning comes from the articulated sounds. The sounds uttered by the speaker 

manifest sphota which conveys meaning. 
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K. A. S. lyer's attempt to identify sabda with sphota appears to be 

incongruous. Bhartrhari has used the term sabda in different senses. In one case 

only, amongst all of them, does the term sabda bear the traits of sphota. 

(i) In some cases the term sabda represents the ultimate reality 

(Bhartrhari 1.1 ~2). 

(ii) Ag&lin in other cases the term is used to denote meaning conveying 

unit. The sabda stands for the conceptual word which remains in the intellect, i.e. 

buddhistha sabda (Bhartrhari 1.46, 47, 53 and 84). In this capacity sabda is an 

undivided single speech unit ( eko 'navayava(l sabda(l kramo buddhyanusamhrti/J -

Bhartrhari 2.1 ). It is used to communicate sentence that cannot be broken into 

smaller linguistic units so far as its meaning conveying aspect is concerned. The 

term sabda, here, represents the significative or meaning bearing aspect of 

language. 

(iii) In some other contexts again Bhartrhari has used the term sabda to 

represent distinctive aspect of language. Here, sabda stands for auditorily grasped 

sound by a listener (Bhartrhari 1.44, 55 and 58). The sabda, which is auditorily 

perceived, may be identified with sphota but not in all respects as lyer thinks. The 

term sabda is a two sided entity. One side of it represents phonemic sound-pattern 

which may be identical with sphota whereas, the other side represents the meaning. 

Thus, we have two different phrases: dhvani sabda (sound word) and 

arthasarhpratyayakasabda (meaning-conveying word). Sphota is related to dhvani 

but not necessarily of the communicative aspect of language. The sphota represents 

a class of universal sounds where as dhvani represents a particular sound. The 

relation between dhvani and sphota is that of manifester and manifested 

( vyangyavyanjaka bhava). 

11. 

On the basis of modern linguistic findings, Brough has given a strikingly new 

interpretation to the sphota concept of Bhartrhari eliminating altogether 
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' Sabdabrahman. He also thinks that the term sabda is mistranslated as sound. The 

study appears in "Theories of General Linguistics in Sanskrit Grammarians". 

Brough claims that Bhartrhari describes language in jts three aspects, i.e. 

prak(tadhvani, vaik(tadhvani and sphota. The prakrtadhvani is a stage before the 

articulated sound comes into existence. It is associated with temporal distinction. It 

represents the phonological structure, or the sound pattern. It may also represent 

class sounds of which individual sounds are members. The vaik(tadhvani is a sound 

of individual instance, which is actually spoken by the speaker and heard by the 

listener. It includes all sorts of differentiations in the speed of utterance. The sphota

aspect of language is an integral linguistic symbol. It conveys meaning, though, it 

can neither be pronounced nor written, only we can name it as sphota (1951 40). 

Though, Brough emphasises that the sphota of Bhartrhari deals with the 

description of the semantic aspect of language, his stand is different from that of lyer. 

lyer (as in his Bhart(han) believes that when the speaker utters sounds the sphota is 

revealed which conveys meaning (1969 159). But, according to Brough, sphota is a 

symbol of meaningful segment of the word. He holds that a word, as a collection of 

phonemes in particular order, cannot express meaning because the sounds have no 

function to connect themselves with the meaning (1951 33-38). Therefore, to 

represent a meaning bearing aspect of language a separate entity is required which 

should not be identified with the group of sounds. This entity, which is manifested by 

the group of sounds, conveys meaning. This is sphota. When one utters sounds by 

the articulatory organs the sounds fade away leaving a conceptual entity as a whole 

which is single and indivisible. Raja has been greatly influenced by Brough's 

interpretation. He concentrates on the sphota aspect of the word which has further 

two aspects, namely significant (that which means) and signifie (that which is 

meant). These two aspects are dependent on each other. Among these two aspects 

of sphota the significant one represents the phonematic pattern (acoustic image or 

physical entity or auditory image or fa-langue). This acoustic image or phonematic 

pattern of the sounds is the conceptual entity of the actual uttered sounds (2000 

122). S. D. Joshi justifies this 'acoustic image' as sphota itself. This term is borrowed 

from De Sassure. The term 'signifie' represents the idea or the' meaning. Thus both 

the 'acoustic image' and the idea constitute the superstructure of sphota collectively. 
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But Raja is not fully satisfied treating sphota as a sign. He adds that the sphota is 

somewhat different from the sign. It is a timeless, indivisible meaning-bearing 

symbol. The features of the sound are super-imposed upon the sphota because of 

our inability to distinguish between sound and symbol (2000 123). 

12. 

Various scholars have attempted to define the term sphota. Thus, according 

to G. Sastri, the original conception of logos best conveys the meaning of sphota. In 

his The Philosophy of Word and Meaning, he states that the concept that logos 

stands for an idea as well as a word wonderfully approximates to the concept of 

sphota ( 1 02-1 03). In The Principal Upani$ads, Radhakrishnan sees sphota as an 

indivisible idea with its dual form of sabda and artha (674). T. Manickam finds sphota 

as an inner perception which being a unitary principle links the subjective realms of 

cognition ( 1982 1 02). Along with Greek conception of logos Coward finds the 

Platonic notion of the innate idea also as approximately to sphota (1976 450). 

Sometimes the word 'symbol' is used to denote the technical term sphota. As K. 

Raja suggests the term symbol seems to be more ambiguous and sphota should be 

understood more in the sense of a linguistic sign (2000 97). All these views point to 

one and the same sphota, a latent unitary medium which forms the content of all 
I 

words. Although, Bhartrhari follows the tradition of the Grammarians' School, he 

develops the sphota doctrine probably against the background of the MTmarnsaka-s, 

since Veda-s are eternal the words of which they are composed also have to be 

eternal. In opposition to this theory of eternalness of the words, Bhartrhari holds that 

it is the meaning rather than the word that is eternal. All words in his view ultimately 

mean the Supreme Brahman which he calls sabdatattva. In order to make clear this 

truth he established the concept of sphota, which looks for a more philosophical and 

transcendental grasp of the depth level of the Vedic revelation. 

Bhartrhari' presents his theory of sphota as a solution to the traditional 

problem of meaning. Hence, in Bhartrhari's view, a word consisting of letters and 

syllables cannot directly convey its significance. A word or a sentence is to be 

considered not as a concatenation made up of different sound units arranged in a 
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particular order, but mainly as a single meaningful symbol. According to him there is 

an eternal element called sphota corresponding to each word that underlies the 

constituent letters and has no component parts. It is this unitary, unchanging sphota 

latent in the word, which, being evoked as the letters and syllables are successively 

uttered or heard, produces the cognition of its meaning. 
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Chapter 4 

Conditions and Contexts of Meaning 

"Hey, man! Please call me a taxi." said the fat man at the coffee place. 
"Okay," said the doorman, ''You're a taxi, but you look more like a truck to 
me." (thecotteep/ace.com) 

In the context of this conversation, it is possible to derive more than one 

meaning for the statement "Please call me a taxi." In this humorous joke, the 

purpose of the doorman is not to disobey the fat man but to make a fun by exploiting 

an important feature of language, i.e. "understanding the concept of meaning from 

the hearer's stand point" (Patnaik 78). The above mentioned statement is also an 

appropriate example to show the importance of the holists' theory of sentential

meaning ( vakyarthavada) who are against the word-meaning theory of the 

constructionists (padarthavadin-s) because to interpret sentential-meaning only on 

the basis of word-meaning (padartha) cannot be helpful to accomplish the 

communication. The sentential meaning derived by doorman is based on the 

constructionists' theory of sentential meaning (padarthavada) and not on the holists' 

theory of sentential-meaning (vakyarthavada). Therefore, in the above mentioned 

statement, we face the problem of meaning. This debate between the 

constructionists and the holists as addressed by Bhartrhari in his VakyapadTya is 

analyzed in this chapter. 

Due to the problem in the understanding of meaning (or communication) 
I 

situations in our day-to-day life become more problematic when we come to 

determine what truth is. Such situations are artistically exploited in literary 

compositions from the very ancient times. For instance, it is very well employed in 

the great epic Mahabharata. In Mahabharata, on the 15th day of the Mahabharata

war, Kr~Qa asks Yudhi~thira to proclaim that DroQa's son Aswathama has died, so 

that the invincible and destructive Kuru commander would give up his arms and thus 
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could be killed. Bhlma proceeds to kill an elephant named Aswathama, and loudly 

proclaims that Aswathama is dead. DroQa knows that only Yudhi$thira with his firm 

adherence to the truth could tell him for sure if his son had died. When DroQa 

approaches Yudhi$thira to seek to confirm this, Yudhi$thira tells him that Aswathama 

is dead ... , then, the elephant, but this last part is made inaudible by the sound of 

trumpets and conchshells being sounded as if in triumph, on Kr$Qa's instruction. 

Yudhi$thira cannot make himself tell a lie, despite the fact that if DroQa continued to 

fight, the Panc;lavas and the cause of dharma itself would lose. When he speaks his 

half-lie, Yudhi$thira's feet and chariot descend to the ground momentarily. DroQa is 

disheartened, and lays down his weapons. He is then killed by Dhr$tadyumna. 

Multiple meaning of a sentence during communication raises too many 

questions. How does a single statement become a source of multiple meaning? Is 

there no control of determining a meaning of a word? Can we 'derive any meaning 

that is preferred by us? If it is not so, what are the conditions and contexts of 

meaning? These are so fundamental questions in the field of semantics that Sanskrit 

scholars have tried to solve from the ancient times in India: 

One of the most remarkable features of Indian way of looking at language is 
that all the systems of thought conceive language as communicative. The 
other important feature is, understanding the concept of meaning from the 
hearer's stand point. ... They undertake to examine the different shades of 
meaning which the hearer encounters, such as literal meaning, intended 
meaning, contextual meaning, metaphorical meaning, suggestive meaning 
etc. They also undertake to examine certain common linguistic features such 
as the use of homonyms, synonyms and ambiguous words. And they also 
offer clues for discerning the meaning of ambiguous words. (Patnaik 78) 

This chapter is divided into the four sections. In the first section, the meaning 

of meaning is discussed as it relates to Bhartrhari's discourse on meaning, which 

itself is a theoretical response to the popular theories of meaning of his time that he 

incorporates in order to establish his theory of sentential meaning, i.e. pratibha

vakyartha. In the production and reception of speech, pratibha-vakyartha, which is 

'the expressed' meaning, is presented as the most important aspect after the sphota, 

and discussed in the last chapter as 'the expresser.' In the second section, the 

plurality of meaning which poses problems in the interpretation .of communication will 

be taken up along with the causes of such plurality. The third section is based on the 

conditions and contexts which are for determination of primary, secondary/intended 
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and non-intended meanings. In the last section of this chapter, there is an attempt to 

interpret and reread The Waste Land of T.S. Eliot which is one of the representative 

poems of the m~dern European literature within the framework of his theory of the 

conditions and contexts of meaning. 

1. 

One of the chief objectives of Bhartrhari's philosophy of language is to explain 

communication, especially as it is accomplished by sentential meaning, i.e. 

vakyartha. As discussed in the last chapter, Bhartrhari takes the sentence as the 

inner, indivisible and meaning-revealing unit of communication. Therefore, 

Bhartrhari is a senfential holist and has established the theory of sentential meaning 

as an indivisible unit, i.e. pratibha (indivisible flash), by refuting the constructionists' 

theory. By constructionists, we mean those who deny the independent being of 

sentence and who try to interpret sentential meaning only on the basis of word

meanings, i.e. padarthas. In VakyapadTya, five types of constructionists' theories of 

sentential meaning have been critically examined by Bhartrhari and his 

commentators. Bhartrhari has proved these theories to be insufficient in explaining 

sentential meaning as it figures in the mind through language. These five types of 

constructionists' theories are discussed by Pur;~yaraja in his commentary on 

VakyapadTya. These theories are: (1) Sansarga (relation of word-meanings) (2) 

Nirakank$a padartha (word-meanings reposed for fulfilling expectancy for the 

completion of a sense) (3) Prayojana (intention) (4) Sansr$ta (mutually related word

meaning) and (5) Kriya (word-meaning causing an imperative 'to do or not to do', i.e. 

a certain action): 

sansarge, sansargavasadvtse~a vasthite padarthe ca vakyarthe'bhihitan 
vaya(l. sansrste kriyayam canvitabhidhanam . ... prayojane tvabhihitanvaya 
eva. pratibh8.yam tvaikarasaiva pratipattiriti na tatra kacid 
abhihitanvayanvitabhidh8.na carca. (PuQyaraja on 2.1-2) 

Purwaraja broadly categorized these theories of the constructionists in two 

groups: (1) abhihitanvayavada (expression precedes relations) and (2) 

anvitabhidhanavada (relation precedes expression). Sansarga, nirakank$a padartha 

and prayojana theories are based on describing sentential meaning by assuming 
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'expression precedes relation', i.e. abhihitanvayavada, while the latter two (sansr.?ta 
I 

and kriya) believe in 'relation precedes expression', i.e. anvitabhidhanavada. 

Bhartrhari refutes these constructionists' theories. He says that there is no part in 

meaning because meaning is an indivisible unity and awareness in nature. For him, 

meaning is not a syntactical but semantic unit of the nature of awareness: 

sabdasya na vibhago 'sti kuto 'rthasya bhavi$Yati 1 

vibhagai/J prakriyabhedam avidvan pratipadyate II (2 .13) 

Bhartrhari propounds a unique theory of sentence-meaning, which, in his own 

terminology, is pratibha-vakyartha. Pratibha (the flash/ revelation of meaning in the 

mind) is not constructed. It is given universally and is revealed non-differently by 

language in the mind. There are three different concepts of sentential meaning. 

These are abhihitanvayavada, anvitabhidanavada and akhan(lavakyarthavada, i.e. 

Bhartrhari's pratibha-vakyartha. 

Here, it is necessary to mention that a theorist's interpretation of a concept is 

inevitably related with his assumption regarding convention. It can undoubtedly be 

said that the differences of looking at sentential meaning differently are also based 

on the differences in the assumptions regarding convention. As far as Bhartrhari is 

concerned, convention is neither the meaning of a word or a sentence, nor does it 

produce the meaning of a word or a sentence. For Bhartrhari, meaning is always a 

meaning of language, which is naturally fit for conveying a number of meanings 

(sarve sarvatha vacaka(l). For example, in the very opening of this chapter, a 

sentence is given "please call me a taxi" whose meaning cannot be derived with the 

help of convention in the context of the joke. Therefore, it is true that meaning is 

always the product of language. Bhartrhari says that convention of the use of words 

for a certain meaning only specifies the use of the words, or it delimits a meaning out 

of different meanings conveyed by a word in a sentence. Convention functions as a 

regulative or a restrainer to the fitness of the word to a certain meaning, but the 

meaning, in every case, is the meaning of a word or a sentence itself. The 

observation of the uses of an expression specifies only the meaning conveyed 

popularly or unpopularly by it. In other words, convention specifies that the 

expression or the words in the expression retain the popular/unpopular meaning, out 

of the various meanings likely to be expressed by that word or expression. Thus, for 
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Bhartrhari, convention is instrumental in restraining the fitness of the word on the 

basis of which a fixed meaning is known by a fixed word. 

We find that the differences among abhihitanvayavadin-s, 

anvitabhidanavadin-s and akha(lavakyarthavadin-s are essentially embedded in their 

different views regarding convention. For abhihitanvayavadin-s, what a baby 

observes as a unit of meaning in the utterance of an elder is a word, and, hence, 

they accept words as independent units. On the basis of word as the primary unit, 

they explain sentence and sentential meaning as outcome of an association of the 

words and word-meanings respectively. Anvitabhidanavadin-s, though they also 

assume word as the primary meaning-conveying unit, accept convention with 

sentential-meaning. They do not believe in the independent existence of the 

sentence as a meaning-conveying unit. Sentential meaning for them is not the 

meaning of a sentence, but of words conveying naturally related word-meanings. 

There is no need to accept sentence for explaining sentential meaning: 

,sarvabhedanugu(Jyaf!7 tu samanyam apare vidu(ll 
tad arthantarasaf!7sargad bhajate bhedarupatam II (2.44) 

For grammarians (vaiyakaraf}as), communication is accomplished neither by 

one-to-one putting together of word meanings, nor by mutually related word

meanings. But in the accomplishment of communication, sphota, the meaning 

revealed by it (pratibha-vakyartha), relation between the word and its meaning, and 

convention are essential elements. Before a discussion on awareness or flash of 

meaning that figures in the mind once speech is uttered or heard (pratibha

vakyartha), it is important to have an analysis and evaluation of the different Indian 

constructionist theories of sentential meaning as discussed by Bhartrhari and his 

commentators. 

Firstly, we take up the theory of expression precedes relation, i.e. 

abhihitanvayavada. For a group of MTmarnasaka-s and Naiyayika-s who consider 

word (pada) as a meaning-conveying unit, sentential meaning is nothing but an 

association of meaning of words expressed in a syntactical structure. For them, first, 

the words express their independent meaning and, then, by expectancy, proximity 

and compatibility the word-meanings are associated, and they call that association 

sentential meaning. These theorists do not accept sentence and sentential meaning 
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as an independent unit of communication. They distinguish sentential meaning 

(vakyarth8) from expressive meaning (vacyarth8). Expressive meaning, for them, is 

the meaning of words because words are the only expressive units. 

Association of word-meanings as sentential meaning (s8ns8rg8vakyarth8) is a 

known form of 8bhihitanv8y8vad8 frequently referred to by Bhartrhari in the context 

of interpreting rival theories on sentential meaning (vakyarth8). According to 

s8ns8rg8vadin's interpretation, the meaning expressed by words (in an expression) 

is cognized first and, then, such known word-meanings are connected together by 

expectancy, etc. This connection or association of word-meanings (s8ns8rg 

p8darth8-s) is sentential meaning. In other words, the words independently express 

universals and when these universals are associated in memory, sentential meaning, 

which is individual (over and above the meaning of words), is cognized and is known 

as one emerges out of association. In Vaky8p8diy8, the concept of the meaning of 

the sentence according to the theory of the 8bhihitanv8y8vadin-s is stated: 

kevalena padenartho yavan evabhidh Tyate I 
vakyasthaf!l tavato 'rthasya tad ahur abhidha.yakam II 
saf!lbandhe sati yat tv anyad adhikyam upajayate I , 
vakyartam eva taf!l prahur anekapadasaf!7srayam II (2.4 i -42) 

For example, the meaning expressed by the word vTr8(1 is 'brave', a universal 

quality, and that by the word puru$8/J is man, a universal noun (purU$8ftv8). 

However, when these words are expressed in a particular form, the two concepts, 

vTr8(1 and purU$8/J are connected as qualifier-qualified for an individual meaning 'a 

brave man', which stands as a common base of the meanings of the words vTr8(1 and 

purU$8/J. For this theory, the word disappears after expressing their independent 

meaning, but their meanings, as resurrected in memory, are associated, and this 

association is the sentential meaning. The expressive meaning$ according to this 

theory are the meanings of words and it is not the relation of words but the 

association of word-meanings (p8darth8-S) by expectancy, etc., that is called 

sentential meaning (s8ns8rgarth8). 

Bhartrhari also refers to nirakank$8P8darth8 vakyarth8 (word-meaning 

fulfilling expectancy for completion of a unit meaning as sentential meaning) as one 

of the forms of constructionists' theories. In this theory, sentential meaning 

( vakyarth8) is the word-meaning (p8darth8) satisfying expectancy involved in the 
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cognition of a complete meaning unit. The word-meanings, if qualified by other 

meanings, are reposed for an individual meaning when, by expectancy, it is 

connected with the meanings of other words of the expression. This reposed word

meaning is sentential meaning. For instance, the words ram8/J and g8cch8ti in the 

expression ram8/J g8cch8ti (Rama goes) express their own meanings (universal) first 

and then, by expectancy a connected meaning; the universal is reposed for an 

individual meaning. The meaning reposed for a culminated meaning is sentential 

meaning (vi5e$8Visrantarth8). A number of actions may be expected from the agent 

(ram8/J), but, when connected with the action g8cch8ti, the expectancy for other 

actions or aspects is removed. Similarly, any agent expects the action g8cch8ti but 

when connected with the agent ram8/J, the expectancy for any other agent except 

ram8/J, is removed. Thus, the word-meaning that removes expectancy for a 

complete meaning is sentential meaning. 

In pr8yoj8n8vakyarth8, i.e. purport or intention as sentential meaning (another 

form of 8bhihitanv8y8vad8), word-meaning (p8darth8) is expressive meaning, and 

the meaning of a sentence is the purpose involved in the use of the words: 

abhidheyal} padasyartho vakyasyarthal} prayojanam I 
yasya tasya na saf!lbandho vakyanam upapadyate II (Bhart~hari 2.113) 

The concept of purport or intention as sentential meaning can be clearly 

understood with reference to the famous expression g8ngayam gho$8/J. The 

expressive meaning of the word g8ngayam is 'on the river Ganges,' and the meaning 

of the word gho$8/J is 'residence'. The expressive meanings of the words are 

cognized first. As a 'stream of water' cannot be the substratum (8dhik8r81J8) of the 

residence of a family, the purport of the expression reveals the meaning of the word 

g8ngayam connected with gho$8/J as the 'residence on the bank of the stream of 

water (g8ngat8te).' Thus, for this theory, the intention of the speaker involved in 

using the words is the sentential meaning, which is known neither by expectancy nor 

by inference, but by the purpose involved in the use of the expression. 

In this way, we find that all the forms of 8bhihitanv8y8vad8, which have been 

discussed above, admit, in some way or the other, that sentential meaning is not an 

expressed one. Expressed meaning, for s8ns8rgavadin-s, is the association of word-
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meaning; for nirakank$apadarthavakyarthavadin-s, it is the reposed meaning of 

words that satiate expectancy for an individual meaning; and, for prayojanavadin-s, it 

is the purpose lying in using the expression (words) and is known by secondary force 

or by inference. They are all grouped as abhihitanvayavada because they, in 

general, accept that words are independent expressers anCJ their expressed 

(meanings) are known first, and then the words are associated for a particular 

meaning. Thus, all forms of abhihitanvayavada believe in the principle that 

'expression precedes relation.' 

On the basis of this discussion, abhihitanvayavada seems right from the 

aspect of teaching language to a child. A sentence is taught as a construction by a 

set of words used in a syntactical order, and so a sentential meaning is an outcome 

of an association of different word-meanings related as a qualifier-qualified. 

However, this stand becomes indefensible, if observed frorll the point of view of 

convention and accomplishment of communication by language. Convention is 

communication-oriented and communication is accomplished by the sentence as a 

whole unit without a separate awareness of parts, letters, words, etc. As a complete 

unit of communication, it is sentential meaning which is known independent of the 

meaning of the words. As abhihitanvayavadin-s accept word as an independent unit 

of language, their theory goes against convention and cognition by sphota. 

Like abhihitanvayavada, second theory of constructionists, i.e. 

anvitabhidhanavada, also assumes word as an independent unit as expresser of 

meaning, but unlike them, this theory presumes that a word does not express a 

discrete meaning of its own, but a related word-meaning. In this theory, it is held that 

although words have their own independent meanings, yet when they are used for 

communication, they express a related meaning, which for them is sentential 

meaning. There are two forms of anvitabhidhanavada. These are sansr?tavakyartha 

(mutually related word-meanings) and kriyavakyartha (action/imperative 'to do or not 

to do'). 

According to the first form, i.e. sansr?tavakyartha, an expression is always an 

expression of mutually related meanings and is defined by the theorists as the 

beginning-word (adyapadam), which is the primary or central word of a set of words 

used in a syntactical rule. The beginning-word conveys the given association of 
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word-meanings and this connected meaning, conveyed by that beginning-word, is 

defined by their theories as sentential meaning. The beginning-word expresses 

connected meaning ( vakyartha) and, hence, sentential meaning is expressed 

meaning of the beginning-word: 

visesasabda/:1 ke$8.f!l cit samanyapratinJpaka/:11 
sabdantarabhisaf!lbandhad vyajyante pratipatt{$U II (2.17) 

For example, the speaker speaks the primary or central word 'door' out of a 

set of words for the meaning 'shut the door' or 'open the door' and the listener 

cognizes the meaning 'shut the door' or 'open the door' only by the word spoken 

('door'). This shows that the speaker speaks the word conveying a related meaning 

and listener understands the same if s/he hears the words. Even if the speaker 

speaks the complete sentence dvarampidheri ('shut the door'), the hearer knows the 

whole meaning ('shut the door') only by the word dvaram (door) because the 

beginning word dvaram, being the central word of the expression, expresses a 

qualified meaning, i.e. sentential meaning: 

yadyekenapadena sakalavakyarthasya 5e$avi5e$a(1akhacitasyavagati(1 
tadottare$8.m padanam niyamayanuvadaya voccara(lamsyat. (PuQyaraja on 
2.18) 

In the second form of anvitabhidhanavada, i.e. kriyavakyartha 

(action/imperative), an action is the sentential meaning. This meaning is expressed 

by the verb (akhyata). As action is expressed by the verb, the exponents of this form 

define the verb as sentence and action expressed by it as sentential meaning. An 

action is a specified meaning because the verb expressive of action also expresses 

an agent (because no action without an agent is possible), an object (because action 

is inevitably associated by an accusation), time (an action takes place in a time on 

the basis of which present, past and future of the action is known), number (the 

action performed is specified as singular, plural, etc.) and a person (on the basis of 

which the person of the action is known). As the verb expresses a connected 

denotation or qualified meaning, anvitabhidhanavadin-s take it as expresser of 

sentential meaning,: 

akhyatasabde niyataf!l sadhanaf!l yatra gamyate I 
tad apy ekaf!l samaptarthaf!l vakyam ity abhidhTyate II (Bhartrhari 2.326) 
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For example, in the expression ramal) tant;fulam pacati ('Rama cooks rice'), 

the verb pacati itself expresses the connected meaning (of the other words - ramal), 

i.e. agent and tan(iulam, i.e. object). Words other than the verb are only instrumental 

in the ascertainment of the related meanings already expressed by the verb and their 

meaning being related with the action are also known by the application of the verb 

alone: 

kriya vma prayoge(7a na dr~ta sabdacodita 
prayogastvanuni~padT sabdartha iti manyate II (Bhartrhari 2.124) 

After discussing the forms of abihitanvayavada and anvitabhidhanavada, it 

can be said that while abihitanvayavadins lay down primary importance on the 

independent meaning of isolated words and assume sentential meaning as a 

secondary signification emerging out of the association of independent word

meanings, anvitabhidhanavadin-s emphasize sentential meaning as having the 

primary importance and explain words expressive of connected meaning. It can be 

accounted for the merits of anvitabhidhanavadin-s that sentential meaning, for them, 

is the expressive meaning and that communication is accomplished by it. However, 

the method by which they explain sentential meaning opens the door for many 

logical and cognitive problems. For example, the assumption of 

sansr$tavakyarthavadin-s that the beginning word expresses, the meaning of the 

whole sentence is not justified. In Sanskrit, the words in a sentence are not 

independent, and if their order is changed, it changes neither the sentence nor the 

sentential meaning. It is difficult to determine not only the beginning word, but also 

the word expressive of the connected meaning. For instance, 'ramal) g(ham 

gacchat!, 'gacchati ramal) g(harri and 'g(ham gacchati ramalj are the same 

sentence, but from the point of view of the beginning word as sentence, they should 

be different sentences which are conveying different meanings. Another problem is 

that if the notion 'the beginning word expresses sentential meaning' is accepted, 

other words of the sentence will be useless and it can be questioned: what is the 
I 

need of the other words if the whole meaning is expressed only by the first word 

spoken (Tiwari 193-194)? 

Thus, we find that these theories (abihitanvayavad and anvitabhidhanavad) 

aim at explaining sentential meaning by assuming words as expressive of mutually 
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connected meaning and centre their arguments around showing how the words 

express a qualified meaning, i.e. sentential meaning (vacyartha). Those who believe 

in the theory of 'expression precedes relation' assume that word-meaning is qualified 

with association by factors like expectancy, proximity, compatibility, etc. but those 

believing in the theory of 'relation precedes expression' seem contented with 
I 

assuming words as expressive of mutually connected denotation. Now, we take up 

the third theory of sentential meaning that is pratibha-vakyartha. It is based on the 

grammarians' views. 

We have discussed in the last chapter that the sphota is the expresser. The 

existence of the 'expresser' may be questioned if an 'expressed' (meaning) is not 

present. What is an 'expressed'? For grammarians (vaiyakara(?a-s), a sentence is an 

inner, indivisible and a real unit of awareness in nature, i.e. sphota and an expressed 

(sentential meaning) is that which sphota reveals non-differently. A flash of 

awareness in the mind, for which Bhartrhari uses the word pratibha, is sentential 

meaning. Thus, sphota, for Bhartrhari, is real language; it is a distinct flash of 

awareness (sampratyaya-idea), which is pratibha, which is indivisible, and is non

different from the expresser who reveals it: 

vaiyakara(lasyakham;la evaiko'navayaval; sabdal; spho(alak.?a(lo vakyam 
pratibhaiva vakyarthal;. (PuQyaraja on 2.1·2) 

Pratibha as the general meaning of all sentences or even words (if complete 

meaning is revealed by words) is cognition or awareness and non-different from 

sphota. It is only from the sense of duality that sphota is called the expresser from 

the point of view of language, and pratibha is called the expressed from the point of 

view of meaning. But, both figure in the mind non-differently and indivisibly. Pratibha 

can not be perceived by senses. Therefore, it, in-itself, can be said neither as 'this' 

nor, as 'that' by indication. However, it (being awareness in itself) cannot be denied 

only on the ground of its imperceptibility. As a flash or awareness revealed by sphota 

in mind, it is veridical cognition. Even a rejection of it requires pratibha, as a veridical 

cognition of that. It is self-proved. Pratibha (as a sentential meaning) is always 

known as being or idea revealed by language. 

It is already said in this chapter that sphota, the meaning revealed by it 

(pratibha-vakyartha)', relation between the word and its meaning, and convention are 
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essential elements in the accomplishment of communication. Now, the question that 

needs to be addressed is if pratibha and sphota as units of awareness are given in 

the mind, what is the need of convention? Convention plays a very important role in 

the cognition by language in ordinary communication. Although sphota, pratibha and 

even the relation between the two, for grammarians, are given, yet communication 

needs convention, or else, it cannot be accomplished. Convention does not produce 

meaning. A word being potency is fit for expressing all meanings (sarve sarvartha 

vacaka/J) and it is convention that specifies the use of the word to a specific or fixed 

meaning. Thus, convention is a delimiting factor of relation. It delimits the use out of 

various meanings expressed by language. Convention functions as a restraining and 

not as a foundational factor, because the meaning-revealing unit is always the 

sphota. It is through verbal utterances, symbols, signs, marks, etc. that convention 

is established. 

In this way, pratibha is taken as a complete unitary meaning revealed by 

sphota. It is obvious that throughout the discussion on pratibha as a complete unitary 

meaning or flash of awareness, we have always kept the accomplishment of 
I 

communication in view and have come to the conclusion that meaning is cognized in 

ordinary communication ( vyavahara) as a flash of awareness. If meaning is an idea 

or thought-object revealed in the mind by sphota, it is right to use the term pratibha 

and accept the existence of meaning as being revealed or figured in the mind by 

language. It also seems right to say that the cognition of meaning as pratibha figured 

in the mind by a sentence is always veridical, a unitary or complete and clear, 

distinct and revealed awareness. 

As a philosopher Bhartrhari has a goal for explaining the activities of all living 

creatures as expressed by language. His explanations are based on this point that it 

is the sphota (the expresser) which can only reveal meaning (the expressed), i.e. 

pratibha. It is another thing that pratibha may be revealed through the verbal 

utterances or the impressions of past lives (as we find in the cases of babies) or 

directly (as in cases of yogin-s). However, in all the cases, it is revealed by sabda 

(sphota). 

Apart from flashes revealed in communication and the cognition of babies, 

there are six other types of flashes. These are: (1) Svabhava (as it is revealed in 
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animals and birds by their very nature). 2) Cara(la (as it is revealed in persons 

realizing their well-being by constant moral practices). (3) Yoganimittapratibha (as it 

is revealed to the yogin-s without any medium). (4) Visi?topahitapratibha (as it is 

revealed when handed down to one by the person having gifted wisdom). (5) 

Abhyasanimittapratibha (as it is revealed in a person by the practices inherited from 

his parents). (6) Adr?tapratibha (as it is revealed to one by his adr?ta, i.e. the 

impression of the merits of previous lives). 

In this way, Bhartrhari finds himself in a position to explain not only the 
I 

cognition revealed by language in an act of in communication and the cognition of 

yogin-s revealed directly by sphota in their minds, without a mediation of language 

as communication, but also the activities of birds, insects, jewel-smiths, and extra

ordinary activities performed by gifted persons. He strongly accepts that all cognition 

is cognition by sphota. This sphota is present in all living creatures. He propounds 

that the world of cognition is the world of flashes figuring in the mind. It is pratibha, 

which in all creatures, serves as the cause of the incentive to all sorts of action 

(pratibhamayam ayam visvum). 

Thus, for Bhartrhari, sentential meaning is pratibha-vakyartha (awareness or 

flash that figures in the mind by language). The linguistic communication is possible 

when the expression is indivisible. Through the sentence the worldly communication 

takes place. According to Bhartrhari the concept of indivisibility refers to the unitary 

character of meaningful speech units. These speech units cannot be further 

subdivided into smaller meaningful units. The division of a sentence into phonemes, 

stems, roots and suffixes is considered to be fictitious from the point of 

communication. But for the grammatical use only a sentence structure can be 

assumed to have constituent parts, and these parts, therefore, cannot be utilized for 

the purpose of communication. Bhartrhari has this notion of indivisibility when he 

states that there are no phonemes in the word, and no words in the sentence: 

pade na var(la vidyante vartJe$'1 avayava na ca I 
vakyat padanam atyantaf!l pravibhago na kas cana II (1.73) 

So far as the communication of meaning is concerned the whole expression is 

taken as a single indivisible unit. The phrases, i.e. eko'navayava!J sabda/J (the one 
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indivisible word), jati/:7 sa!J7ghatavartinT (the universal inhering in the collection of 

words) and kramo buddhyanusa!J7h{fi/J (the unification of mind) support the above 

mentioned idea of indivisibility: 

akhyafa!J7 5abdBSB!J7gh8.to jafi/J SB!J7gh8.tavartin/l 
eko 'navayava/J sabda/J kramo buddhyanusa!J7h(fi/J II (Bhartrhari 2.1) 

It means that in a sentence all parts merge themselves to bring out a 

single entity losing their separate identity. As the sentence is indivisible and without 

parts, so is its meaning. Bhartrhari has used the term pratibha in order to represent 

the indivisible sentential meaning. This unified principle of pratibha is for explaining 

how a hearer understands a sentence or communication. Thus, pratibha is a single 

semantic unit of integrated language which cannot be further divided into smaller 

semantic units which is the real ak/Jao(favakyartha of Bhartrhari. It is also clear that 

the main objective of Bhartrhari's linguistic philosophy of the sphota (sentence as the 

expresser) and pratibha (sentential meaning as the expressed) is to accomplish the 

communication. 

2. 

Now, the interpretation of the world of communication (that is the world of 

language and meaning) may be problematic for us on the basis of the grammarians' 

stJtra-s, varttika-s and bhawa-s in which it is said that a fixed (niyata) word denotes a 

fixed meaning. According to them, a word is a meaning-revealing, inner and 
I 

universally given (nitya or siddha) language (sphota) and the meaning is what is 

revealed non-differently by it in the mind. The world of language and meaning is a 

self-restrained world of ideas or thought-objects revealed by language itself. It is a 

self-restrained being as it is not an outcome of abstraction from external existence, 

but a being revealed in the mind, by language, independently of external things. The 

relation between the given language and the meaning is also given in the mind: 

nitya/J 5abdarthasafJ7bandh8.s tatramnata mahar$ibhi/J I 
s0tra(la!J7 sanutantra(lii!J7 bh8$YB(lii!J7 ca pra(let(bhi/J II (Bhartrhari 1 .23) 
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The problem is: how can plurality of meaning of a word be explained if 'a fixed 

word denotes a fi~ed meaning' is taken in view? If all meanings are meanings of a 

word then the question arises - what is the basis of meanings other than the fixed 

meaning conveyed by the word? It seems apparently contradictory to accept many 

meanings of the word, if eternity of word-meaning relation is taken into account. The 

problem of an epistemological justification of many meanings of a word may also not 

be ignored because of the fact that meaning, for Bhartrhari, is what the word reveals, 

and the word does not reveal many meanings simultaneously. But, there is no doubt 

that in all natural languages we come across the problem of varied shades of 

meaning. Bhartrhari takes this issue and tries to solve the problems arising out of the 

peculiarities of the linguistic usage. Bhartrhari says that it is the function of grammar 

( vakara(7a) to interpret all system of thoughts (1.15). Thus, in order to interpret 

communication, grammarians, by assuming the word and its meaning obtained by 

grammatical analysis of the indivisible sentence as realities, interpret the problems 

concerning the word and its different meanings. If the word obtained by grammatical 

analysis of a sentence is accepted as real, there can be two perspectives to observe 

its meaning: (i) the meaning of a word as an independent meaning-conveying unit; 

(ii) the meaning of the word in a sentence. 

From the perspective of the meaning of a word as an independent unit, a 

word is an expresser (vacaka) of an expressed (vacya) that is given, and hence, the 

fixed or primary (mukhya) meaning of a word. The word, separated from the 

sentence, by grammatical analysis, is considered fit for expressing a fixed (niyata) 

meaning, without any effort, logical implication, recollection and other factors: 

sva jatil; prathamaf!l sabdail) sarvair evabhidhTyate II 
tato 'rthajatirupe$u tadadhyaropakalpana II (Bhartrhari 3.1.6) 

For Bhartrhari, the expressive meaning of a word is universal (the word 'cow' 

denotes 'cowness'), on the basis of which the meaning of a word from that of other 

words is distinguished. 

A word, used in a sentence, conveys a meaning that varies according to 
I 

various allegiances and intentions of the users. The various meanings of a word are 

categorized as mukhyartha (fixed or primary meaning), gau(7artha (intended

meaning) and nantarTyakartha (non-intended but close to the primary meaning). 
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Bhartrhari's discussion on mukhyartha, gau(Jartha and nantarTyakartha is concerned 

not only with his explanation of the meaning of a word in a s~ntence, but also of 

sentential meaning. 

Bhartrhari has discussed the problem of many meanings of a word from the 

points of view of (1) sabda-ekatvavadin-s (who consider the unity or sameness of a 

word used for different meanings), (2) sabda-nanatvavadin-s (who consider the word 

as different if used for different meanings), and (3) vaiyakara(7a-s' own holistic view 

that reconciles the above two. 

The theory of sabda-ekatvavada is discussed in the second ka(7(ia of 

VakyapadTya. It is said that this theory accepts the unity or non-difference of the 

word in spite of its different uses for different meanings. The wdrd is not changed 

even if it is used for many meanings. The unity of word is original or primary. The 

separateness of word which is due to the different uses is artificial or unreal: 

gotvanu?arigo vahike nimittat kais cid i?Yate 1 

arthamatra!J1 viparyastafJ1 sabdal; svarthe vyavasthital; II 
tath8. svarDpafJ1 sabdan8.!J1 sarvarthe?V anu?ajyate I 
arthamatra!J1 viparyastafJ1 svarDpe tu srutil; sthita II (255-256) 

In VakyapadTya, there is an example in the support of sabda-ekatvavada. 

According to that, the word 'cow', the expresser of 'cowness', does not differ from the 

word 'cow' when used for 'cowherd'. The 'cowness' by some similarity is imposed on 

cowherd and, thus, the word 'cow' secondarily denotes it. According to this view, the 

same word conveys many meanings by sabdopacara and arthopacara. In 

sabdopacara, with the difference of popularity and unpopularity of the use of a word, 

the same word is taken as the conveyor of different meanings. For example, the 

word 'cow' is popularly used for 'cow' and un-popularly for 'cowherd' (Bhartrhari 

2.250). In arthopacara, the word, in all of its uses, remains the same and only its 

meaning is treated differently. According to the commentator PuQyaraja, arthopacara 

is of two kinds: (1) svarupopacara, (2) vahyarthopacara. In both of the kinds, the 

word remains the same; only its treatment is different. In first kind of arthopacara, the 

word, in all of its uses, remains the same only its form is treated differently, and, in 

second kind, its meaning is treated differently. 
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An explanation of the problem of plurality of a word and meaning from the 

point of view of sabda-nanatvavadin-s shows thatthey, unlike sabda-ekatvavadin-s, 

assumes the plurality of word if it is used for different meaning: 

ekatvaf!7 tu sarOpatvac chabdayor gaw;amukhyayor II 
prahur atyantabhede 'pi bhedamarganudarsinar II (2.257) 

For example, the word hari in Sanskrit is used for deities (Vi~l)u, Siva, lndra 

etc.), for human person like Bhartrhari, for animals (lion, monkey, frog, etc.). The 

word hari used for God Vi~l)u is different from the word hari used for God lndra and 

so on. In all uses the word serves as the expresser (vacaka) of independent 

meaning (vacya). For this view, the unity of the word, in its several uses, is imagined 

on account of resemblance and, hence, unreal. 

In order to illustrate the significance of this theory, in explaining certain 

expressions of the Vedas, Bhartrhari has mentioned an example of samidheni 

hymns of which the repeated hymns are considered to be original; they function 

independently from other samidheni-s involved in a samidheni sacrifice: 

samidhenyantaraf!l caivam avrttav anu?ajyate I 
mantras ca viniyogena /abhante bhedam Ohavat II (2.258) 

From the point of view of grammarians, the plurality of meaning is also taken 

for explanation. The grammarians presuppose that a complete meaning is expressed 

by a sentence, which is the indivisible unit of communication, and not by an isolated 

word. If a complete meaning is revealed by a word, in that case, it also serves as a 
I 

sentence. Words are acquired by grammatical analysis of an indivisible sentence, 

and the analyzed words, in grammar, are treated as independent meaning conveying 

units. A fixed meaning of a word is that which it reveals directly in the mind after the 

utterances are heard. If the word, analyzed from the sentence point of view, is 

accepted as a meaningful unit, the meaning that it reveals (may be universal or 

individual) is distinguished as the primary meaning of a word and others, known 

consequently by implication, are secondary. 
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3. 

Bhartrhari, on the basis of above-mentioned theories which are helpful to 

understand the plurality of word and meaning, clarifies the distinction between 

primary and secondary meaning and discusses the conditions for determination of 

the intended or secondary-meaning, i.e. gau(Jartha, and the non-intended meaning, 

i.e. nantarTyakartha. 

Firstly, we take up the conditions for the determination of secondary or 

intended meanings (gau(Jartha) as discussed by Bhartrhari. He discusses them with 

the help of different theories which were popular at his time. Some of these are given 

below: 

(1) Purpose, Situation-context and Proximity of another Word, i.e. 

arthaprakara!Ja sabdantarasannidhana: Bhartrhari, in second ka(Jda of 

VakyapadTya, presents a theory regarding gau(Jartha. According to this theory, 

meaning is decided on the basis of factors like purpose, context of using a word and 

its association with meanings of other words of a sentence: 

arthaprakara!Japek?o yo va sabdantaraifl saha I 
yuktafl pratyayayaty artha1J7 ta1J7 gau!Jam apare vidufl II (2.264) 

For example, the meaning of the word 'cow' in the sentence 'cow reads' is 

known by means of the purpose (of referring a dull and foolish cowherd), situational 

context (reading) and the proximity of the word with another word (person who 

reads). Cowherd is known by the efforts made on the basis of the expressed 

meaning of the word 'cow', and, hence, secondary. 

(2) Similarity (sadrsya): It is also in the second ka(Jda of VakyapadTya that 

the expressive meaning of word is primary and the meaning emerged by imposition 

of primary on other meanings is secondary (sa!J7bandhisa,d(Sad dharmat ta!J7 

gau(Jam apare vidu/J- 273). For example, the expressive meaning of the word 'cow' 

is 'cowness', and, hence, primary. On account of some similarity (in dullness etc.) 

the meaning of the word 'cow', i.e. cowness, is imposed on 'cowherd', which is taken 

as the secondary meaning of the word 'cow'. 
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(3) Inversion (virodha): In karika no. 247 of second ka(J(ia, it is said that the 

secondary meaning is revealed by the word on the basis of the reversion of primary 

meaning: 

viparyasad ivarthasya yatrarthantaratam iva I 
manyante sa gavadis tu gau(la ity ucyate kva cit II 

For example, the meaning of the word 'great' in the expression 'mercy is not 

expected from a great man like Shylock', is used in inversion ( viparyaya) and is 

considered as a secondary meaning of the word 'great'. 

(4) Form and Potency/Action (rupa-sakt1): In karikas no. 275, 276 and 277 

of the second kaQda, it is taken up that the word denotes a fixed from (rOpa) and 

action (sakt1). The words plough (ha/a), sword (kha(fga) and pestle used for clearing 

rice (musala) denote instruments having fixed forms and specific actions using them, 

but if they are applied for forms and actions different from those for which they are 

popular, then the meanings, they convey, are considered secondary. For example, 

the word kha(iga in the expression vanata b(hacchrnga/:7 kha(iganTyatam (bring a 

sword, a wild animal having horns like sword from the forest) conveys a form and 

action different from that of the popular denotation (sword) of the word kha(iga, and, 

hence, it is the secondary meaning of the word kha(iga. 

(5) More or Less Degree of the Properties (nyanadhikyabhava): Those 

who accept external objects as the denotation of word consider the sense of more or 

less of the properties of the object indicated by the word as the basis of distinction 

between primary and secondary meanings. For example, the word 'cow' if used for 

cow conveys more degree of the properties of the cow like dullness, voraciousness, 

carrying of loads, etc., and henc.e, is primary, and if the word 'cow' is used for 

cowherd it denotes a lesser degree of those properties, and, hence, is secondary. 

(6) Base and Based (nimitta-nimittl): The fixed meaning of a word that 

serves as the base (nimitta) of other meanings is primary, and, for the theorists, it is 

an expressive meaning. The meaning which is understood on the basis of 

expressive meaning or which is based on it (nimitt1) is secondary: 

svarthe pravartamano 'pi yasyarthafJ7 yo 'valambate I 
nimittaf]7 tatra mukhyaf]7 syan nimittT gau(la i-?}'ate II (Bhartrhari 2.267) 
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For example, the expressive meaning of the word 'cow' is 'cowness' (for 

universalists) that is imposed on 'cowherd' and, thus, it serves as the basis of the 

meaning 'a dull and stupid fellow (like cow)' that is secondary meaning (nimitt1). 

Besides the above mentioned conditions, Bhartrhari has mentioned the dull

witted people's criterion for deciding primary and secondary meanings of a word 

also. This criterion is based on the perception of actual state of affairs, different from 

their imaginary appearances. He has given a number of instances for clarifying 

position. For example, the word water is used for water that is touched and taken 

and not for the mirage that cannot be touched or taken. Again the peculiar quality of 

a rope is to tie, which cannot be performed by snake, the peculiarity of which is to 

bite. On the basis of these examples, it can be said that the real or actual state of the 

objects, if conveyed by words, is taken as the primary and their use for imaginary 

appearance is secondary. 

For nantarTyakartha, the terms used by Bhartrhari are anya, (meaning different 

from primary and secondary) and avivak$ifartha (non-intended meaning known by 

closeness of the primary meaning). It is his commentator Pul)yaraja who uses the 

term nantarTyakartha for such a meaning known by the closeness or nearness of the 

primary meaning ( VakyapadTya 2.298-314). It is a third category of meaning of the 

word which is neither an expressed (mukhyartha) nor the intended (gau(lartha) but 

non-intended (avivak$itartha). For Bhartrhari, all meanings are meanings of words 

and a word expresses all meanings (sarvesarvarthavacakal}). He does not accept 

any other meaning-producing force, such as secondary force (lak$a(7a-saktl) and 

close-to-primary force ( vyanjana-saktl) and explains all kinds of meanings as 

meanings of the word. The word gaul} in its intended uses, like gaul} pathati ('cow 

reads'), conveys a foolish and dull person, and in its expressive uses like, 'cow 

grazes,' it denotes 'cowness'. Other meanings like gender, number, person, etc. that 

are closely connected with the primary meaning of the word 'cow' are also revealed 

by the same word, though, these meanings are left aside, as there is no expectancy 

for those meanings, in the use of the word. These non-intended or non-expected 

meanings (avivak$itartha) of a word are the nantarTyakarthas of the same word. 

Bhartrhari has elaborated nantarTyakarthas on the basis of two kinds of instances. 

These are suggestive Unapaka) and instrumental (karaka). In the second ka(lda of 
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VakyapadTya (karika 298-299), he says that as the lamp enlightens not only specific 

objects but also mt\ny other objects, in the same way, the word also (incidentally) 

conveys meanings other than that operative one which causes the primary meaning. 

For karaka, in karika 300 and 301 of the second ka(lda, he says that just as 

the churning of two kindling sticks performed to produce fire produces also the 

unintended smoke (which has the same cause as the fire), similarly, when a certain 

meaning which is to be conveyed is intended (when using a word), the word also 

conveys the unintended meaning due to its proximity with the intended one. 

Thus, we find that Bhartrhari, in his VakyapadTya (especially in the second 

ka(Jda), discuss~s different popular views available on varied interpretation of 

metaphorical meaning of words in Indian philosophical literature. The possibility of 

metaphorical transfer of words is most often based on similarity or contiguity, and 

shifts in meaning. In such cases, a distinction must be made between the primary 

meaning and the secondary meaning; otherwise the force of the metaphor will be 

lost. It should be kept in mind that, for Bhartrhari, the primary unit of meaning is a 

sentence, not a word. And he also believes that the meaning is not necessarily 

grasped from the knowledge of individual words used in a sentence. Some of the 

popular views regarding the question of the distinction between the primary and 

metaphorical meaning of words are stated by Bhartrhari. The distinction between the 
I 

primary and secondary meaning is based on the relative frequency of the usage. The 

meaning with which a word is frequently and generally used is the primary meaning. 

Regarding the primary meaning, Bhartrhari has attributed a theory to Vyadi in which 

it is said that the primary meaning of a word is that which is well-known; and which 

only depends on its form. But the secondary meaning is established with effort, with 

the help of some context. According to yet another view, words refer to the qualities. 

That object which possesses these qualities to a greater extent is called the primary 

meaning and the other is called the secondary meaning. Bhartrhari does not support 

this view, because this is not the pattern followed in our actual usage. Another view 

regarding this distinction is totally different. According to it, the metaphorical or 

secondary usage is based on similarity. "Devadatta is a lion" means that Devadatta 

possesses those qualities which are similar to that of a lion. But Bhartrhari's stand 

regarding the issue is different. According to him the metaphorical meaning or any 

other form of intended meaning can be deciphered only in the context of a sentence, 
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and the particular situation in which the sentence is uttered as it is earlier discussed. 

Bhartrhari argues that words as such cannot have metaphorical meaning. It is only 

the sentence and the context of utterance which can determine whether the 

sentence expresses the literal meaning or metaphorical meaning. 

Concluding the whole discussion, it can rightly be remarked that Bhartrhari's 

trend of observing the problem of plurality of meanings of words is based on 

grammarians' assumption that 'all meanings are meanings of a word'. The 

grammarians' thesis of 'a fixed word denotes a fixed meaning' on the one hand, and, 

that 'any word expresses any meaning' (sarve sarvartha vacaka/J) on the other hand, 

may seem to be dichotomous for those who are not well-versed with Bhartrhari's 

trend of looking at meaning as communicative being. 

As Bhartrhari emphasizes the role of sentence as the primary conveyor of 

meaning, he offers a detailed account of deciphering the intended meaning by the 

hearer. Bhartrhari was one of the earliest philosophers who recognized this 

peculiarity of natural language. The speakers can use the words to use the literal 

sense and also to express some intended sense. Therefore, Bhartrhari gives an 

account of how meaning can be precise with the help of contextual factors, as well 

as syntactical factors. Here, it is noteworthy that, six contextual factors figure in 

B(haddevata karika: 

arthatprakara!Jalliilgadaocityaddesakalatal} I 
mantre~arthavivekal} syaditare~iti ca sthitil} II (2.118) 

These are artha (purpose), prakara(7a (the subject matter under discussion), 

liriga (gender), aucitya (propriety), desa (place); an indication from another place) 

and kala (time). These are the contextual factors for determining the meaning of the 

vedic mantra-s or the expressions in the classical language. Bhartrhari agrees that 

we determine the meaning of utterances not only by external words in sentences but 

also by the manner of the speech, the expression of speechless face, speakers 

movements, situations, propriety, place and time. It means that a sentence has 
I 

external and internal forces. These too are contextual factors: 

vakyat prakaral)ad artha.d aucityad desakalatal} I 
sabdarthal} pravibhajyante na rDpad eva kevalat II (Bhartrhari 2.314) 
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The word prakara(la is to be understood in a wider sense. It means various 

types of circumstances. The meanings of the words are determined according to 

sentence, situation, meaning, propriety, place and time and not according to external 

form only. The primary word-meanings are determined by the connection, 

separation, association, opposition, meaning, context, indication, presence of 

another word, suitability, place, time, gender and accent etc. in the case of obscurity: 

sa!J7sargo viprayogas ca sahacaryafJ1 virodhita I 
arthal; prakara(lafJ1/irigafJ1 sabdasyanyasya safJ1nidhil; II 
samarthyam aucitl desal; kala vyaktil; svaradayal; I 
sabdarthasyanavacchede vise?asm(tihetaval; II (Bhartrhari 2.315-16) 

By giving these views about the factors, Bhartrhari lays down the foundation 

of a type of suggestion like abhidhamula vyafijana (suggestion based on the power 

of the denotation). From the above discussion it is clear that the ascertainment of 

meaning is made possible in the context of spoken language. The sentence is the 

ultimate reality of speech, and its meaning is pratibha which is self-complete, 

indivisible as a semantic unit and without sequence. By means of it, one can 

communicate the words and the words-meanings rendered themselves subservient 

to the sentence and sentence-meaning respectively. The sentence appears as a 

sudden flash of understanding. The individual word-meanings function only as a 

means of revealing pratibha. 

Bhartrhari has recorded fourteen contextual factors in determining the sense 

in doubtful cases. They are: (1) Association (saf!lsarga), (2) Dissociation (vipragoga), 

(3) Mutual association (sahacarya), (4) Hostility or opposition (virodhita), (5) Purpose 

(artha), (6) Context 'of situation (prakara(la), (7) Indicatory sign (liriga), (8) Proximity 

with other words (sabdasyanyasya saf!Jnidhi/J), (9) Capability (samarthya), (1 0) 

Propriety (aucitn, (11) Place ( desa), (12} Time (kala), (13) Grammatical gender 

(vyakt1), and (14) Accent (svara). Now, we discuss all these fourteen contextual 

factors one by one: 

(1) Association (saiJ1sarga): It means 'close connection of one individual 

object with another.' The word hari may be used to mean various things. It is the 

name of God Vi$nu, it may also mean monkey. But the term conveys the meaning of 

Vi$nu when it is' used in association with 'conch and discus.' Therefore by hari it 

clearly means lord Vi$nu. Hari is a very elastic word in Sanskrit. Its meanings range 
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from Vi~Qu, lndra, Yama, the sun and the moon down to a lion, a horse, a monkey, a 

serpent and a frog. 

(2) Dissociation (viprayoga): It is separation as contrasted with saf!Jsarga. 

The word dhenu may mean a cow or a mare. But the sentence "dhenu without calf" 

is unambiguous, because the phrase "without calf" implies a dissociation which 

makes it clear that we are talking of a cow which is now without a calf. 

(3) Mutual association (sahacarya): When somebody says 'Rama and 

Lak~man went to forest', we decipher that 'Rama' means the ,brother of Lak~man. 

When we decipher that 'Ram a', here means the brother of Lak~man, and not 

Balarama (the brother of Kr~na) or Parasurama. Here the meaning of Rama is 

recognized on the basis of mutual association of Rama with Lak~mana. 

(4) Hostility or opposition (virodhit8): It may also be called contrary nature 

or dissimilarity or enmity. The word chaya means 'beauty' or 'shade'. But in the 

compound phrase chaya and a.Joka (light), the meaning of chaya obviously implies 

'shade'. This is because of the opposition of meaning between the light and shade. 

Matilal says that all these four factors can be called the general determination of 

meaning through association. It is mostly a case of psychological qssociation (25). 

(5) Purpose (artha): Stha(lu means a pillar or Lord Siva. In the sentence 

"worship stha(lt.i' the purpose of the speaker is obviously served when the term is 

understood in the latter sense. 

(6) Context of situation (prakaraQa): AppayadTk~ita defines 'prakara(la' as 

'vakt(Srot(buddhisthita. There is a sentence "devo janati sarvam" which means 'my 

lord knows everything.' Whether the term deva means 'king' or 'god' is to be decided 

from the context. Another example "Bring me saindhava" where at the time of eating, 

saindhava should mean 'salt', and at the time of going out, it should mean a 'horse'. 

Here the context determines the intended meaning of saindhava. 

(7) Indicatory sign (/iQga): It is a significant expression which supplies the 

factor needed by another expression to complete its sense. Some signs may be 

present in larger context. In the context of Vedic passages "akta/.7 sarkara 

upadadhatl' (the wet pebbles are placed nearby), the meaning of the term akta/.7 

(wet) is not clear, since the pebble could be made wet with many different liquids. In 
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the larger context of a ritual, the meaning of the word is that pebbles which are 

soaked in clarified butter. We have to understand it as an example of indicatory sign. 

(8) Proximity with other words (sabdasyanyasya sannidhi): It is the use of 

a word having a meaning logically connected with only one of the possible meanings 

of the ambiguous word, e. g. devasya purarate/J (of the god, the enemy of the cities). 

This is also a case of association. But it is not a case of psychological association. In 

such cases, phYJsical proximity or syntactical connection is meant. The 'God, the 

destroyer of cities' refers to Lord Siva. Here the proximity or association of 'God' 

restricts the meaning to Siva, otherwise 'king' can also be meant by 'destroyer of 

enemy's cities.' In this connection it is of interest to note the theory of meaning of a 

word which is determined by its collocation, developed by Firth in his essay 'The 

Modes of Meaning'. According to this theory the meaning of a word is determined by 

its collocation with other words; in certain collocations a word may have one 

meaning, and in certain other collocation, a different meaning (118-49). 

(9) Capability (samarthya): In the sentence "the cuckoo is intoxicated by 

madhU', the meaning of madhu should be the spring season and not honey. The 
' 

former sense of madhu (spring) has the capacity to intoxicate (in a poetic sense) a 

cuckoo. PuQyaraja also gives an example in his commentary on VakyapadJya 

(2.316). In this example, it is said that "a girl without a waistline" (anudara kanya) 

should be taken in the sense of "a girl with a narrow waistline" as far as the poetic 

sense is concerned. 

Here, it is noticeable that capability (samarthya) must be distinguished from 

purpose (artha) and indicatory sign (/i(7ga). Purpose and indicatory sign appear to be 

the same as capability. The distinction among them is that this purpose refers to a 

fruit which is to be obtained in the future on account of the power which it 

presupposes. Capability refers to a power, which has already manifested its result in 

someone else. Indicatory sign refers to a characteristic which belongs to oneself. 

(1 0) Propriety (auciti): AucitT means propriety or fitness. In the sentence 

"patu vo dayitamukharrt' which means "may your beloved's mukha protect you," 

'mukham' is a multi-meaning word, expressing among other things favourableness, 

an opening, the mouth, commencement and a means. The line refers to those who 

are smitten with love. Only the favourableness of their beloveds is fit to protect them. 
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The faces of their beloveds are not likely to give them any solace, if those faces 

show signs of anger. Therefore, aucitT restricts the expressive power of mukham to 

favourableness. 

AppayadTksita and Jagannatha point out that artha, samarthya and aucitT 

practically mean the same thing as all three are based on t~e karya-kara(J bhava 

(relationship of causality). The distinction among them lies in the way in which this 

relationship of causality is conveyed. Thus, in artha the karya (effect) is expressed 

by the dative, in samarthya the kara(J (cause) is denoted by the instrumental and in 

aucitT the karya-kara(J bhava (relationship of causality) is known from the 

juxtaposition of the words themselves owing to the capability they possess. 

(11) Place (desa): It means a place where a particular word is uttered. In the 

sentence "bhafiha paramesvara," (here, paramesvara shines), the reference to the 

place (here) shows that by the term paramesvara is meant 'king' and not the god 

Siva. 

(12) Time (kala): It is the time-factor notion of an individual object. The 

sentence 'citrabhanu vibhaty asatJ means 'citrabhanu is now shining'. Here, the 

meaning of citrabhanu may differ due to the time-factor. If the reference is made 

during day-time, the word citra-bhanu in the sentence would mean the 'light of fire' 

and if said during night-time, it would mean 'moon'. 

(13) Grammatical gender ( vyakt1): The term mitra in Sanskrit means 'sun' 

when used in the masculine gender, and 'friend', when used in the neuter gender. In 

some cases grammatical devices can resolve ambiguity. 

(14) Accent (svara): The meaning of a Vedic passage depends on the proper 

accent used. Thus, the term indrasatru with accent on the last syllable means "killer 

of lndra". When the first syllable is accented it means "one whose killer is lndra": 

mantra hTnl; svarato va(Jato va mithyaprayukto na tam artham aha I 
sa vagvajro yajamana!J7 hinasti yathendrasatru svarato 'paradhat II 
(Pa(JinTyasik?a. 5.52) 

These are the contextual factors that determine the fixed meaning of a word in 

the case of ambiguities. It is the context that helps us in understanding elliptical 

sentences. Similarly contextual factors decide whether a word should be taken in its 

primary sense or in its secondary sense. 
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The entire list given above is not mutually exclusive. Moreover, the contextual 

factors are determined by keeping the peculiarities of Sanskrit language in mind. But 

it is obvious that Bhartrhari takes into account the grammatical factors, syntactical, 

psychological factors, contextual factors (both verbal and non-verbal), for 

determination of the intended meaning. Among them the psychological and 

contextual factors definitely play a crucial role in the identification of intended 

meaning. Bhartrhari gives a limited yet more broad-based list of contextual factors. 

He says that the meaning of an expression is not to be determined merely by its form 

but by contextual factors also. These factors are more universal in nature and are 

not related to a specific language (in this case Sanskrit). If we go by the spirit of what 

Bhartrhari says about the problem of word-meaning relation and communicability of 

language, it becomes clear that he deals with these problems in a comprehensive 

manner. 

Bhartrhari refers again and again to the importance of contextual factors in the 

determination of the meaning of expressions. It is the context that helps us in 

understanding elliptical sentences. Similarly contextual factors decide whether a 

word should be taken in its primary sense or in its secondary metaphorical sense. 

4. 

One of the chief objectives of Bhartrhari's linguistic philosophy is to interpret 

the communication. For this, he has ventured to discuss above mentioned theories in 

his Vakyapadlya. He has also proved his theories by applying them on the spoken 

Sanskrit language of his time in order to interpret communication. In this section, in 

order to examine the universality of his theory, an English composition is taken for 

reinterpretation with the help of Bhartrhari's theories especially within the framework 

of the contexts and conditions for determination of primary, secondary/intended and 

non-intended meaning. This composition is The Waste Land (1922) composed by 
I 

Thomas Stearns Eliot (1888-1965). This is taken up because of two reasons. The 

first reason is its language and diction, and second, its interpretation which is difficult 

but not obscure. 

The language of The Waste land is largely the contemporary common speech 

as actually used and spoken in different societies in the modern metropolitan 
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London. It possesses the qualities which we generally call 'prosaic strength', 

'exactness' and 'urbanity'. But at the same time it is full of experiments in the 

handling of words and phrases which by their unique and unprecedented 

juxtapositions suggest much wider, deeper and new areas of meanings, and as such 

immensely enlarge the scope of poetry. 

This poem is known one of the most difficult poems of English literature. 

There are many reasons which make it difficult. The difficulty results from the fact 

that the poet had to mirror a civilization infinitely more complex and intricate than the 

previous one, and the intricacy of his poetry is but a reflection of the conditions of life 

on which his sensibility had to operate. Rendering of new conditions, required the 

use of new techniques, and the very 'novelty' of his poetry creates difficulty. The 

difficulty of his poetry arises from his borrowings on an unprecedented scale. His 

poetry abounds in allusions, references, quotations, and literary reminiscences which 

bewilder and perplex the readers. Another source of difficulty in his poetry is the 

careful and exact compression or condensation which he adopted. All connecting 

links, all the grammatical signs of connection and order, which serves as sign-post 

for the guidance of the readers, are ruthlessly eliminated. Thus, Eliot's poetry is not a 

toy for the masses. It is a difficult poetry for the mentally mature and an 

understanding of it is the ultimate reward of consummate scholarship. 

Above discussed two qualities of Eliot's poem are helpful to prove the 

applicability of Bhartrhari's theories, especially of contexts and conditions of 

meaning. As one of Bhartrhari's chief aims is to interpret communication, this poem 

will be an appropriate tool in order to exploit his one chief aim (i.e. to interpret 

communication) because, in the poem, a large part of the contemporary common 

speech as actually spoken in the sophisticated society in the modern metropolitan 

cities has been used. The possibility of multilayer of meaning which causes difficulty 

in the present poem will open up to Bhartrhari's contexts and conditions of meaning 

for disambiguation. 

Bhartrhari has discussed different conditions given, by different theories 

popular at his time for the determination of the primary and secondary meanings of a 

word or sentence. Among those, some conditions, such as 

arthaprakara(lasabdantarasannidhana (purpose, situation-context and proximity of 
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another word), nimitta-nimitti (base and based), nytJnadhikyabhava (more or less 

degree of properties), sad(Sya (similarity) and virodha (inversion) may be taken for 

the interpretation of The Waste Land. 

The extre'me allusiveness of Eliot's style is one of the many sources of 

difficulty in interpretation. His allusions have an extraordinary wide range, covering 

several mythologies, literatures and religions. They cover the wisdom and 

philosophies, both of the East and the West. It is called Eliot's 'poetic shorthand' 

which is a device for linking the contemporary waste land with places and scenes in 

history, myth and legend, by the use of phrases, fragments of quotations, allusions 

etc., from poets and authors of different ages and countries. Thus, the use of the 

phrase 'unreal city', in the following passage from the first canto named 'The Burial 

of the Dead', links up London with Paris, the city of Baudelaire, and with Dante's 

Limbo: 

Unreal city 
Under the brown fog of a winter dawn, 
A crowd flowed over London Bridge, so many 
I had not thought death had undone so many. 
Sighs, short and infrequent, were exhaled, 
And each man fixed his eyes before his feet. (60-65} 

The concluding part of this passage is a mosaic of quotations and allusions, 

and in this way the poet has shown that all wars are one war, all cities are one city, 

and all human failure is one failure. In this way the topical is universalized. But here, 

our concern is how the reader derives this meaning. When we apply 

arthaprakara(Jasabdantarasannidhana, we find that it becomes easy for us to 

determine the secondary meaning of the quoted passage. The meaning of the 

phrase 'unreal city' in the passage (Unreal ... his feet.) is known by means of the 

purpose (of referring the universalized topical), situation context (A crowd flowed 

over London Bridge) and the proximity of the phrase (unreal city) with another 

phrase (london Bridge). In other words, the meaning of the quoted passage is not 

spontaneously revealed or expressed by the phrase 'unreal city'. The meaning is 

known by the efforts made on the basis of another expressed popular meaning of the 

phrase 'unreal city', and, hence, the meaning is secondary. 
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Other conditions like nimitta-nimitti, nyilnadhikyabhava and sad(Sya can also 

be applied on other allusive passages in order to determine the primary and 

secondary meaning as arthaprakara(Jasabdantarasannidhana is applied. 

To conclude, conditions and contexts of meaning as mentioned in 

Vakyapadfya by Bhartrhari are for the determination of meanings through the 

interpretation of communication. These should be applied universally. It is also clear 

that the objectives of literature cannot be fulfilled without the knowledge of contexts 

and conditions of meaning. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion 

It is the word through which the world can be known. In other words, without 

the language no kind of knowledge is possible. It is the language through which not 

only the truth but falsity can also be expressed. What is the Ultimate Reality behind 

all the expressed truths and falsities? In the answer of this question, the 

philosophical investigation of language paves the path for the philosophy of 

language. 

It is Bhartrhari's VakyapadTya which contains reflections on the subject-matter 

of language and grammar in a way that raises the study of these to the rank of the 

philosophy of language. One of the chief objectives of Bhartrhari's philosophy of 

language is to interpret communication. This communication should be taken up in 

the sense of entire lingual behaviour because Bhartrhari as a philosopher has a goal 

for interpreting the communication of all living creatures which comprise not only 

those who communicate through mediums like the language-tokens but those also 

who without the mediums for example birds, yogin-s, babies, insects, etc. So as to 

accomplish the communication, he discusses the need of the expresser or real 

language (sphota) and the expressed (pratibha vakyartha). It is the expresser 

without which no lingual behaviour can be imagined and if there is no lingual 
t 

behaviour, there is no meaning. In the present study, the sphota has been taken as 

the universal or indispensable condition of meaning. 

It can be said that the language-tokens standing by proxy for things and the 

sphota expressive of meaning are separate not only essentially and existentially, but 

also functionally. The language-tokens are means for manifesting the sphota, which, 

when manifested by them, reveals itself and its meaning as well. The tokens are 

outer manifestations of the sphota and are manifested by the expectancy caused by 
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the sphota. The language-tokens which are due to the expectancy may be 

understood as a condition for the disambiguation of meaning through the 

interpretation of the communication. In other words, the meaning is revealed by the 

sphota when the latter is manifested by the language-tokens due to the expectancy 

which is also caused by the sphota. But this condition cannot be as indispensible as 

the sphota because, without the language-tokens, the meaning can be revealed only 

by the sphota in the cases of yogin-s, babies, etc. On this basis, Bhartrhari has 

mentioned six kinds of flashes of meaning. These are named as svabhava, cara(la, 

yoganimittapratibha, visi?topahitapratibha, abhyasanimittapratibha and 

adr?tapratibha. 

It is noticeable that the issue, i.e. the conditions and contexts of meaning, in 

this work is one of the main issues of Bhartrhari's VakyapadTya. The chief purpose of 

the search for conditions and contexts of meaning is due to the call for 
I 

disambiguation of meaning through understanding the relationship between the 

sentence and its meaning. The possibility of pluralities of meanings from a single 

sentence produces ambiguities in the interpretation of communication as well as in 

the comprehension of a literary text. The pluralities of meanings as discussed in 

VakyapadTya may be taken up under the three categories. These are the primary, 

i.e. the expressive or fixed meanings (mukhyartha), secondary/intended meanings 

(gau(lartha) and non-intended meanings (nantarTyakartha). The study of the 

conditions and contexts of meaning provides grounds for the determination of 

primary or fixed meanings, secondary/intended meanings and non-intended 

meanings. Bhartrhari in his VakyapadTya has discussed different1 conditions for the 

determination of the primary, secondary and non-intended meanings such as 

purpose, situation-context and proximity of another Word, i.e. arthaprakara(la 

sabdantarasannidhana; similarity (sadrsya); inversion (virodha); etc. 

Bhartrhari also mentions fourteen determinants of fixed or expressive 

meaning of a word in a context. The fixed meaning is revealed by sphota in the mind 

just after its manifestation by utterances. This meaning is the expressive or the 

primary meaning of the word. The primary meaning serves as the ground for the 

cognition of secondary/intended and non-intended meanings. If the primary meaning 

of a word, in a sentence, is not conveyed in order to understand the sentence, its 
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secondary/intenqed and non-intended meanings are decided on the basis of its 

primary meaning with the help of contexts and conditions of meaning like 

arthaprakara(Jasabdantarasannidhana (purpose, situation-context and proximity of 

another word), nimitta-nimitti (base and based), nyunadhikyabhava (more or less 

degree of properties), sad(Sya (similarity), virodha (inversion), etc. It is remarkable to 

note here that these conditions and contexts function for determination of the 

intended and non-intended meanings on the basis of primary or fixed meaning of a 

word and not of inference and memory. Therefore, Bhartrhari gives fourteen 

determinants of meaning of a word in a context such as association (saf!7sarga), 

dissociation (vipragoga), mutual association (sahacarya), hostility or opposition 
I 

(virodhita), purpose (artha), context of situation (prakara(Ja), indicatory sign (Jiilga), 

proximity with other words (sabdasyanyasya sa!J7nidhi(J), capability (samarthya), 

propriety (aucitij, etc. 

The fixed meaning of the word used in the sentence cannot be decided only 

on the basis either of the form of the word or of the very general meaning of the 

word, because the form of the word may remain fixed in all its different uses. The 

fourteen determinants of fixed meaning of a word in a context as mentioned in 

VakyapadTya have a very important role in the interpretation of communication and 

literary texts. Thus, Bhartrhari's philosophy interprets the issue of different meanings 

of a word on the basis of primary or fixed meaning of the word revealed in the mind. 

The determination of the secondary or non-intended meaning of a word in a 

sentence is not problematic, if the word is used for its primary or expressive 

meaning. The problem of the determination of the meaning of a word arises only if 

the expressive meaning of a word is not favourable in that use. It can be said that 

secondary and non-intended meanings of the word are known by imposition of 

primary meaning and by closeness to the primary meaning of the word respectively. 

It is also found on the basis of the nature and functions performed by all 

determinants of meaning that these determinants comprise certain psychological, 

grammatical, syntactic and semantic grounds and are helpful in the determination of 

contextual meaning of a word in a sentence. Context helps in the determination of 

the contextual meaning. It should not be considered as a meaning-revealing unit. In 

Bhartrhari's philosophy, the sphota can only be the meaning-revealing unit. 
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Lastly, almost all determinants of meaning, which are discussed in 

VakyapadJya, are tested by the commentators of text and other Indian scholars by 

applying to Sanskrit literature. However, it does not mean that these determinants 

are only applicable to Sanskrit literature. They may also be applicable to the 

literature of other languages in order to remove ambiguities regarding meaning, as 

attempted in this work. 
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